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Foreword 

This synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice of the European Communities 
and the Court of First Instance of the European Communities will from now on 
be published in a • streamlined' form. As has been the case with synopses for 
previous years, the 1991 synopsis is intended for judges, lawyers and practitioners, 
as well as teachers and students of Community law. 

It is issued for information only, and obviously must not be cited as an official 
publication of the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance, whose 
judgments are published only in the Reports of Cases before the Court of Justice 
and the Court of First Instance (ECR). 

The synopsis is published in the official languages of the European Communities 
(Spanish, Danish, German, Greek, English, French, Italian, Dutch and Portu
guese). It is obtainable free of charge on request (specifying the language required) 
from the Press and Information offices of the European Communities whose 
addresses are listed on page 99. 
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A - Review of the 1991 jud~cial year 

I - Case-law of the Court of Justice 

During 1991, the Court of Justice of the European Communities delivered 
204 judgments, 90 of which related to direct actions, 108 to references for a 
preliminary ruling and five to appeals brought against decisions of the Court of 
First Instance and one concerning an application for revision of a judgment. 

The President of the Court or the Presidents of Chambers were also required to 
decide on nine applications for interim measures. 

In the case of direct actions, these judgments were delivered on average 24 months 
following the lodging of the application, and 18 months following receipt of the 
order for reference in the case of references for a preliminary ruling. The duration 
of proceedings in cases involving Community officials was approximately 1 S.S 
months. 

A total of 288 cases were decided, the majority (214) by judgment and the 
remainder (73) by order terminating the proceedings and one by way of an 
opinion. 

At the end of 1991, the cases pending before the Court totalled 640. 

1be tread Ia CUll broaabt before the Court of J..tk:e 

In 1991, 345 new cases were brought before the Court of Justice; these consisted 
of 140 direct actions, 186 references for a preliminary ruling, 14 appeals brought 
against decisions of the Court of First Instance, and three special procedures; 
there were also two applications for an opinion submitted by the Commission of 
the European Communities under Article 228 of the EEC Treaty. 

In relation to 1990 there has been a decrease in the number of direct actions 
(222 in 1990) while there has been an increase in the number of references for a 
preliminary ruling (141 in 1990). There is a quantitative stability or even a slight 
decrease in the number of appeals (16 in 1990). 
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General pattern of the case-lw 

Out of 204 judgments delivered by the Court of Justice in 1991, 44 concerned the 
free movement of persons, 35 agriculture, 30 the free movement of goods, 18 the 
environment and consumer protection, 17 taxation and 12 social policy. 

The Court of Justice was also required to decide cases concerning among other 
things the common commercial policy (seven judgments), transport (seven judg
ments), State aid (five judgments) and company law (four judgments). 

However, along with these, the Court of Justice has had to resolve in 1991 very 
important questions in other fields, such as external relations. Thus, it delivered 
an opinion on 14 December 1991 on the draft agreement between the Community 
and the EFT A countries on the creation of the European Economic Area (EEA). 
Pursuant to the second subparagraph of Article 228(1) of the EEC Treaty, the 
Commission had sought the opinion of the Court, particularly on the judicial 
machinery which the agreement envisaged, based on the creation of a court, the 
EEA Court, to which a court of first instance would be attached. 

The EEA Court, composed of eight judges, of which five would be from the Court 
of Justice and three would be appointed by the EFT A States, would have 
jurisdiction with regard to the settlement of disputes between the Contracting 
Parties, actions concerning the surveillance procedure regarding the EFT A States 
and appeals concerning decisions in the area of competition initiated by the EFT A 
Surveillance Authority. 

After examining the draft agreement, the Court of Justice concluded that it was 
incompatible with the EEC Treaty. 

First the Court noted that, since the objectives and the context of the agreement 
and of Community law were so different, neither the use in the EEA of provisions 
word-for-word the same as the corresponding provisions of Community law nor 
compliance with the case-law of the Court of Justice laid down by the agreement 
sufficed to secure the objective of homogeneity of the law throughout the EEA. 

Moreover, the jurisdiction conferred on the EEA Court was likely to have an 
adverse effect on the allocation of responsibilities defined in the Treaties concern
ing, first, the exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of Justice to ensure respect for the 
Community legal order and to settle disputes concerning the interpretation or 
application of the Treaty by virtue of Articles 164 and 219 respectively and, 
second, because the judicial machinery provided for by the agreement would 
condition the future interpretation by the Court of the Community rules on free 
movement and competition. 

Moreover, the Court pointed out that it would be very difficult, if not impossible, 
for those judges who would be called upon to sit, at the same time, in the Court of 
Justice and in the EEA Court, to tackle questions with completely open minds, 
when sitting in the Court of Justice, where they have taken part in determining 
those questions as members of the EEA Court. 
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Finally, the Court found it unacceptable that the answers which the Court of 
Justice were to give to the courts and tribunals in the EFTA States were to be 
purely advisory and without any binding effects. Such a situation would change 
the nature of the function of the Court of Justice. 

Following the Court's opinion, the Commission and the EFT A States reopened 
negotiations in order to arrive at a judicial system in the context of the EEA 
which conforms to the requirements of Community law. 

In the field of agriculture, and more specifically in the fisheries sector, the Court 
of Justice had occasion in its judgment of 25 July 1991 in Case C-221/89 
(Factortame), to rule on the conditions required by national legislation for the 
registration of fishing vessels. The Merchant Shipping Act of 1988 had introduced 
in the United Kingdom new conditions for the registration of fishing vessels in the 
UK shipping register and, in particular, the requirement that the owner be British. 
That provision prevented vessels belonging to Factortame Ltd and other compan
ies incorporated under the laws of the United Kingdom, but basically controlled 
by Spanish interests, from gaining access to fishing quotas allocated by the 
Community to the United Kingdom. 

In its judgment the Court held that, where a vessel constituted an instrument for 
pursuing an economic activity which involved a fixed establishment in the 
Member State concerned, the registration of that vessel could not be dissociated 
from the exercise of freedom of establishment. While noting that, as Community 
law stands at present, it is for the Member States to determine the conditions 
which must be fulfllled in order for a vessel to be registered and granted the right 
to fly their flag, the Court stressed that, in exercising that power, they must 
comply with the rules of Community law and, in particular, with the prohibition 
of discrimination against nationals of Member States on grounds of their 
nationality. 

Again in the field of agriculture, the Court ruled on the power of national courts, 
in proceedings for interim relief, to suspend the operation of an administrative 
measure based on a Community regulation. 

In its judgment of 21 February 1991 in Cases C-143/88 and C-92/89 (Zuckerfabrik 
Silderdithmarschen AG v Hauptzo/lamt ltzehoe and Zuckerfabrik Soest GmbH v 
Hauptzollamt Paderborn). the Court held that, when national authorities were 
responsible for the administrative implementation of Community regulations, the 
right to judicial review guaranteed by Community law included the right of 
individuals to contest the legality of such regulations indirectly before a national 
court and to require that court to refer questions to the Court of Justice for a 
preliminary ruling. That right would be jeopardized if, pending the decision of the 
Court of Justice, an individual could not obtain an order suspending the 
operation of an administrative measure and thus interrupt, as far as he was 
concerned, the effects of the contested regulation. . 
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However, the Court also pointed out in its judgment the conditions on which the 
national court could order the suspension, in particular the responsibility of the 
national court to seek a preliminary ruling on the question of validity of the 
Community act in question, the other conditions corresponding broadly to those 
under which interim relief is granted by the Court of Justice. 

The growing number of cases before the Court concerning environmental 
prot~tion shows the increasing importance of Community regulation in that field. 
Thus, in 1991, the Court had to give judgment in several actions for failure to 
fulfil obligations brought by the Commission against Member States. 

The Court declared that the following Member States had failed to fulfil their 
obligations: Italy, under rules on the conservation of wild birds (C-157/88 and 
C-334/89); the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy, under Council Directive 
80/68/EEC on the protection of groundwater against pollution (C-131/88 and 
C-360/87): the Federal Republic of Germany and France, under several Directives 
on air pollution (C-361/88, C-59/89, C-13/90, C-14/90 and C-64/90); Luxembourg 
and Spain, under Council Directive 85/339/EEC on the reduction of household 
waste (C-252/89 and C-192/90); Belgium and the Federal Republic of Germany, 
under Directives on the quality of surface water intended for the abstraction of 
drinking water (C-290/89 and C-58/89); and Italy, under Directives on waste 
(C-33/90). 

In the context of eliminating discrimination between men and women, the Court 
ruled in its judgment of 25 July 1991 in Case C-345/89 (Stoeckel) that a national 
provision such as Article L-213 of the French Code du Travail (Labour Code), 
prohibiting night work for women, was contrary to the principle of equal 
treatment for men and women. 

The Court held that it was not evident that the risks incurred by women in such 
work were broadly different in kind from the risks incurred by men and that, in 
any event, suitable measures could be adopted to deal with them without 
jeopardizing the fundamental principle of equal treatment for men and women. 

Two references for preliminary rulings from the Pretura di Vicenza and the 
Pretura di Bassano del Grappa enabled the Court to rule on the liability of the 
State for damage arising from breach of its obligations under Community law. 

The plaintiffs in the main proceedings were employees who were owed payments 
of amounts in respect of remuneration. According to Council Directive 
80/987 /EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States in relation to 
the protection of employees in the event of the insolvency of their employer, 
Member States were required to bring into force before 23 October 1983 specific 
guarantees for the payment of amounts due to them in respect of remuneration. 
Since Italy had failed to fulfil that obligation, the plaintiffs were not able to obtain 
compensation, and they therefore instituted proceedings against the State seeking 
an order that it should pay them the sums due or, in default thereof, to pay them 
damages. 
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In its judgment of 19 November 1991 in Cases C-6/90 and C-9/90 (Francovich) 
the Court laid down the principle according to which the Member States were 
obliaed to compensate individuals for harm caused to them by infringements of 
Community law imputable to the Member States provided that three conditions 
were fulfllled: that the result to be achieved by the directive involves the granting 
of rights to individuals; that the content of those rights could be identified on the 
basis of provisions of the directive; and that there was a causal link between the 
breach of the State's obligation and the harm suffered by the injured parties. 

Two applications for the annulment of a Council Regulation imposing a definitive 
anti-dumping duty on imports of urea originating in Libya and Saudi Arabia gave 
the Court occasion to stress the importance of guaranteeing observance of the 
rights of the individual. 

In its judgment of 27 June 1991 in Case C-49/88 ( A.I-Jubail). the Court held that, 
as regards the right to a fair hearing, any action taken by the Community 
institution must be all the more scrupulous in view of the fact that, as they stood 
at present, the rules in question did not provide all the procedural guarantees for 
the protection of the individual which may exist in certain national legal 
systems. 

Again on the question of the protection of the rights of individuals, but from the 
viewpoint of national law, the Court ruled in its judgment of 25 July 1991 in Case 
C-208/90 ( Emmot) that, until such time as a directive had been properly 
transposed, a defaulting Member State could not rely on an individual's delay in 
initiating proceedings against it in order to obtain protection of the rights 
conferred upon him by the provisions of the directive and that a period laid down 
by national law within which proceedings had to be initiated could not begin to 
run before that time. 

Several judgments of the Court during 1991 dealt with the application of the 
principle of the free movement of persons. In its judgment of 26 February 1991 in 
Case C-292/89 ( A.ntonissen), the Court had to rule on the possibility open to 
Member States to introduce a temporal limitation with regard to the right to stay 
in order to seek employment. In that regard, it pointed out that the effectiveness 
of Article 48 of the EEC Treaty establishing the freedom of movement for 
workers was secured in so far as Community legislation or, in its absence, the 
legislation of a Member State, gave the person concerned 'reasonable time'. In the 
absence of Community provisions, it considered that six months did not appear in 
principle to be insufficient. However, the Court added that if, after the expiry of 
that period, the person concerned provided evidence that he was continuing to 
seek employment and that he had genuine chan~ of being engaged, he could not 
be required to leave the territory of the host Member State. 

Again, in its judgment of 4 July 1991 in Case C-213/90 ( A.ST/), the Court 
acknowledged that workers who are nationals of a Member State have the right to 
vote in elections for members of an occupational guild to which they must pay 
contributions and which is responsible for defending the interests of the affiliated 
workers and exercises a consultative role with regard to legislation. That question 
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was put by the Cour de Cassation, Luxembourg, in the context of proceedings 
between the Association de Soutien aux Travailleurs lmmigres (ASTI) and the 
Chambre des Employes Prives in relation to the refusal of ASTI to pay mandatory 
contributions to the Chambre des Employes Prives on the ground that it seemed 
illogical to contribute to a body on behalf of employees who were excluded from 
it. 

Several questions referred by the Hsjesteret for a preliminary ruling led the Court 
to define the concept of normal residence within the meaning of Council Directive 
83/ 182/EEC. The main proceedings concerned a Danish national who had moved 
to Germany in 1973 and who, from the summer of 1982, stayed, nearly every 
night and most weekends, with a girlfriend who lived in Denmark. In October 1982 
he purchased a new car which he had registered in Germany and which he used 
from then on to visit his girlfriend. In January 1984 the Danish authorities, 
considering that he had transferred his normal residence to Denmark, confiscated 
his car on the ground that it had not been registered in Denmark. 

In its judgment of 23 April 1991 in Case C-297 /89 ( Ryborg), the Court ruled that 
normal residence within the meaning of the Directive corresponded to the 
permanent centre of interests of the person concerned, which must be determined 
with the aid of all the criteria set out in the Directive and all the relevant facts. 
Thus, the mere fact that a person spent his nights and weekends over more than a 
year with a woman-friend in a Member State (Member State B) other than the 
one in which he had been working and residing for several years (Member 
State A) was insufficient to support the conclusion that he had transferred his 
normal residence to Member State B. 

At present, Ireland is the only country of the Community to prohibit abortion. 
Article 40(3) of the Irish Constitution recognizes the right to life of the unborn 
child. According to the case-law of the Irish courts, that article also prohibits any 
measures which consist in assisting pregnant women within Ireland to travel 
abroad in order to obtain medical termination of pregnancy, in particular by 
providing information on clinics which carry out abortions. 

In that context, the Society of the Protection of Unborn Children Ireland Ltd, 
constituted with the object of preventing the decriminalization of abortions and to 
defend human life from the moment of conception, initiated proceedings before 
the High Court of Ireland against Mr Grogan and other officers of student 
associations who edited publications intended for students in which they informed 
them of the possibility of having abortions lawfully carried out in the United 
Kingdom and of the means of communicating with those clinics. The High court 
referred several questions to the Court for a preliminary ruling on the interpreta
tion of Community law. 

In its judgment of 4 October 1991 in Case C-159/90 (Grogan), the Court ruled 
that medical termination of pregnancy, performed in accordance with the law of 
the State in which it is carried out, constituted a service within the meaning of 
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Article 60 of the Treaty, as a medical activity which was normally provided for 
remuneration and carried out as part of a professional activity. As regards the 
distribution of information concerning clinics which carried out voluntary medical 
termination of pregnancy in other Member States, the Court held the link between 
the activities of the officers of the students associations and the clinics in question 
was too tenuous for the prohibition on the distribution of information to be 
capable of being regarded as a restriction within the meaning of Article 59 of the 
Treaty. 

II - The Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice 

On 4 July 1991 the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice were published in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities (L 176) with the amendments 
which had been adopted by the Court on 15 May 1991. Those amendments were 
necessary in order to maintain the effectiveness of judicial review in the Commun
ity legal order and coincided with the adoption by the Court of First Instance of 
its Rules of Procedure (see p. 44). 

The amendments take into account, first, the judicial practice of the Court of 
Justice which bad demonstrated the need to redraft certain rules of procedure and, 
secondly, the need for the Court of Justice to deal with the ever-growing number 
of cases which are brought before it by rendering the procedure before it as 
flexible as possible. 

In that respect, it was thought desirable to transfer to the President of the Court 
certain powers which had previously been exercised by the Court. Thus, it is for 
the President of the Court to order the joinder of cases concerning the same 
subject-matter (Article 43); he may also decide, either on his own initiative or at 
the request of one of the parties, to defer a case to be dealt with at a later date 
(Article .55(2)); he may order a case to be removed from the register where the 
parties reach a settlement of their dispute (Article 77) or where the applicant 
wishes to discontinue the proceedings (Article 78) and he may give a decision as to 
costs (Article 69(1)); finally, in the matter of interventions, he gives the parties an 
opportunity to submit their written or oral observations on the application to 
intervene; he gives his decision in the form of an order and, on application by one 
of the parties, may omit from communicating to the intervener secret or 
confidential documents (Article 93(2) and (3)). 

The new Rules of Procedure have also given the Court greater scope to assign 
certain cases to a Chamber. Thus, the new wording of Aiticle 95(1) enables the 
Court to assign to Chambers, in addition to references for preliminary rulings, 
appeals brought against decisions of the Court of First Instance and 'any other 
case', with the exception of those brought by a Member State or an institution. 
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Thants to that amendment the Court may now assign to a Chamber certain cases, 
such as a request for authorization made by a natural or legal person for the 
seizuR of property and assets of the Communities under Article 1 of the Protocol 
on the Privileges and Immunities of the European Communities. 

The concern to increase the flexibility of the procedure before the Court of Justice 
also led to the simplifying of certain procedural formalities. In that respect, the 
amendment regarding the requirement concerning the formal regularity of appli
cations should first be noted. First, under the new Article 38(2) the parties now 
have the choice of an address for service in the place where the Court has its seat. 
Indeed, if the application does not state an address for service, all service on the 
party concerned for the purpose of the proceedings is to be effected by registered 
letter addressed to the agent or lawyer of that party. However, in that case, and 
by way of derogation from the general rule laid down in Article 79, service is then 
to be deemed duly effected by the lodging of the registered letter at the post office 
of tho place where the Court has its seat. The same rule applies to the defendant 
(Article 40) and to the interveners (Article 93(1)). 

Secondly, as regards legal persons governed by private law, the new wording of 
Article 38(5) provides, as an alternative to the lodging of its instruments of 
constitution, a less onerous requirement, namely the lodging of a recent extract 
from the register of companies, firms or associations or any other proof of its 
existeace in law. 

Article 44A, which is a new provision of the Rules of Procedure, enables the 
Court to give a judgment without an oral procedure in direct actions under certain 
conditions. Where the Court has sufficient information before it as a result of the 
pleading lodged during the written procedure, and none of the parties wishes to 
state its point of view orally, the oral procedure may become a mere formality. In 
that case, the Court, acting on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, after hearing 
the Advocate General and with the express consent of the parties, may dispense 
with a hearing. 

A ~imilar rule has been laid down as regards references for preliminary rulings. By 
virtue of Article 104(4), as amended, the Court, after the statements of case or 
written observations referred to in Article 20 of the EEC Statute, Article 21 of the 
Euratclm Statute and Article 103(3) of the Rules of Procedure have been 
submitted, acting on a report from the Judge-Rapporteur, and after informing the 
persoas who under the aforementioned provisions arc entitled to submit such 
statements or observations, may, after hearing the Advocate General, and 
provided that none of those persons has asked to present oral argument, decide to 
give a ruling without an oral procedure. 

Also with regard to references for a preliminary ruling, and inspired by the 
principle of procedural cconcomy, Article 104(3) now enables the Court, where a 
question referred to it for a preliminary ruling is manifestly identical with a 
question on which the Court has already ruled, after informing the court or 
tribunal which referred the question to it, hearing any observations submitted by 
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the persons concerned and hearing the Advocate General, to give its decision by 
reasoned order in which reference is made to its previous judgment. 

Several amendments of the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice are 
designed to improve the rules already in existence in order to resolve certain 
problems encountered over the years or to render the procedure before the Court 
more equitable or efficient. 

Thus, for example, the former wording of Article 80 relating to time-limits, which 
was too imprecise, could give rise to problems of interpretation. That was why it 
was considered expedient to specify in the same article the methods of calculating 
time-limits in all the situations that could arise. Thus, the periods of time 
prescribed by the ECSC, EEC or Euratom Treaties, the Statutes of the Court or 
the Rules of Procedure for the taking of any procedural step are to be reckoned as 
follows: 

(a) where a period expressed in days, weeks, months or years is to be calculated 
from the moment at which an event occurs or an action takes place, the day 
during which that event occurs or that action takes place shall not be counted 
as falling within the period in question; 

(b) a period expressed in weeks, months or in years shall end with the expiry of 
whichever day in the last week, month or year is the same day of the week, or 
falls on the same date, as the day during which the event or action from 
which the period is to be calculated occurred or took place. If, in a period 
expressed in months or in years, the day on which it should expire does not 
occur in the last month, the period shall end with the expiry of the last day of 
that month; 

(c) where a period is expressed in months and days, it shall first be reckoned in 
whole months, then in days; 

(d) periods shall include official holidays, Sundays and Saturdays; 

(e) periods shall not be suspended during the judicial vacations. 

With regard to measures of inquiry, the following should be noted: the obligation 
on the Court to hear the parties before deciding on the measures of inquiry, such 
as oral testimony, the commissioning of an expert's report or an inspection of the 
place or thing in question (Article 45(1)), or ordering that a previous inquiry be 
repeated or expanded (Article 60); the new rule relating to the signature of the 
minutes in which the evidence of the witness is reproduced (signature by the 
President or the Judge-Rapporteur responsible for conducting the examination of 
the witness, as well as by the Registrar, after the witness has been given an 
opportunity to check the content of the minutes and to sign them (Article 47(6)); 
the new maximum amount of the pecuniary penalty which the Court may impose 
upon a duly summoned witness who fails to appear before the Court (ECU S 000 
-Article 48(2)); the possibility for the Court to reduce the pecuniary penalty at 
the request of the witness where he establishes that it is disproportionate to his 
income (Article 48(3)); and, finally, the option for the Court to request the parties 
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or one of them to lodge security for the costs of the expert's report 
(Article 49(2)). 

As regards costs, several amendments have been made to Article 69; in particular, 
the rules relating to costs in cases of intervention and those relating to costs in 
discontinued cases have been clarified. 

As regards interventions, by virtue of the general rule in Article 69(2), if the party 
supported by an intervener is successful, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to 
pay the costs, not only of the successful party, but also of the intervener. 
Nevertheless, the new paragraph 4 of that article now provides that the Member 
States and the Community institutions which intervene in the proceedings are to 
bear their own costs in order to prevent the decision as to costs increasing 
disproportionately as a result of the intervention of Member States or Community 
institutions having no direct interest in the result of the case. Since private 
interveners have to establish an interest in the result of the case, the rule in 
Article 69(2) may in principle apply in this instance. However, in view of the range 
of interests which could justify an intervention and the situations which could 
arise, the new paragraph 4 now enables the Court to make exceptions to that rule 
in the interests of equity and order a private intervener to bear his own costs. 

As regards costs where a party discontinues or withdraws from proceedings, the 
new paragraph 5 envisages four possibilities: where a party discontinues or 
withdraws from proceedings following an unjustified action, the applicant pays 
the costs of the defendant, if they have been applied for in the latter's pleadings; 
where a party discontinues or withdraws from proceedings because the action has 
become pointless, the costs are to be borne by the other party if that appears 
justified by the conduct of that party; where the parties have come to an 
agreement on costs, the decision as to costs is to be in accordance with that 
agreement; and, finally, if costs are not claimed, the parties are to bear their own 
costs. 

The annulment to Article 93 of the Rules of Procedure is designed to clarify, for 
the benefit of the parties, the course of the procedure where there is an 
intervention and gives the parties, in a new Article 93(6), the chance to reply to 
the statement in intervention. 

Finally, the amendments to the rules relating to the jurisdiction of the Court in 
the matter of preliminary issues should be noted. 

On the one hand, Article 92(1) has been amended in order to enable the Court, 
where the action is manifestly inadmissible, to give a decision on the action 
without taking further steps in the proceedings. In the former version, that 
possibility was available only where it was clear that the Court had no jurisdiction 
to take cognizance of an action. The amendment is designed to bring the text into 
line with Court practice. 
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On the other hand, a lOth chapter has been inserted after Article 82, as well as a 
new Article 82a on stay of proceedings. Under that new article, the proceedings 
may be stayed where the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance are 
seized of cases in which the same relief is sought, the same issue of interpretation 
is raised or the validity of the same act is called in question, by order of the Court 
or the Chamber to which the case has been assigned, made after hearing the 
Advocate General, in order that it may be pursued before the Court of First 
Instance. In all other cases, the proceedings may be stayed by decision of the 
President adopted after hearing the Advocate General and, save in the case of 
references for a preliminary ruling, the parties. The proceedings may be resumed 
by order or decision, following the same procedure. 

The new Rules of Procedure entered into force on 1 September 1991. 
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B - Composition of the Court of Justice 

Composition of the Court of Justice on 6 October 1991 

Front row from left to right: 
Manuel Diez de Velasco, Judge; Jose Carlos de Carvalho Moitinho de Almeida, 
Judge; Federico Mancini, Judge; Ole Due, President; Thomas Francis O'Higgins, 
Judge; Gil Carlos Rodriguez Iglesias, Judge; Francis Jacobs, Advocate General. 

Second row from left to right: 
Fernand Schockweiler, Judge; Rene Joliet, Judge; Marco Darrnon, Advocate 
General; Carl Otto Lenz, Advocate General; Constantinos Kakouris, Judge; Sir 
Gordon Slynn, Judge. 

Third row from left to right: 
Jean-Guy Giraud, Registrar; Paul Kapteyn, Judge; Giuseppe Tesauro, Advocate 
General; Walter Van Gerven, Advocate general; Manfred Zuleeg, Judge; Fernand 
Grevisse, Judge; Jean Mischo, Advocate General. 
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I - Order of precedence 

1. Order of prec:edence in tbe Court of Justice 
to 6 October 1991 

Ole Due, President 
Federico Mancini, President of the Sixth Chamber 
Thomas Francis O'Higgins, President of the Second Chamber 
Jose Carlos de Carvalho Moitinho de Almeida, President of the Third and Fifth 
Chambers 
Gil Carlos Rodriguez Iglesias, President of the First Chamber 
Manuel Diez de Velasco, President of the Fourth Chamber 
Francis Jacobs, First Advocate General 
Sir Gordon Slynn, Judge 
Constantinos Kakouris, Judge 
Carl Otto Lenz, Advocate General 
Marco Darmon, Advocate General 
Rene Joliet, Judge 
Femand Schockweiler, Judge 
Jean Mischo, Advocate General 
Femand Grevisse, Judge 
Manfred Zuleeg, Judge 
Walter Van Gerven, Advocate General 
Giuseppe Tesauro, Advocate General 
Paul Kapteyn, Judge 

Jean-Guy Giraud, Registrar 
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l. Order of precedence in tbe Court of Justice 
from 7 October 1991 

Ole Due, President 
Sir Gordon Slynn, Judge, President of the First Chamber 
Rene Joliet, Judge, President of the Fifth Chamber 
Femand Schockweiler, Judge, President of the Second and Sixth Chambers 
Femand Grevisse, Judge, President of the Third Chamber 
Giuseppe Tesauro, First Advocate General 
Paul Kapteyn, Judge, President of the Fourth Chamber 
Federico Mancini, Judge 
Constantinos Kakouris, Judge 
Carl Otto Lenz, Advocate General 
Marco Darmon, Advocate General 
Jose Carlos de Carvalho Moitinho de Almeida, Judge 
Gil Carlos Rodriguez Iglesias, Judge 
Manuel Diez de Velasco, Judge 
Manfred Zulccg, Judge 
Walter Van Gerven, Advocate General 
Francis Jacobs, Advocate General 
Claus Gutmann, Advocate General 
John Murray, Judge 

Jean-Guy Giraud, Registrar 
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II - The Members of the Court of Justice 

26 

(in order of precedence from 7 October 1991) 

Ole Dae 

Born 10 February 1931; Director at the Ministry of Justice; Adviser 
ad interim to the Court of Appeal; Member of the Danish delegation 
to The Haaue Conference on Private International Law; Judp at 
the Court of Justice since 7 October 1979, President of the Court of 
Justice since 7 October 1988. 

The HOIIOIII'able Sir Gordoa Sl)'llll 

Born 1930; Barrister, Master of the Bench and subsequently Treas
urer, Gray's Inn; Queen's Counsel; Junior Counsel to the Ministry 
of Labour, Junior and Leading Counsel to the Treasury; Recorder; 
Judge of the High Court (Queen's Bench Division); President of the 
Employment Appeal Tribunal; Visiting Professor at the Universities 
of Durham, Cornell (USA), Mercer (USA) and King's College 
London; Advocate General at the Court of Justice since 
26 February 1981, Judge since 7 October 1988. 

Rene Joliet 

Born 17 January 1938; Ordinary Professor (1974-84) and Special 
Professor (since 1984), Faculte de droit, Universite de Liege (Chair 
of European Community Law); Holder of the Belgian Chair at 
King's College London (1977); Visiting Professor at the University 
of Nancy (1971-78), the Europa Institute of the University of 
Amsterdam (1976-85), the Catholic University of Louvain-la-Neuve 
(1980-82) and Northwestern University, Chicago (1974 and 1983); 
Teacher of European Competition Law at the College of Europe, 
Bruges (1979-84); Judge at the Court of Justice since 10 April 
1984. 

Fenalld Schockweller 

Born 15 June 1935; Ministry of Justice; Senior Government 
Attache; Government Adviser; Senior Government Adviser; Judge 
at the Court of Justice since 7 October 1985. 



Bom 28 July 1924; auditeur and maitre dea requatea at the French 
Coueil d'ttat; Head of the Cabinet of the Minister for Justice; 
Director-General respoftlible for Forestry; Director-General of the 
General Secretariat of the Government; coueiller d'at&t; Prelident 
of the Firat Subtection of the Judicial Section of the Coueil d'Atat; 
Profeaor at the Imtitut d'etudea politiquea, Paris; Prelident of the 
Section for Public Works, Comeil d'Atat; Judp at the Court of 
Justice 1981-82 and since 7 October 1988. 

Bom IS November 1942; Titular Profeaor of International Law 
(Meaina, Naples, Rome); Director of the Institute of International 
Law in the Faculty of Economics and Commerce at the University 
of Rome; Director of the Scuola di Speci•lizurione sulle Comunit& 
Europee at the University of Rome; Advocate before the Corte eli 
Cusazione; Member of the Council for Contentious Diplomatic 
AtTain at the Ministry of Foreign AtTain; Advocate General at the 
Court of Justice since 7 October 1988. 

Paul J. G. KallleyD 

Bom 31 January 1928; Official at the Ministry of Foreign AtTain; 
Professor, Law oflntemational Organizations (Utrecht and Leiden); 
Member of the Raad van State (Council of State); Prelident of the 
Chamber for the Administration of Justice at the Raad van State; 
Member of the Royal Academy of Science; Member of the Admin
istrative Council of the Academy of International Law, Tbe Hque; 
Judge at the Court of Justice since I April 1990. 

Federico Modal 

Bom 23 December 1927; Titular Profeaor of Labour Law (Urbino, 
Bologna, Rome) and Comparative Private Law (Bolopa); Member 
of the Supreme Council of Mapatrates (1976-81); Advocate General 
at the Court of Justice (1982-88), Judae at the Court of Justice since 
7 October 1988. 
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Bom 1919; Lawyer (Athens); Auditor and sublequently Junior 
Judge in the Simvoulio Epikratiaa (Council of State); State CoW11C1-
1or; Prelident of the Dikastirio Agogon K.akodikias (Special court 
for actions against judges); Member of the Anotato ldiko Dikastirio 
(Superior Special Court); General Inspector of Adminiatrative Tri
bunals; Member of the Supreme Council of Magistrates; Prelident 
of the Supreme Council of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Judge at 
the Court of Justice since 14 March 1983. 

Carl Otto Leu 

Bom S June 1930; Rechtsanwalt (Lawyer); Notary; Secretary
General of the Christian Democratic Group of the European 
Parliament; Member of the German Bundestaa; Member of the 
Legal Committee of the Bundestag; Member of the Liaison Commit
tee between the Bundestag and the Bundesrat, the Electoral Com
mittee for the Election of Judges to the Bundesverfaaaungqericht 
(Federal Constitutional Court) and the Foreign Affain Committee; 
Chairman of the Committee on European Affair• in the Bundeltag; 
1990: Honorary Professor of European Law at the University of 
Saarland; Advocate General at the Court of Justice since 12 January 
1984. 

8om 26 January 1930; employed as a Mapstrate in the Ministry of 
Justice; Lecturer in the Law Faculty in Paris (Pari• I); Asliltant 
Director at the OtTtce of the Garde des Sceaux (Minister for Justice); 
President of Chamber at the cour d'appel, Paris; Head of the 
direction des affaires civilea et du sceau; Advocate General at the 
Court of Justice since 13 February 1984. 

Bom 17 March 1936; Public Prosecutor's OtTtce, Court of Appeal, 
Lilbon; Chief Executive Aslistant to the Miniater for Justice; 
Deputy Public Prosecutor; Head of the European Law OfT1ce; 
Professor of Community Law (Lisbon); Judge at the Court of 
Justice since 31 January 1986. 



GDCII'IeiR .............. 

Born 26 May 1946; Auistant Lecturer and Profeuor (Universities of 
Oviedo and Fraiburg im Breiagau, Univenidad Aut6Doma of 
Madrid, Univcnidad Complutenlc Madrid and University of Gra
nada); Profeuor of Public International Law (Granada); Juclae at 
the Court of Justice since 31 January 1986. 

MUMI Diu .. VeiMeo Vallejo 

Born 22 May 1926; former Professor of Public and Private Interna
tional Law at the following universities: Granada, Barcelona and 
Univenidad Autonoma, Madrid; First Profeuor or Public Interna
tional Law at the Univenidad Complutellle, Madrid; Juclae or the 
Spanilh Comtitutional Court; Member of the lmtitut de Droit 
International; former elected member of Comejo de Eltado; Mem
ber of the Real Academia de Jurisprudencia (Madrid); Juclae at the 
Court of Justice since 7 October 1988. 

Born 21 March 1935; Academic Auiatant at the lmtitute for 
European Community Law of the University of Colope; Profeuor 
of Public Law, Public International Law and European Law at the 
Universities of Bonn and Frankfurt; Judge at the Court of Justice 
since 7 October 1988. 

W.Jter Vaa GerYea 

Born 11 May 1935; Profeaor at the Catholic University of Leuven 
(K.UL), at the University of Chicago and the University of Amlter
dam (UvA); Vice-Rector and Member or the Academic Council and 
Organizing Authority of the Catholic University of Leuven; Advo
cate (Dendermonde, Leuven, Brussels); Chairman of the Commis
sion on Banking; Advocate General at the Court of Justice since 
7 October 1988. 
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Born 8 June 1939; Barrister; Official in the Secretariat of the 
European Commission of Human Rights; Legal Secretary to Advo
cate General J.-P. Warner; Professor of European Law (King's 
College London); Advocate General at the Court of Justice since 
7 October 1988. 

Born 1942; Official at the Ministry of Justice; Legal Secretary of 
Judge Max Ssrensen; Professor of Public International Law and 
Dean of the Law School of the University of Copenhagen; in private 
practice; chairman and member of arbitral tribunals; Member of 
Administrative Appeal Tribunal; Advocate General at the Court of 
Justice since 7 October 1991. 

Jolla Loyola Murray 

Born 27 June 1943; President of the Union of Students in Ireland; 
Barrister, later Senior Counsel called to the Inner Bar of the 
Supreme Court; Attorney-General; former Member of the Council 
of State; former Member of the Bar Council of Ireland; Bencher of 
the Honourable Society of Kina's Inns; Judge at the Court of Justice 
since 7 October 1991. 

Jeu-<dy Giraud 

Born 12 April 1944; Administrator in the General Secretariat of the 
European Parliament; Head of the Secretariat of the Committee on 
Institutional Affairs and the Committee on Budgets; Member of the 
Cabinets of the European Parliament Presidents P. Pflimlin and 
Lord Plumb; Director ad interim of the Directorate-General for 
Committees; Registrar of the Court of Justice since 10 February 
1988. 



III - Composition of the Chambers 

1. Compolltioa of tbe Chamben 
to 6 October 1991 

Firat Chamber 
Gil Carlos Rodriguez Iglesias, President of the Chamber, 
Sir Gordon Slynn and Rene Joliet, Judges. 

Second Chamber 
Thomas Francis O'Higgins, President of the Chamber, 
Federico Mancini and Femand Schockweiler, Judges. 

Third Chamber 
Jose Carlos de Carvalho Moitinho de Almeida, President of the Chamber, 
Femand Grevisse and Manfred Zuleeg, Judges. 

Fourth Chamber 
Manuel Diez de Velasco, President of the Chamber, 
Constantinos Kakouris and Paul Kapteyn, Judges. 

Fifth Chamber 
Jose Carlos de Carvalho Moitinho de Almeida, President of the Chamber, 
Gil Carlos Rodriguez Iglesias, Sir Gordon Slynn, Rene Joliet, Femand Grevisse 
and Manfred Zuleeg, Judges. 

Sixth Chamber 
Federico Mancini, President of the Chamber, 
Thomas Francis O'Higgins, Manuel Diez de Velasco, Constantinos Kakouris, 
Femand Schockweiler and Paul Kapteyn, Judges. 

l. Compolltloa of tbe Cbamben 
from 7 October 1991 

First Chamber 
Sir Gordon Slynn, President of the Chamber, 
Rene Joliet and Gil Carlos Rodriguez Iglesias, Judges. 

Second Chamber 
Femand Schockweiler, President of the Chamber, 
Federico Mancini and John Murray, Judges. 

Third Chamber 

Femand Grevisse, President of the Chamber, 
Jose Carlos de Carvalho Moitinho de Almeida and Manfred Zuleeg, Judges. 
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Fourth Chamber 

Paul Kapteyn, President of the Chamber, 
Constantinos Kakouris and Manuel Diez de Velasco, Judges. 

Fifth Chamber 

Rene Joliet, President of the Chamber, 
Sir Gordon Slynn, Femand Grevisse, Jose Carlos de Carvalho Moitinho de 
Almeida, 
Gil Carlos Rodriguez Iglesias and Manfred Zuleeg, Judges. 

Sixth Chamber 

Femand Schockweiler, President of the Chamber, 
Paul Kapteyn, Federico Mancini, Constantinos Kakouris, 
Manuel Diez de Velasco and John Murray, Judges. 

IV - Changes in the composition of the Court of Justice 
during 1991 I 

The composition of the Court underwent a slight change from that of 1990 (see 
the Synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance of 
the European Communities in 1990): 

Mr John Murray took up his duties as Judge with effect from 7 October 1991. He 
replaced Judge T. F. O'Higgins. 

Mr Claus Gutmann took up his duties as Advocate General with effect from 
7 October 1991. He replaced Advocate General Jean Mischo. 

Following the formal sitting of the Court of Justice of 7 October 1991 on the 
occasion of the appointment of Mr Murray and Mr Gutmann, Mr Ole Due, 
President, was re-elected as President by the new composition of the Court for a 
term of three years. 

1 For further details, reference is made to the section 'Formal sittings', at p. 73. 
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C - The administrative departments of the Court 
of Justice 

by Thomas Cranfield, Deputy Registrar 

As one of the four institutions of the Community which are referred to in 
Article 4 of the EEC Treaty, the Court of Justice has its own administrative 
system and budget which it manages independently within the framework of the 
rules laid down by the Community legislature (Staff Regulations, Financial 
Regulation) or by the budgetary authority (annual budget determining the 
authorized number of staff and appropriations) for all institutions. 

Staff 

At 31 December 1991 the Court of Justice employed 738 officials or other 
servants, 377 of them women (51.08%) and 361 men (48.91 %). The allocation of 
staff was as follows: 

Chambers of the Members of the Court of Justice 
and the Court of First Instance 
Registry 
Library, Research and Documentation 
Translation 
Interpretation 
Information 
Administration 

162 
43 
62 

233 
35 
14 

189 

Of these posts actually filled, 40 (5.42%) were allocated to the Court of First 
Instance. 1 

These figures show that the language regime of the Court of Justice accounts for a 
very high proportion of staff since more than a third are involved in linguistic 
duties, translation and interpretation. It should also be noted that 22% of staff 
provide direct assistance to the Members of the Courts in the preparation of 
judicial work. 

I See pp. 51-57. 
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The distribution of the staff by nationality was as follows: 

Frenah 
Belgian 
Italian 
German 
Britiah 
Spanish 
PortUJUese 
Luxembourg 
Greet 
Danilh 
Dutc. 
Irish 
Other 

125 (16.9%) 
88 (11.9%) 
87 (11.7%) 
80 (10.8%) 
62 (8.4%) 
56 (7.5%) 
so (6.7%) 
50(6.7%) 
44 (5.9%) 
42 (5.6%) 
37 (S.OOfo) 
15 (2.0%) 
2 (0.2 %) 

Most members of staff have the status of permanent officials of the Communities. 
None the less, there are numerous temporary members of staff: 73 (almost 10 %). 
The muon for this lies in the special situation of part of the staff in the Chambers 
of the Members, and in particular of that of legal secretaries. 

Amoag the persons employed by the institution it is noticeable that there is quite 
a high proportion of Grade A (120, or 16% of the total), but a relatively low 
number of senior grades (five at A2 and 19 at A3, not including the legal 
secretaries). 

In 1991, 107 new officials and members of temporary staff took up their duties; 
67 left the institution. Recruitment needs made it necessary to organize nine 
exteraal competitions in 12 cities and nine Member States with a total of 3 782 
candidates. 

In 1991, the Court of Justice undertook substantial vocational training pro
grammes. The appropriations used for that purpose rose to ECU 437 000. In 
total, 5 313 training days were organized for 933 participants, giving 7.5 training 
days per official per annum distributed as follows: 

Language courses: 3 757 days for 440 persons; 
Comfuter courses: 1 140 days for 346 persons; 
Other courses (law, accountancy, induction courses for new entrants, pre
retirement courses, etc.): 325 days for 106 persons; 
Lectures, colloquia, seminars, examinations: 91 days for 41 persons. 

Internal Services Division 

The Internal Services Division concentrated their activities in particular on the 
following two areas: 
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Offlee accommodation poUc:y 

During 1991, work on the Court's construction projects continued and Annex B 
(second extension of the Palais) should be made available towards the end of the 
first six months of 1992. 

In the last quarter of 1991, preparation of the site for the construction of Annex C 
(third extension of the Palais) was undertaken. Work on the site will be finished, 
according to current forecasts, towards the end of 1993. 

At that stage, the chambers and departments currently located in the Palais will be 
moved into the building in order to allow maintenance work on the Palais to be 
carried out. 

Reportl of Cues before the Court of Justic:e and tbe Court of Fint Instance 

The rate at which Reports of Cases before the Court of Justice and the Court of 
First Instance are produced has increased considerably in the last two years. 

Thus, the production of the whole of the Reports for the years 1987, 1988 and 
1989 has been completed. 

A supplementary budget and a transfer of appropriations aggregated with the 
initial appropriations for the 1991 budgetary year enabled 153 volumes to be 
published, totalling 74 589 pages of which 36 328 represented Reports in respect 
of which there had been delays in publication. 

Furthermore, using those same appropriations, the indexes of the Reports for 
1985, 1986 and 1987 have been published. 

In the future, more effort will be dedicated to the swifter and more regular 
publication of volumes in order to inform those interested as quickly as possible 
of the case-law of the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance. 

Data-Processing Division 

The task entrusted to the Data-Processing Division (created on 13 June 1990) for 
1991 was to install office equipment which had been tested during a pilot project 
approved by the Court of Justice at the end of 1990. 

The office equipment relies on the intensive use of PCs equipped with a 
multilingual word-processing software package (WordPerfect), with access to a 
range of databases within and outside the institution; these databases relate in 
particular to proceedings (court proceedings, stages of translation and publica
tion) and contain Community and national case-law databases. 
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At the same time, the establishment of these databases has enabled the develop
ment of data-processing applications, with the aim of automating repetitive tasks 
and !il)eeding up the process of publishing works for which the Court is 
responsible (Reports, Digests, the Official Journal and other publications). 

Dat~processing in figures 

BqiJuliq 1991 Bad 1991 Porecut 
1992 

In-ho111e data proc:eaon 9 12 16 

Extei'IUil data proc:eaon 5 4 4 

PCa inltalled 216 436 550 

Staff at the institution 
( ofliciall and external staff) 150 800 850 
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A - Review of the 1991 judicial year 

I - General trend in cases and case-law of the Court 
of First Instance 

During 1991, the Court of First Instance decided 67 cases, 43 of them by 
judgments and 24 by orders putting an end to the proceedings. Of the 67 cases 
decided, 48 were disputes between the Community institutions and their staff, 
17 concerned the implementation of the rules of competition applicable to under
takings and two were actions against the Commission under the ECSC Treaty. 
Furthermore, the President of the Court of First Instance or the Presidents of 
Chambers were also required to decide on 10 applications for interim measures. 

There were 91 new cases brought before the Court of First Instance in 1991, 
which represents an increase of approximately 70% in relation to the preceding 
year. 

It should be pointed out that, regarding decisions of the Court of First Instance 
open to appeal, only 22% were the subject of appeals to the Court of Justice and 
that, regarding the nine appeals which were decided by the Court of Justice in 
1991, only one was allowed, six were dismissed and another two were removed 
from the register. 

With regard to disputes in matters of competition, the cases concerning the 
polypropylene market, which were particularly complex, should be mentioned. 
These were a series of cases brought by 14 polypropylene producers seeking the 
annulment of a Commission decision which declared that they had been party to 
agreements and concerted practices contrary to Article 8S(l) of the Treaty, 
ordered them to put an end to the alleged infringement and imposed fines ranging 
from ECU 7SO 000 to ECU 11 000 000. 

In 1991, the Court of First Instance gave judgment in seven of those actions. As 
regards the legal classification of their conduct, the applicants complained that the 
Commission had not clearly classified the infringement referred to as an 'agree
ment' or a 'concerted practice'. In that respect, the Court of First Instance stated 
that the various instances of concerted practice observed and the various 
agreements concluded formed, by reason of their identical purpose, part of 
systems pursuing a single economic aim, namely to distort the normal movement 
of prices on the polypropylene market. According to the Court of First Instance, 
it would therefore be artificial to split up such continuous conduct, characterized 
by a single objective, by distinguishing within it a number of separate infringe
ments. It considered that those systems constituted a single infringement which 
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consisted both of elements to be characterized as 'agreements' and of elements to 
be characterized as 'concerted practices'. Given a complex infringement, the dual 
characterization by the Commission had to be understood not as reaquiring, 
concurrently and cumulatively, proof that each of those elements in fact displayed 
the constituent features both of an agreement and a concerted practice, but rather 
as referring to a complex whole comprising a number of factual elements, some of 
which had been characterized as agreements and others as concerted practices for 
the purposes of Article 85(1) of the EEC Treaty, which laid down no specific 
category for a complex infringement of that type. 

In one of those judgments, delivered on 17 December 1991 in Case T -6/89 
( Eniclaem Anic SpA), the Court of First Instance also had to rule on the problem 
of making an undertaking answerable for an infringement where, between the 
time when the infringement was committed and the time when the undertaking in 
question was to be held accountable for it, the person who was responsible for the 
operation of that undertaking had ceased to exist in law. In that respect, the 
Court of First Instance considered that it was necessary to find, initially, the 
combination of physical and human elements that had contributed to the 
commissioning of the infringement and then to identify the person who had 
become responsible for the operation, so as to avoid the result that, because of the 
disappearance of the person responsible for its operation when the infringement 
was committed, the undertaking might fail to answer for it. 

In another judgment, of the same date, in Case T -7/89 (SA Hercules Chemicals 
NV), the Court of First Instance pointed out that, by establishing, in the Twelfth 
Report on Competition Policy, a procedure for providing access to the file in 
competition cases, the Commission had imposed rules on itself which went beyond 
the requirements laid down by the Court of Justice. The Commission was 
therefore under an obligation to make accessible to the undertakings involved, in 
a proceeding under Article 85(1) of the EEC Treaty, all documents, whether in 
their favour or otherwise, that it had acquired during the investigation, except 
where the business secrets of other undertakings, the Commission's internal 
documents or other confidential information were involved. 

While the polypropylene cases concerned the application of Article 85 of the EEC 
Treaty, the RTE, BBC and ITP cases (T-69/89, T-70/89 and T-76/89), which were 
decided by the Court of First Instance on 10 July 1991, concerned the application 
of another competition rule in the Treaty (Article 86), which prohibits the abuse 
of a dominant position within the common market or in a substantial part of it, in 
so far as it may affect trade between Member States. 

In those judgments the Court of First Instance dismissed the actions brought by 
the applicant undertakings against a Commission decision which found that the 
policies and practices of those undertakings in relation to the publication of their 
advance weekly listings for television and radio programmes receivable in Ireland 
and Northern Ireland constituted an infringement of Article 86 of the EEC Treaty 
in so far as they prevented the publication and sale of comprehensive weekly 
television guides in Ireland and Northern Ireland. 
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In that respect, the Court of First Instance pointed out that, while it was plain 
that the exercise of the exclusive right to reproduce a protected work was not in 
itself an abuse, that was not the case when, in the light of the circumstances of 
each individual case, it was apparent that that right was exercised in such ways 
and circumstances as in fact to pursue an aim manifestly contrary to the objectives 
of Article 86. In that event, the copyright was no longer exercised in a manner 
which corresponded to the essential function of that right, as envisaged in 
Article 36 of the Treaty, which was to protect the work and reward the creative 
effort, while respectiving the objectives of, in particular, Article 86. 

In another field, namely actions brought by undertakings against the Commission 
under the ECSC Treaty, the Court of First Instance was required to rule on the 
non-contractual liability of the Community. In Case T-103/85, the Court of 
Justice had annulled a Commission decision in so far as it refused to adjust the 
production and delivery quotas for the first quarter of 1985 of a steel company 
incorporated under German law, as well as individual decisions fiXing delivery 
quotas for the same undertaking for the first and second quarters of 1986 
(Cases 33/86, 44/86, 110/86, 226/86 and 285/86). Since the Commission had failed 
to take within a reasonable time the necessary steps to comply with the two 
judgments of the Court of Justice annulling the decisions, the undertaking 
brought an action for damages under Article 34 and 40 of the ECSC Treaty. 

In its judgment of 27 June 1991 in Case T-120/89 ( Peine-Salzgitter ), the Court of 
First Instance had to respond, inter alia, to the applicant's argument based on the 
impossibility of extending the case-law of the Court of Justice concerning 
non-contractual liability of the Community in the context of the EEC Treaty to 
actions brought on the basis of the ECSC Treaty, in view of the differences of 
structure between the two Treaties. The Court of First Instance considered that 
because of the need, in the context of a single legal order, albeit instituted by three 
different Treaties, to ensure as far as possible the uniform application of 
Community law in the area of non-contractual liability of the Community for 
unlawful legislative acts as well as the coherence of the system of legal protection 
instituted by the various Treaties, it seemed appropriate, in the case of the 
unlawfulness of a legislative act, to interpret the concept of 'fault of a such a 
nature as to render the Community liable' within the meaning of the fli'St 
paragraph of Article 34 of the ECSC Treaty in the light of the criteria developed 
by the Court of Justice in its case-law on the second paragraph of Article 215 of 
the EEC Treaty. 

Finally, as regards disputes between Community institutions and their servants, 
the Court of First Instance has established the interpretation to be given to certain 
concepts in the Staff Regulations applicable to officials of the European Commu
nities. Thus, it specified in its judgment of7 February 1991 in Case T-18/89 and in 
Case T-24/89 (Tagaras) the conditions for validity which an 'instrument appoint
ing an official' must fulfil. It also explained the scope of the principle of 
correspondence between grade and post, laid down in Article 7(1) of the Staff 
Regulations, in its judgment of 7 May 1991 in Case T-18/90 ( Jongen). In its 
judgment of 3 December 1991 in Case T-10/90 and in Case T-31/90 (Boessen), 
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the Court of First Instance considered that an official becomes entitled to the 
education allowance provided for in Article 3 of Annex VII to the Staff 
Regulations covering family allowances granted to officials from the moment the 
child actually and regularly attends an establishment of primary education, even if 
the national law of the place of residence of his legal guardian does not require 
attendance. In its judJDlent of 17 October 1991 in Case T-26/89 (De Compte v 
PariM1nent), it examined closely the disciplinary system applicable to Community 
officials under Articles 86 to 89 and under Annex IX to the Staff Regulations, and 
stated inter alia that if no time-limit was prescribed for the opening of dillciplinary 
proceedings against an official accused of having failed to fulfil one of his 
obliptions under the Staff Regulations, the interests of good manapment 
required, once proceedings were opened, that the disciplinary board act diligently 
so that each step in the proceedings was taken within a reasonable time in relation 
to tht preceding step, since failure to observe that time-limit - which could only 
be &8lel8ed according to the particular circumstances of the case - could not only 
mako the institution liable but also entail the annulment of the measure taken 
outside that time-limit. 

II - The Rules of Procedure of the Court of First Instance 

The Court of First Instance approved its Rules of Procedure on 2 May 1991. They 
were published in the Official Journal of the European Communities on 30 May 
1991 and entered into force on 1 July 1991. Until then, the Court of First Instance 
had applied mutatis mutandis the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice, as 
provided for in the third paragraph of Article 11 of the Council Decision of 
24 October 1988 establishing a Court of First Instance of the European 
Communities. 

It required somewhat over a year and a half of hard work to cover the various 
stagea between the beginning of discussions of the ad hoc committee set up in 
October 1989 in the Court of First Instance and the adoption by the Council on 
29 April 1991 of the text which had been submitted to it. 

Four considerations acted as guidelines in drawing up the Rules of Procedure of 
the Court of First Instance: the retention as far as possible of the rules applicable 
befo~ the Court of Justice; the inclusion of new rules to take account of the 
specific nature of the Court of First Instance; the need to reconcile the concern for 
procedural economy with observance of the audi alteram parte rule; and, fmally, 
the advisability of providing for rules which would enable cases to be better 
prepared. 

Several provisions which do not appear in the Rules of Procedure of the Court of 
Justice or which contain amendments to the text of those rules were therefore 
introduced in order to take into account the above considerations. 
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Thus, from the point of view of the organization, composition and work of the 
Chambers, the Court of First Instance normally sits in Chambers composed of 
three judges (in staff cases) or five judges (in competition and ECSC cases), in 
contrast to the rule which prevails at the Court of Justice which sits in principle in 
plenary session. Thus, the President of the Court of First Instance assigns cases to 
the Chambers, and the President of the Chamber proposes to the President of the 
Court of First Instance the designation of a Judge-Rapporteur for each case. As 
regards the criteria by which a case is referred either to the Court of First Instance 
sitting in plenary session or to a Chamber composed of a different number of 
Judges, the rules of the Court of First Instance no longer grant the Member States 
and the institutions the option of requesting that a case be referred to a different 
bench. 

There is no corps of Advocates General with a special status at the Court of First 
Instance. In that respect, Article 2(3) of the Council Decision of 24 October 1988 
provides that the Members of the Court of First Instance may be called upon to 
perform the task of an Advocate General. The Rules of Procedure have thus laid 
down, first, that the Court of First Instance sitting in plenary session is always to 
be assisted by an Advocate General designated by the President and, second, that 
a Chamber of the Court of First Instance may also be assisted by an Advocate 
General if it is considered that the legal difficulty or the factual complexity of the 
case so requires. The decision to designate an Advocate General in a particular 
case is taken by the Court of First Instance sitting in plenary session at the request 
of the Chamber before which the case comes. It is the President of the Court of 
First Instance who designates the Judge called upon to perform the function of 
Advocate General in that case. Finally, the Advocate General may deliver his 
opinion orally or in writing. 

In order that the Court of First Instance might, under the best possible 
conditions, carry out its obligation to decide on cases which require a close 
examination of complex facts, Article 69 of the Rules of Procedure enables the 
Court of First Instance to prescribe at any stage of the proceedings any 'measure 
of organization of procedure'. This new concept, based on the latest trend in 
procedure in the legal system of several Member States, is defined in Article 64 of 
the Rules of Procedure, which provides that the purpose of those measures of 
organization of procedure is to ensure that cases are prepared for hearing, 
procedures carried out and disputes resolved under the best possible conditions. 

Article 64(2) explains the purpose of such measures: they are, in particular, to 
ensure the efficient conduct of the written and oral procedures, to facilitate the 
taking of evidence, to determine the points on which the parties must present 
further argument or which call for measures of inquiry, to clarify the forms of 
order sought by the parties, their pleas in law and arguments and the points at 
issue between them, and to facilitate the amicable settlement of proceedings. 

The same provision includes a non-exhaustive list of the measures of organization 
of procedure which may be prescribed by the Court of First Instance. They may 
consist, inter alia, of putting questions to the parties, inviting the parties to make 
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written or oral submissions on certain aspects of the proceedings, asking the 
parties or third parties for information or particulars, asking for documents or 
any papers relating to the case to be produced, or summoning the parties' agents 
or the parties in person to meetings. 

The measures of organization of procedure are prescribed by the Court of First 
Instance of its own motion or on a proposal by one of the parties, after hearing 
the Advocate General. The Court of First Instance sitting in plenary session may 
entrust the task of prescribing the measures of organization to the Chamber to 
which the case was originally assigned or to the Judge-Rapporteur and, for its 
part, the Chambers may also entrust the task to the Judge-Rapporteur. The 
Advocate General takes part in measures of organization of procedure. 

The establishment of two levels of jurisdiction in the Community's legal system 
required the inclusion in the Rules of Procedure of the Court of First Instance of 
a number of special provisions. Thus, for example, as regards the stay of 
proceedings, Article 77 of the Rules of Procedure specifies three cases in which 
proceedings may be stayed: in accordance with the third paragraph of Article 47 
of the EEC Statute, where the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance are 
seized of cases in which the same relief is sought, the same issue of interpretation 
is raised or the validity of the same act is called in question, the Court of First 
Instance may stay proceedings until the Court of Justice delivers its judgment; 
where an appeal is brought before the Court of Justice against a decision of the 
Court of First Instance disposing of the substantive issues in part only, disposing 
of a procedural issue concerning a plea of lack of competence or inadmissibility, 
or dismissing an application to intervene; or, finally, at the joint request of the 
parties, in particular where they envisage the possibility of settling the dispute out 
of court. In addition to these three cases, there is a fourth: where an appeal before 
the Court of Justice and an application initiating third-party proceedings (Arti
cle 123), an application for revision (Article 128) or an application for interpreta
tion (Article 129) before the Court of First Instance concern the same judgment, 
the Court of First Instance may stay the proceedings until the Court of Justice has 
delivered its judgment. The decision to stay or resume proceedings is to be made 
by order of the Court of First Instance after hearing the parties and the Advocate 
General (Article 78). While proceedings are stayed time ceases to run except for 
the purposes of an application to intervene. Time begins to run afresh from the 
date of resumption (Article 79). 

Under the third paragraph of Article 47 of the EEC Statute, where the Court of 
Justice and the Court of First Instance are seized of cases in which the validity of 
the same act is called in question, the Court of First Instance may decline 
jurisdiction in order that the Court of Justice may rule on such applications. The 
Court of Justice may also decide to stay proceedings; in that case, the proceedings 
before the Court of First Instance are resumed. In that respect, Article 80 of the 
Rules of Procedure provides that the decisions declining jurisdiction are to be 
made by the Court of First Instance by way of an order which is to be served on 
the parties. 
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Article 47 of the EEC Statute also provides that, where the Court of First 
Instance finds that it does not have jurisdiction to hear and detennine an action in 
respect of which the Court of Justice has jurisdiction, it is to refer the action to the 
Court of Justice; in that respect, Article 112 of the Rules of Procedure provides 
that, in the case of a manifest lack of competence, the decision to refer the action 
is to be made without taking any further steps in the proceedings and by reasoned 
order. It should also be noted that under Article 47 of the EEC Statute, where the 
Court of Justice finds that an action falls within the jurisdiction of the Court of 
First Instance, it is to refer that action to the Court of First Instance, which may 
not then decline jurisdiction. The Rules of Procedure provide for a second 
situation in which a case may be referred to the Court of Justice: by virtue of 
Article 114, if a party applies to the Court of First Instance for a decision on 
admissibility, lack of competence or another preliminary plea not going to the 
substance of the case, and the Court of First Instance finds that the application 
falls within the jurisdiction of the Court of Justice, the Court of First Instance 
must also refer the case to the Court of Justice. 

Rules also had to be adopted relating to the procedure to be followed before the 
Court of First Instance after a judgment of the Court of Justice annulling a 
decision of the Court of First Instance. Under Article 54 of the EEC Statute, if the 
appeal is well founded, the Court of Justice is to quash the decision of the Court 
of First Instance, and may itself give final judgment in the matter, where the state 
of the proceedings so pennits, or may refer the case back to the Court of First 
Instance for judgment. In the latter case, Article 117 of the Rules of Procedure of 
the Court of First Instance provides that, where the Court of Justice sets aside a 
judgment or an order of the Court of First Instance and refers the case back to 
that Court of Justice, the latter is to be seized of the case by the judgment so 
referring back to it, i.e. without the need to submit a new application. 

Where the Court of Justice sets aside a judgment and refers the case back to the 
Court of First Instance, it is for the Court of First Instance to detennine which 
Chamber is to hear the case again. According to Article 118 of the Rules of 
Procedure, if the judgment or order annulled by the Court of Justice was delivered 
or made by a Chamber, the President of the Court of First Instance may assign 
the case to another Chamber composed of the same number of Judges. On the 
other hand, if it has been delivered or made by the Court of First Instance sitting 
in plenary session, the case is assigned to the Court of First Instance sitting in 
plenary session. Furthermore, the last paragraph of Article 118 introduces an 
element of flexibility, enabling cases to be referred from a Chamber to the Court 
of First Instance sitting in plenary session or vice versa. 

Article 119(1) of the Rules of Procedure organizes the steps in the procedure to be 
followed where, when the judgment referring the case back to the Court of First 
Instance is delivered, the written procedure before the Court of First Instance is 
already completed. The applicant has two months, from the service upon him of 
the judgment of the Court of Justice, within which to lodge a statement of written 
observations. In the month following the communication to him of that state-
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ment, the defendant may himself also lodge a statement of written observations, 
the time-limit for the defendant in no case being less than two months from the 
service upon him of the judgment of the Court of Justice. The same time-limit 
applies also as regards the interveners, who are granted one following the 
simultaneous communication of the observations of the applicant and the 
defendant. 

If, on the other hand, when the judgment referring the case back to the Court of 
First Instance is delivered, the written procedure is not completed, Article 119(2) 
of the Rules of Procedure provides that it is to be resumed at the stage it had 
reached by means of measures of organization of procedure adopted by the Court 
of First Instance. Nevertheless, Article 119(3) enables the Court of First Instance, 
if the circumstances so justify, to enable supplementary statements of written 
observations to be lodged. 

Most of the other provisions of the Rules of Procedure of the Court of First 
lnstaace correspond to the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice as amended 
in 1991 (see p. 17). The Court of First Instance considered it desirable that the 
rules applicable to the procedure before it should not differ more than necessary 
from the rules applicable to the procedure before the Court of Justice. Further
more, the Rules of Procedure as adopted should enable the Court of First 
lnstaace to cope, with a minimum of amendments, with the foreseeable substan
tial enlargement of its jurisdiction in the near future. 

III - Extension of the jurisdiction of the Court 
of First Instance 

On 17 October 1991, the President of the Court of Justice sent to the President of 
the Council of the European Communities a draft Council Decision amending the 
Deciaon of 24 October 1988 (88/591/ECSC, EEC, Euratom) establishing a Court 
of First Instance of the European Communities. The purpose of the draft was to 
amend Article 3 of the Decision of 24 October 1988 and to make the necessary 
adaptations to Article 4 of that Decision, and also to the Protocol on the Statute 
of the Court of Justice of the European Coal and Steel Community, in order to 
extend the jurisdiction of the Court of First Instance. 

By virtue of Article 3(3) of the Decision of 24 October 1988, the Council had 
undertaken to re-examine, after two years of operation of the Court of First 
Instance and in the light of experience, in particular regarding the development of 
the case-law, the proposal by the Court of Justice to give the Court of First 
Instance competence to exercise certain jurisdiction. 
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Consequently, the Court of Justice requested that the Council extend the 
jurisdiction of the Court of First Instance so that, as well as disputes between the 
Communities and their servants, it might hear and determine at first instance 
m: 

• actions brought by natural or legal persons pursuant to the second paragraph 
of Article 33, Article 34 and the first and second paragraphs of Article 40 of 
the ECSC Treaty; 

• actions brought by natural or legal persons pursuant to the second paragraph 
of Article 173, the third paragraph of Article 175 and Article 178 of the EEC 
Treaty; 

• actions brought by natural or legal persons pursuant to the second paragraph 
of Article 146, the third paragraph of Article 148 and Article 151 of the EAEC 
Treaty. 

Such a transfer of jurisdiction to the Court of First Instance practically exhausts 
all the possibilities offered by the wording of Article 32d of the ECSC Treaty, 
Article 168a of the EEC Treaty and Article 140a of the EAEC Treaty. 

The Court of Justice considers that the proposed allocation of jurisdiction is that 
which best responds to the considerations which led to the establishment of the 
Court of First Instance. The purpose of establishing two levels of jurisdiction is, 
according to the recitals in the preamble to the Decision of 24 October 1988, in 
the first place, to improve legal protection of the individual in respect of actions 
requiring close examination of complex facts and, secondly, to maintain the 
quality and effectiveness of judicial review in the Community legal order by 
enabling the Court of Justice to concentrate its activities on its fundamental task. 
In that respect, the Court of Justice points out that, in practice, actions brought 
by natural or legal persons, regardless of the type of action or subject-matter in 
question, require, in most cases, an assessment of facts which are often 
complex. 
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B - Composition of the Court of First Instance 

Front row from left to right: 
Christos Yeraris, Judge; David Edward, Judge; Donal Barrington, Judge; Jose 
Luis da Cruz Vila~. President; Antonio Saggio, Judge; Heinrich Kirschner, 
Judge; Romain Schintgen, Judge. 

Second row from left to right: 
Camelis Briet, Judge; Rafael Garcia-Valdecasas y Fernandez, Judge; Bo Vester
dorf, Judge; Jacques Biancarelli, Judge; Koenraad Lenaerts, Judge; Hans Jung, 
Registrar. 
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I - Order of precedence 

1. Onler of precedeace Ia die Court of Fint Iastance 
to 31 A..-t1991 

Jose Luis da Cruz Vila~. President 
Antonio Saggio, President of the Second Chamber 
Christos Yeraris, President of the Third Chamber 
Romain Schintgen, President of the Fourth Chamber 
Cornelis Briet, President of the Fifth Chamber 
Donal Barrington, Judge 
David Edward, Judge 
Heinrich Kirschner, Judge 
Bo Vesterdorf, Judge 
Rafael Garcia-Valdecasas y Fernandez, Judge 
Jacques Biancarelli, Judge 
Koenraad Lenaerts, Judge 

Hans Jung, Registrar 

l. Onler of precedeaee Ia die Court of Fint Iastance 
rro. 1 September 1991 

Jose Luis da Cruz Vii~. President 
David·Edward, President of the Second Chamber 
Bo Ve~terdorf, President of the Third Chamber 
Rafael Garcia-Valdecasas y Fernandez, President of the Fourth Chamber 
Koenraad Lenaerts, President of the Fifth Chamber 
Donat· Barrington, Judge 
Antonio Sagio, Judge 
Heinrich Kirschner, Judge 
Christel Yeraris, Judge 
Romam Schintgen, Judge 
Cornelia Briet, Judge 
JacqWII Biancarelli, Judge 

Hans Jung, Registrar 
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II - The Members of the Court of First Instance 
(in order of precedence from 1 September 1991) 

Jc* Lalli da Cruz v~ 

Born 20 September 1944; Professor of Revenue Law (Coimbra) and 
of Community Law (Lisbon); Founder and Director of the Institute 
of European Studies (Lisbon); Co-founder of the Centre for Euro
pean Studies (Coimbra); State Secretary (at the Ministry of the 
Interior) to the President of the Council and Member of the 
Committee on European Integration; Member of the Portuguese 
Parliament; Vice-President of the Christian Democratic Group; 
Advocate General at the Court of Justice; President of the Court of 
First Instance. 

DaYid Alexaader Ogllvy Edward 

Born 14 November 1934; Advocate (Scotland); Queen's Counsel 
(QC) (Scotland); Clerk, and subsequently Treasurer, of the Faculty 
of Advocates; President of the Consultative Committee of the Bars 
and Law Societies of the European Communities; Salveten Professor 
of European Institutions and Director of the Europa Institute, 
University of Edinburgh; Chairman of the Medical Appeals Tribu
nal; President of the Scottish Council for Arbitration; Special 
Adviser to the House of Lords Select Committee on the European 
Communities. 

8o V esterdorf 

Born II October 1945; Lawyer-linguist at the Court of Justice; 
Administrator in the Ministry of Justice; Examining Magistrate; 
Legal Attache in the Permanent Representation of Denmark to the 
European Communities; Temporary Judge at the 0stre Landsret 
(Eastern Division of the High Court); Head of the Administrative 
Law Division in the Ministry of Justice; Head of Division in the 
Ministry of Justice; University lecturer; Member of the Steering 
Committee on Human Rights at the Council of Europe (CDDH), 
and subsequently Member of the Bureau of the CDDH. 

Raful Garcla-Valdecuu y Fernindez 

Born 9 January 1946; Abogado del Estado (at Jaen and Granada); 
Registrar to the Economic and Administrative Court of Jaen, and 
subsequently of Cordoba; Member of the Bar (Jaen and Granada); 
Head of the Spanish State Legal Service for cases before the Court 
of Justice of the European Communities; Head of the Spanish 
Delegation in the working group created at the Council of the 
European Communities with a view to establishing the Court of 
First Instance of the European Communities. 

1 In view of the fact that all Members of the Court of First Instance were appointed as such with effect 
from I September 1989, the individual presentation of each Member does not give any indication as 
to the date of his appointment. 
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Born 20 December 1954; Professor at the Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven; Visiting Professor at the Universities of Burundi, Stras
bourg and Harvard; Professor at the College of Europe, Bruges; 
Law Clerk at the Court of Justice; Member of the Brussels Bar; 
Member of the International Relations Council of the Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven. 

Doul Patrick Mlcbael 8arrblpoa 

Born 28 February 1928; Barrister; Senior Counsel; Specialist in 
constitutional and commercial law; Judge of the High Court; 
Chairman of the General Council of the Bar of Ireland; Bencher of 
King's Inns; Chairman of the Educational Committee Council of 
King's Inns. 

Aatoalo SaaJo 

Born in 1934; Pretore (Magistrate); Judge of the Court of Naples; 
Member of the Court of Appeal, Rome, and subsequently the Court 
of Cassation; attached to the Ufficio Legislativo del Ministero di 
Grazia e Giustizia (Legislative Department of the Ministry of 
Justice); Chairman of the General Committee in the Diplomatic 
Conference which adopted the Lugano Convention; Law Clerk to 
the Italian Advocate General at the Court of Justice; Professor at 
the Scuola Superiore della Pubblica Amministrazione (Higher 
School of Public Administration) in Rome. 

Helaridl Klncbaer 

Born 7 January 1938; Magistrate, Land Nordrhein-Westfalen; Offi
cial at the Ministry of Justice (Department of Community Law and 
Human Rights); Assistant in the office of the Danish Member of the 
Commission and subsequently in Directorate-General III (Internal 
Market); Head of the department dealing with supplementary 
penalties in the Federal Ministry of Justice; Principal of the Minis
ter's Office, final post; Director (Ministerialdirigent) of an under
department dealing with criminal law. 

Chriltol G. Yeraris 

Born 13 September 1938; Member of the Simvoulio Epikratias 
(Council of State), and subsequently State Counsellor; Member of 
the Anotato ldiko Dikastirio (Superior Special Court) and of the 
Dikastiria Simaton (Trade Mark Courts); Adviser to the Govern
ment on the application of Community law; Professor of Commun
ity Law at the National School of Public Administration and the 
Adult Education Institute. 



Born 22 March 1939; Avocat-avoue; General Adminiatrator at the 
Ministry of Labour and Social Security; President of the Economic 
and Social Council; Director, inter alia, of the Soci6te nationalc de 
cr6dit et d'invcatiasement and of the ~ curop6enne dca aatcl· 
litca; Government Repl'CICiltative on the European Social Fund 
Committee, the Consultative Committee on the free movement of 
worken and the Board of Dirccton of the European Foundation for 
the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions. 

Born 23 February 1944; Executive Secretary, D. Hudig & Co., 
Insurance Broken, and subsequently Executive Secretary with Gra
naria BV; Judge, Arrondisaementsrcchtbank (District Court), Rot
terdam; Member of the Court of Juatice of the Dutch Antillca; 
Cantonal Judge, Rotterdam; Vice-President, Arrondiuementsrccht
bank Rotterdam. 

Born 18 October 1948; Inspector at the Treasury; Auditcur and 
subsequently Maitre des requetes in the Conaeil d'ttat; Legal 
Adviaer to aeveral ministcn; Lecturer in a number of French 
professional colleges and institutes of higher education; Law Clerk 
at the Court of Justice; Head of Legal Department, Cr6dit lyonnais; 
President of the Association europeenne pour le droit bancairc et 
financier (AEDBF). 

Born 29 October 1944; Assistant, and subsequently Auiatant Lec
turer at the Faculty of Law (Berlin); Rechtsanwalt (Frankfurt am 
Main); Lawyer-linguist at the Court of Juatice; Law Clerk at the 
Court of Juatice in the Chambers of President Kutscher and 
subsequently in the Chambers of the German Judge at the Court of 
Justice; Deputy Registrar at the Court of Juatice; Registrar of the 
Court of Firat Instance. 
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III - Composition of the Chambers 

1. Composition of the Cbamben for the judicial year 1990-91 

First Chamber 

Jose Luis da Cruz Vila~. President of the Chamber, 
Romain Schintgen, David Edward, Heinrich Kirschner, Rafael Garcia-Valdecasas 
and Koenraad Lenaerts, Judges. 

Second Chamber 

Antonio Saggio, President of the Chamber, 
Christos Yeraris, Comelis Paulus Briet, Donal Barrington, Bo Vesterdorf and 
Jacques Biancarelli, Judges. 

Third Chamber 

Christos Yeraris, President of the Chamber, 
Antonio Saggio, Bo Vesterdorf and Koenraad Lenaerts, Judges. 

Fourth Chamber 

Romain Schintgen, President of the Chamber, 
David Edward and Rafael Garcia-Valdecasas, Judges. 

Fifth Chamber 

Comelis Paulus Briet, President of the Chamber, 
Donal Barrington, Heinrich Kirschner and Jacques Biancarelli, Judges. 
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2. Compolidon of the Chamben for the judicial year 1991-92 

Premiere Chamber 

David Edward, President of the Chamber, 
Bo Vesterdorf, Rafael Garcia-Valdecasas, Koenraad Lenaerts, Heinrich Kirschner 
and Romain Schintgen, Judges. 

Second Chamber 

Jose Luis da Cruz Vila~. President of the Chamber, 
Donal Barrington, Antonio Saggio, Christos Yeraris, Comelis Briet and Jacques 
Biancarelli, Judges. 

Third Chamber 

Bo Vesterdorf, President of the Chamber, 
Antonio Saggio, Christos Yeraris and Jacques Biancarelli, Judges. 

Fourth Chamber 

Rafael Garcia-Valdecasas, President of the Chamber, 
David Edward, Romain Schintgen and Comelis Briet, Judges. 

Fifth Chamber 

Koenraad Lenaerts, President of the Chamber, 
Donal Barrington and Heinrich Kirschner, Judges. 
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Activities of the two Courts 
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A - Meetings and visits 

The Court of Justice of the European Communities is far from being an 
institution which merely looks inward on its own specialized area of activity. 
Alongside its judicial functions, the Court maintains close contacts with the 
judicial institutions of the various Member States, with government departments 
and with legal and scientific circles interested in its work. Obviously, the various 
national Bar Associations and the CCBE (Consultative Committee of the 
European Bar Associations) are frequent visitors to the Court, as are, from time 
to time, various groups from other Community institutions, who come for the 
purpose of discussing matters of common interest. 

The Court of Justice also receives many official visits: Mr Vaclav Havel, President 
of the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic came to the Court on 18 May 1991. 
The speeches delivered on that occasion are included in the annex. It should also 
be pointed out that on 10 April the Prince of Asters, successor to the Spanish 
throne, visited the Court. 

As regards such official visits, it should be noted that there is an increasing 
interest among non-member countries in visiting the Court: on 16 May 1991 the 
Court was visited by the Austrian Chancellor, Mr Franz Vranitzlcy. Similarly, 
many other representatives of EFT A member States have been received at the 
Court. 

The growing interest of the countries of Eastern Europe in the Court is also 
noteworthy. In addition to President Havel, the Court was visited by several other 
representatives from the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic as well as from the 
former USSR, Hungary and Poland. 

With regard to the institution itself, each of the Members of the Court of Justice 
and the Court of First Instance travels frequently to his own country and 
elsewhere for the purpose of attending a wide variety of congresses, conferences 
and discussions on a variety of subjects relating to Community law and its 
application. Mention should be made in particular of the participation of a 
number of Members of the Court of Justice in a forum bringing together these 
Members and Judges of the Supreme Court of the United States of America held 
in Edinburgh on 25 to 28 August 1991. 

Similarly, several members of the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance 
travelled to Quito, Ecuador, at the invitation of the Tribunal de Justicia del 
Acuerdo de Cartagena. The conferences, which were the high point of those visits, 
took place on 28 and 29 October 1991. 
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Apart from such official visits, the Court of Justice maintained in 1991 its 
programme of study visits, which are organized primarily for national judges 
called upon to apply Community law and to collaborate with the Court of Justice 
in the preliminary reference procedure under Article 177 of the EEC Treaty, for 
practising lawyers in the various Member States and for law students, who in the 
future wil~ be increasingly called upon to work in a Community-law context. In 
this context, the Court of Justice held its traditional conference of senior members 
of the judiciary from the Member States between 6 and 7 May 1991 and the 
seminar course for other judges from the Member States, which took place on 
14 and 16 October 1991. 

Apart from this, the number of lawyers, law students and non-specialist groups 
who take an interest in the contribution of the Court of Justice to the process of 
European integration continues to grow. The number of these visits has reached 
such a level that the Information Service, which is responsible for the reception of 
visitors, has been obliged to impose a restriction on the number of individuals and 
groups who may be received on any particular day, and gives preference to those 
groups which have a professional interest in the work of the Court. A table 
providing a summary of these visits is given below. 

Finally, in the life of any institution it happens that its composition must be 
altered for one reason or another. Thus, Judge T. F. O'Higgins, appointed in 
1985, and Advocate General Jean Mischo, appointed in 1985, left the Court of 
Justice. To mark the departure of two Members and to welcome their successors, 
Advocate General Claus Christian Gutmann and Judge John L. Murray, the 
Court held a formal sitting on 7 October 1991. On that occasion the President of 
the Court, Mr Ole Due, delivered a farewell address to Mr O'Higgins and 
Mr Mischo and also welcomed Mr Gutmann and Mr Murray. Mr O'Higgins and 
Mr Mischo also delivered farewell addresses. The three addresses are reproduced 
below. 
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I - Visit by Mr Vaclav Havel, President of the Czech 
and Slovak--Federal Republic, to the Court of Justice 
on 18 March 1991 

Address of welcome to President V aclav Havel 
(delivered by President Ole Due) 

Mr President, 

It is an honour and a pleasure to welcome you to the Court of Justice of the 
European Communities. 

We greet, in you, the symbol of a new era in European history, an era of peace 
and democracy, but above all we welcome Vaclav Havel the man. 

We welcome the dramatist, the writer who found in the theatre a 'space of 
freedom' which enabled him to take up the defence of the individual confronted 
with a faceleu and heartless authority poised to crush all individuality in the name 
of an ideology. 

We also p-eet the spokesman for Charter 77, the dissident who defended human 
rights and the human conscience apinst an authoritarian system and paid the 
price for his opposition to that system. 

And, fmally, we welcome the President of the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, 
the statesman who represents a new authority, based on free elections and respect 
for human rights and for the individual. 

But there is no need for me to introduce you here. Everyone knows you 
already. 

On the other hand, I must introduce to you the Community institutions present 
here in Luxembourg, since the Court of Justice is not alone on the Kirchberg 
Plateau, which the hospitality of the Grand Duchy has transformed into a 
veritable European centre. 

The European Parliament, which, after its election by direct auft'rage, is the true 
representative of the European peoples, has its Secretariat here. 

Several depart:ments of the Commission are established here too. Among them I 
should mention the OffiCe for Official Publications responsible for disaeminating 
the meuurea through which Community law develops. In a Community subject to 
the rule of law the effective propagation of information in this f~eld is of 
fundamental importance. 
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The Court of Auditors has its seat here on the Kirchberg Plateau. Its task is to see 
that the finances of the Community are soundly managed, a task which, bearing 
in mind the size of the sums concerned, is increasingly essential. 

The neighbour of the Court of Justice is the European Investment Bank which 
participates in the financing of projects in the Communities and in the associated 
countries, projects which, by reason of their size, cannot easily be financed by 
means available in the indivual Member States. 

I should also mention the presence, on the Kirchberg Plateau, of the European 
School, the oldest in the Communities. The children of European officials have 
received and are receiving in this school a truly European education. The fact that 
many young Europeans will be able to benefit from a similar experience through 
actions such as the Erasmus and Tempus projects is a matter for rejoicing. It is so 
important to teach the young of all Europe to live and work together. 

But I must of course turn back to the institution in which we find ourselves today, 
the Court of Justice. Its task is to ensure that in the interpretation and application 
of the Treaties the law is observed. The most original aspect of its jurisdiction is in 
the matter of references for preliminary rulings which enable it, in close 
collaboration with the national courts, to ensure the uniform application of the 
Community rules in all the Member States. But it is also at the disposition of the 
other institutions and of the Member States for the purpose of deciding disputes 
between them in the Community field. And, together with the new Court of First 
Instance, it enables individuals to assert their rights vis-a-vis the authorities, if 
those rights have been injured. 

Such, then, are the institutions and bodies which make up the European centre of 
Kirchberg and which you, Mr President, honour with your presence today. They 
are all working towards a common goal, the creation of a united Europe. With the 
developments over recent years in Central and Eastern Europe, this goal is taking 
on a new dimension which embraces all our old continent, so often ravaged by 
wars and discord. 

Mr President, I now have the honour of calling upon you to speak. 
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Address by President Vaclav Havel 

Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I am very glad that I have been able to begin my tour of the Benelux and NATO 
countries precisely in Luxembourg. It is not only because of the deep and ancient 
historical links which tie us to that country, but also because the whole of 
Luxembourg reminds us that a small country, although surrounded by rich and 
powerful neighbours, can find an honourable place in today's Europe. 

The success of the revolt of Czechs and Slovaks against a totalitarian regime 
placed the whole of our society before a fundamental and extremely diffiCult task, 
namely, the rebuilding of the country. And what kind of country will it be? First 
of all, it will be a State governed by the rule of law which fully respects all human 
rights and civil liberties in the context of a pluralist and democratic society. It 
should also be a federative State ensuring thereby for both our nations as well as 
all minorities and ethnic groups equality under the law in an effective constitu
tional system, whose administration is decentralized. In short, it is to be a State 
with a modem and growing market economy, based on freedom of action and 
enterprise for all individuals. Finally, we wish to build a sovereign State, respected 
by the world community, a State which will quickly fmd its new place in the 
European Community of free and democratic countries. 

It is therefore not by chance that, at the same time as the definition of major 
principles of economic reform, Czechoslovak legislation has concentrated on 
finalizing such legal rules and institutions which, after SO years of injustice 
sanctioned by the State, lay down the basis for a system of law which will be 
worthy of being included in the European juridical culture. 

At the beginning of this year the Czechoslovak Federal Allelllbly voted in a 
constitutional law introducing a Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms. It 
is the first time in history that our legislation has recognized the primacy of 
international law over national law in relation to human rights. 

Parliament has recently decided that the Constitutional Court is to become one of 
the guarantors of the maintenance of human rights and freedoms. It will monitor 
the observance of the law in the activity of State bodies and will also become in a 
certain manner the supreme court to which citizens will have recourse where rights 
enshrined in the Charter have been violated. We also foresee the establishment of 
the referendum formula which, among other things, will give Czechs and Slovaks 
the constitutional opportunity to opt freely, for the first time in our history, for a 
common federative state. 

The adoption of new constitutions - the Federal, Czech and Slovak constitutions 
- will mark the end of a complicated legislative process, thus fulfilling the 
mandate of the Federal Assembly. 
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Fortunately, the previous decades have not wholly succeeded in erasing from the 
minds of our nations that which the Preamble to the European Convention of 
Human Rights calls being 'likeminded' and a common heritage of political 
traditions, ideals of freedom and of a State governed by the rule of law. It is also 
the reason for which one of the most popular slogans to be found on the walls of 
towns and small villages in Czechoslovakia before the parliamentary elections 
called for a return to Europe. At the start of the year, that return began to 
become reality. Czechoslovakia became the 25th member of the Council of 
Europe and acceded to the European Convention. It gives us great satisfaction, 
but it is also an important undertaking. We now wish to accede to more than 
30 conventions concluded between democratic European States. 

We attach great importance to our relations with the European Communities. We 
make no secret of the fact that the objective which we seek to achieve this decade 
is to become full members of this important European body. This political choice 
made by Czechoslovakia is based on a wide consensus throughout the territory. 
Nevertheless, we know full well that it is not by means of negotiation that we will 
be able to accede to the Communities, but through hard, unremitting work. 

The success of European integration depends not only on admirable economic 
achievements and the art of political compromise, but also on the technical and 
professional qualities of the officials of the institutions who give effect to and 
monitor the common will of the Member States, firmly based in European 
laws. 

Allow me to take this opportunity to congratulate you on the results achieved to 
date. 

I would also like to thank those of you who last year gave your support to the 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe. We appreciate that the European 
Communities and their institutions are able to react quickly and with great 
flexibility to the changes in Eastern Europe, that they helped the young European 
democracies by means of effective advice and assistance in carrying out the 
extremely difficult tasks facing them. 

Shortly after the signature of the trade, commercial and economic cooperation 
treaty, negotiations were opened on the association of Czechoslovakia with the 
European Communities. 

The PHARE programme has been extended to cover Czechoslovakia; the 
European Communities, as coordinators, have played a very important part in 
mobilizing the financial resources necessary to ensure that the balance of 
payments of Czechoslovakia is in equilibrium. It was with great pleasure that we 
learnt in the last few days that the European Council had decided to grant the 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic and some other countries favourable credits 
from the European Investment Bank. This is aid of inestimable value at a time 
when, by means of radical measures, we are implementing a programme of 
economic reforms and are trying to minimize the negative impact of the economic 
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situation abroad. Nevertheless, in the long term, we do not wish merely to benefit 
from the help of our friends. With your help, we would like to develop real 
cooperation which would be of benefit to both parties. We have, for our part, also 
something to offer you, on condition that our cooperation is centred from the 
start, above all, on the training of specialists who will be able to communicate 
quickly with you on a European wavelength and on a frequency based on the 
standards and the level of current and future cooperation. 

I am firmly persuaded that the new generation of Czechoslovak lawyers, 
economists, bankers, technical experts and scientists will be able to breach the 
large gap which will be opened up before us by the Association Agreement, which 
is to be signed by the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, and which the 
European Communities will bring about. I would like to mention here that two 
conferences of European Communities' ministers are to be held in our country 
this year. In the spirit of my message to the President of the Commission, 
Mr Delors, a conference of environment ministers is to be organized in June at a 
castle near Prague. We consider that it would be opportune to establish a complex 
European programme and a system of environmental protection ranging from the 
joint analysis of the ecological evidence to the taking of measures in cases of 
serious damage or natural disasters. I need not stress that the holding of that 
conference is of great interest in our country, which has one of the most damaged 
environments in this continent. 

In the autumn, another conference is to take place in Prague, that of European 
transport ministers. Situated at the heart of Europe, Czechoslovakia welcomes all 
efforts to establish a common policy as regards transport and the unification of 
the European transport infrastructure. 

After the association of our country to the Communities, we hope to adapt all 
aspects of life, including legislation, to the conditions prevailing in the Community 
in order to become an integral part of the European political, economic, legal and 
cultural area. We will also seek gradually to coordinate and harmonize Czecho
slovak foreign policy with that of the Member States of the Community. 

The deepening of political dialogue with the European Communities is all the 
more important for our country because Czechoslovakia, by reason of the 
collapse of the former Warsaw Pact and Comecon structures, has found itself, in 
some respect, in a security vacuum. We must seek new roots for our State, 
including the necessary guarantees of security. We are closely following the talks 
on relations between NATO, the Western European Unon and the future political 
union of the European Communities because we perceive our definitive entry into 
the Communities not only in an economic context, but also in a political and 
security context. 

Together with the other CSCE States we seek to ensure that the process begun in 
Helsinki will continue to be dynamic and that the current disarmament efforts will 
end in the reduction of armed forces and of weapons in Europe to a reasonable 
level. Our objective is clear: as a peaceful continent and a community of 
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democratic countries with no ideological disputes or long-running conflicts, 
Europe will be in a position to contribute effectively to the solution of the thorny 
problems the world faces today. 

The collapse of the totalitarian systems in Central and East European countries 
has opened real opportunities for a profoundly human and contended way of life 
in peace, friendship and prosperity. Nevertheless, it is not an easy route that we 
follow. 

After the Second World War, the United States helped to stabilize, through the 
Marshall Plan, the democraties of Western Europe and thereby to encourage their 
economic development. The West and the European Communities in particular 
today face the same historical challenge. Without your effective assistance, the 
new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe are exposed to the threat of 
economic collapse, their reforms could fail and the old demons of nationalism and 
xenophobia could reappear. 

That would be in no one's interest. Let us do together all that is necessary to 
avoid that danger. 

Thank you for your attention. 
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II - Official visits to the Court of Justice in 1991 

14 January Visit by Mr Ivrakis, Ambassador of the Hellenic Republic 

25 January Visit by Mr Lukas, Ambassador of the Czech and Slovak 
Republic 

31 January Visit by Mr Kenneth 8. Davis, Ambassador of the United 
States of America 

13 February Visit by Mr Pavel Rychetsky, Deputy Prime Minister of the 
Czech and Slovak Federal Government 

19 February Visit by a delegation of members of the Irish Parliament 

1 March Visit by Mr Tomoji Kawai, Ambassador of Japan 

6 March Visit by Mrs Penaud, the French Prime Minister's delegate 
for international civil servants 

6 March Visit by Mr Lima Rigney, Ambassador of Ireland 

11 and 12 March Colloquium on the Brussels Convention 

13 March Visit by members of the Danish Parliament 

13 March Visit by Italian deputies 

18 March Visit by Mr Vac1av Havel, President of the Czech and Slovak 
Federal Republic 

19 March Visit by the Legal Affairs Committee of the European 
Parliament 

10 April Visit by the Prince of Asters 

16 April Visit by Mr Vayenas, Ambassador of the Hellenic Republic 
at Brussels 

17 April Visit by Mr Vitor Martins, Portuguese State Secretary for 
European Integration 

17 April Visit by Ambassador Weyland, Chairman of the Committee 
of Permanent Representatives 

17 April Visit by Mr P. Caesar, Minister for Justice of Rheinland-
Pfalz 

19 April Visit by Mr Cornelio da Silva, Ambassador of Portugal 

24 April Visit by the presidents of the Swedish courts of appeal 

26 April Visit by Ambassador Szasz, head of the Hungarian mission 
to the European Communities at Brussels 

6 and 7 May Meeting of judges of the Member States 
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15 May 

IS May 

16 May 

28 and 29 May 

10 June 

ll and 12 June 

12 June 

17 June 

17 June 

18 June 

25 June 

26 June 

1 to 3 July 

3 July 

23 September 

24 September 

7 October 

14 to 16 October 
15 October 

17 October 

S to 8 November 

Visit by Mr Jean-Claude Piris, Director-General of the 
Council Legal Service (Intergovernmental Conference) 

Visit by Mr Franz Vranitzky, Austrian Chancellor 

Visit by Mr N. Deryabin, Government Coordinator, Ambas
sador of the former USSR 

Visit by Mr Legg, Permanent Secretary to the Lord Chancel
lor 

Visit by Mr Jean Vidal, Ambassador of France to the 
European Communities at Brussels 

Visit by Mr Ugarte del Pino, President of the Tribunal de 
Justicia del Acuerdo de Cartagena and members of that 
court 

Visit by Mr Torres, Minister for Labour and Employment of 
the Philippines 

Visit by agriculture ministers of the Member States 

Visit by Mr S. Hashimoto, Judge of the Supreme Court of 
Cassation of Japan, and Mr K. Yosbihara, Judge of the 
Court of Appeal 

Visit by Mr J. L. Dewost, Director-General of the Commis
sion Legal Service (EEC-EFTA negotiations on the EEA 
court) 

Visit by Mr Talal S. Hasan, Ambassador of Jordan at 
Brussels 

Visit by members of the Italian Senate 

Visit by Lord Bridge, House of Lords and Lord Ross, Lord 
Justice Clerk, Scotland 

Unveiling of Irish painting by HE Ambassador L. Rigney 

Visit by the Committee on Petitions 

Visit by senior Finnish judges 

Formal sitting- Departure of Mr Mischo and Mr O'Hig
gins, arrival of Mr Gutmann and Mr Murray 

Judicial study visit 
Visit by Mrs Hannele Pokka, Finnish Minister for Justice 

Visit by Mr Kurt Haulrig, President of the 0stre Landlret 

Visit by Mr F. Yakovlev, President of the Supreme Court of 
Arbitration of the former USSR and members of that 
court 

6 and 7 November Visit by the Verfassungsdienst, Vienna 
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11 November Visit by Mr J. G. W. Faber, Ambassador of the Nether
lands 

12 November Visit by Mr Papaconstantinou, Minister for Justice of the 
Hellenic Republic 

22 November Visit by the Bundesverfassungsgericht, Karlsruhe 

27 November Visit by Mr A. F. Montoro, President of the Latin American 
Institute 

3 and 4 December Visit by Mr Andreas L. Loizou, President of the Supreme 
Court of Cyprus and members of that court 

4 December Visit by Mrs Anna Fomalczyk, President of the Anti
Monopoly Office, Poland 

6 December Visit by Mr Franz Birrer, Ambassador of Switzerland 
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t-.) III - Study visits to the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance during 1991 
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National judiCII S6 I 378 82 60 59 20 16 6 3 61 251 999 

Lawyers, legal advisers, trainees 45 314 63 92 108 35 30 80 137 7 ITI 149 157 I 394 

Professon in Community law, 2 

tcadJcrs3 30 I I 4 I 12 44 59 152 

Diplomats, parliamentarians, 
political groups, national civil servants 176 21 137 I 21 163 IS 24 40 46 216 176 140 I 176 

Students, EEC/EP trainees 215 101 619 69 390 425 118 332 59 512 96 I 335 767 355 s 453 

Members of professional associations 36 25 s 27 63 48 22 226 

Others 192 35 18 25 54 94 21 64 37 220 760 

Total 501 234 1666 215 598 774 202 468 222 799 176 I 855 I 234 I 210 10 160 
- --

1 The 'Mixed groups' column includes the total nmnber of judFS from all the Member States who took part in the Judges' meetings and the judicial study visits 
8l1'llllpd by the Court of J ustic:e. In 1991 the figures were: 

Belgimn . . . . 10 Denmark 
Spain . . . . . 26 France 
L~DC~Dbourg . . 4 Netherlands 

2 Not including professon aa:ompanying student groups. 

9 
26 
9 

Germany 
Ireland .... 
Portugal 

26 
9 
9 

3 The 'Mixed groups' column includes participants in the Conference on the 8111511Cls Convention, II and 12 March 1991. 

Greece . . . . 9 
Italy . . . . . 26 
United Kingdom 26 



B - Formal sittings 

Formal sitting of the Court of Justice of 7 October 1991 on the occasion of the 
departure of Judge O'Higgins and Advocate General Mischo and of the entry into 
office of Judge Murray and Advocate General Gutmann 

- Address by President Ole Due on the occasion of the departure from 
office of Judge O'Higgins and Advocate General Mischo . . . . . . 75 

- Address by Judge O'Higgins on the occasion of his departure from 
office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 

- Address by Advocate General Mischo on the occasion of his departure 
from office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 

- Address by President Ole Due on the occasion of the entry into office of 
Advocate General Gutmann and Judge Murray 85 

- Curriculum vitae of John Loyola Murray .. 

- Curriculum vitae of Claus Christian Gutmann 

87 

89 
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Address by President Ole Due on the occasion 
of the departure from office of Judge O'Higgins 
and Advocate General Mischo 

In declaring this formal sitting open, I would like first of all, in the name of the 
Court, to greet the eminent persons present, the representative of the European 
institutions of the Member States and, particularly, of the Grand Duchy which 
generously hosts the Court. We are honoured by your presence here today. 

We must apologize for the lateness of the invitation, even if, it is true, it is not the 
Court's fault. It is as a consequence of the decision of the representatives of the 
governments of the Member States having only been adopted practically at the 
last minute. 

This has also had other consequences more serious than delaying the invitation. It 
has entailed difficulties for the organization of the work of the Court and has 
deprived new Members of the chance to prepare fully for the duties which they 
take up today. I must say that I regret the lack of understanding on the part of the 
Member States of the difficult situation of the work of the Court. 

We must thus take our leave of two highly esteemed colleagues, Chamber 
President Thomas O'Higgins and Advocate General Jean Mischo. 
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Dear Tom O'Higgins, 

You came to the Court from the highest judicial post in your country. You came 
with the experience of a whole life at the bar and on the bench completed with 
that of a brilliant political career. The Court has greatly profited from your 
experience. 

We admire you not only for your knowledge and your sound judgment, but also 
for your courage. 

We know that you have given proof of this part of your character both in your 
political and in your legal career in Ireland. But we admire especially the courage 
you showed in embarking on a new adventure at an age where most of your 
colleagues start to revise their collection of fishing-rods and look forward to their 
retirement in a cottage in the beautiful Irish countryside. You decided to take part 
in the construction of a new legal system, to join a court where the judges discuss 
the cases in a foreign tongue and to settle in the only Member State where English 
is neither the first nor the second foreign language. 

And you succeeded. You have left your mark on many important decisions which 
the secret of the deliberations prevents me from mentioning. And Community law 
has greatly gained by these marks. 

One of your secrets certainly is your Irish humour and another the unfailing 
support of your wife Terry. We shall miss you both, but we are grateful for the 
time we have bad the pleasure of being with you. 
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Dear Jean Mischo, 

The two posts of Advocate General which the Member States have agreed to hold 
in rotation pose particular problems. Six years is not long enough to become 
familiar with all the nooks and crannies of Community law. 

The Government of the Grand Duchy, ever anxious to push the construction of 
Europe forward, has truly been able to find the best candidate for this difficult 
post. Practically all of your career, both in the service of your country and in the 
European institutions, has prepared you admirably for the post of Advocate 
General of the Court. You have acquired perfect knowledge of Community law 
and you have had experience of the difficulties facing political institutions. 

Your opinions, based on a very careful analysis of all the problems involved in the 
case in question, on a thorough examination of the relevant case-law and, at the 
same time, on your grasp of facts, have had a great deal of influence on the 
case-law of the Court. Moreover, not only your opinions, but also your work on 
the reform of the Rules of Procedure of the Court and its working methods will 
bear fruit a long time after your departure. 

We shall miss your wise counsel but, as you will be joining your former post in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs as Ambassador, we will fortunately not be completely 
deprived of your company and that of your wife Anne-Marie. 

I also wish to convey to you the warmest thanks of the Court for your great 
contribution to its work. 
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Address by Judge O'Higgins 
on the occasion of his departure from office 

There are, Mr President, some other remarks which I would like to make. 

The contribution which each Member makes to the Court's output of declarations 
and judgments depends to a great extent on the service and help which is provided 
by his cabinet. National judges, who in many countries must do their own 
research and prepare in secrecy their own judgments, may regard with envy such a 
service. But given the range and complexity of the issues which arise and the 
involvement of so many different systems of law, the existence of such a service is 
essential. I have to say that I have been particularly fortunate in this regard in the 
manner in which I have been helped and supported by my cabinet. 

In the first place I must thank my secretary Maureen Russell and her office staff 
for their loyalty, efficiency and concern. My referendaires, starting with Philippa 
Watson and David O'Keeffe, continuing with Deirdre Curtin, Pierre Roseren, 
Jean· Yves Art and Tony Collins, have all given a service which recognized no 
time-limit and which was not merely occasionally excellent but which was 
consistently valuable and good. To all of them I express my sincere apprecia
tion. 

May I conclude by welcoming my successor, John Murray, and wishing him well. 
As Attorney-General he has occupied a great office of State in Ireland and he will 
bring to this Court a richness of experience in the practice and administration of 
law which must be of assistance to the Court. Added to that experience will come 
a degree of common sense which will no doubt prove valuable at meetings of the 
Court when as sometimes happens in human affairs 'the wood is not seen because 
of the trees'. 

I wish him many long and successful years as a Member of this Court and with 
this wish I conclude. 
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Address by Advocate General Mischo 
on the occasion of his departure from office 

Mr President, 

Thank you very much for the kind words you have addressed to me. 

It is obviously with great emotion that I take my leave of the Court today. 

Can one conceive of a greater mission than that of contributing to the observance 
of the law in the interpretation and application of the Treaties that have created 
an entirely new kind of community of peoples which is so close where once some 
of them had made war on each other? 

Within the Court the duties of the Advocate General are both fascinating and 
formidable. It is fascinating because in complex cases it is his duty first of all to 
show the way, that is, to set to one side all the irrelevant or secondary arguments 
of the parties to the dispute, to focus on the nub of the problem and to then 
propose the close reasoning which should lead to its fair settlement. But this 
mission is also formidable because it is carried out alone and in public. It none the 
less brings great satisfaction to whoever has the honour of carrying it out. 

The fact that most of the Member States and the Bar Councils of the European 
Community insisted that there should also be an Advocate General in the Court 
of First Instance proves that it is widely held that the post actually furnishes a 
further guarantee of fair justice to all those who turn to the Court. 

In the midst of the upheavels which have taken place recently in Central and 
Eastern Europe, it is noticeable to what extent the Community appears an oasis of 
agreement and propriety and acts as a magnet. 

The applications for accession, or the notification of such applications, are 
increasing and are submitted both for political and economic reasons. The 
analyses of some commentators who only skim the surface and see the Commun
ity as the 'Europe of traders' or a bureaucratic club have been given the lie in no 
uncertain terms. 

Must we therefore, as has been said more and more frequently in the last few 
weeks, prepare for a rapid expansion of the Community to 24 or 30 Member 
States? In that respect the pros and the cons will have to be carefully weighed. The 
advantage of such a step would be to confirm that certain peoples, particularly 
those in Central Europe, belong in Europe, and to contribute also to the 
strengthening of democracy in those countries as well as to the development of 
their economies. On the other hand, it is, however, clear that the majority of those 
new Member States would need much more than the usual transitional period 
before being able to assume all the obligations flowing from membership of the 
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Community. In a Community of 30 Member States there could be as many 
countries with an exceptional status as those on full membership. Would the 
acquil communautaire survive in the long term? Would such a Community work? 
Well before the events of this summer, it had become evident in other parts of the 
world that federations as well as confederations are unstable if they are not 
sufficiently homogenous. As everyone knows, the Community is far from being a 
federation even if in several respects it has quite federalistic characteristics, and 
even if in certain areas the harmonization of legislation has been taken much 
further than in the United States of America. One must not, however, expect that 
the Community should suddenly become a total federation for it is hardly 
conceivable that in the foreseeable future the Member States would accept to 
transfer all their sovereignty in foreign policy and defence to a shared minister for 
foreign atTain and minister for defence. 

The alternative solutions to a massive enlargement should therefore also be given 
close attention. Having written a paper as a student on the various forms 
membership of a country in an international organization can take, I was struck 
by the wide range of formulas that are possible in that respect. Thus, in the past, 
the OECE, the OECD and many specialized agencies of the United Nations have 
had as 'associate members' countries which were not able to assume all the 
obligations of a member State but which were represented - albeit without a vote 
- at the meeting of directors of the relevant organization. 

It should not, of course, simply be a question of copying one of those models. 
However, the question arises whether, after having concluded a 'bespoke' 
association agreement with each country or group of countries concerned, 
covering economic and social questions, the Community could not, moreover, 
invite them to participate at regular intervals, every four months, for example, in a 
new kind of 'Association Council'. It would bring together, around the Commun
ity Council and the Commission, all of the associated countries, and it would be 
dedicated to an exchange of views on all the current major political problems as 
well aa certain economic and social questions of common interest. As common 
opinions developed, they could be recorded and serve as guidelines both for the 
Community and for the associated States. At the same time, I believe it is 
conceivable that those countriea could send observers to the European Parliament. 
In that way, the associated States could very quickly feel that they are members of 
the great Community family in the wider sense of the term. 

Of course, the successor State or States of the former USSR should not be 
forgotten. In that respect, along with the economic cooperation agreements 
concluded or to be concluded with the Community, the most appropriate 
framework for coordination on foreign, security, human rights and minority 
rights policy seems to me to be that of a strengthened CSCE in which the 
Community would, of course, continue to speak with one voice. 

However, Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen, whatever the options taken by the 
Community in this respect, the role of the Court will not change. 
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In the past, and in particular in a somewhat eventful period of the Community's 
history, the Court was able to be an anchor and maintain intact observance of the 
letter and the spirit of the Treaties. In the future it will have to play that role 
again in order to ensure that the new responsibilities of the Community in relation 
to the well-being of the other peoples of our continent do not undermine its 
substance. I am sure that you, Mr President, and you, my dear colleagues, will be 
equal to that task. 

I thank you sincerely for your kind words and the warm friendship you have 
shown my wife and myself. I have no doubt that you will give the same cordial 
welcome to my eminent successor, who already knows the Court well, and I wish 
him the greatest satisfaction in his new duties. 

I would also like to thank publicly the members of my Chambers who, in an 
atmosphere of perfect understanding, have helped me with great devotion and 
competence: my legal secretaries Messrs Rene Barents, Marc Thill, Marco Jaeger, 
Georges Friden and Alex Pauly, my assistants Mrs Sonja Toschi, Marianne di 
Carlo, Isabelle Grossy, Nicole Vanaverbeke and my chauffeur, Mr Josephus 
Middendorp. I must mention the particular merits of Marc Thill who has been in 
the team from the beginning to the end and who has been able to combine a 
remarkable ability to analyse the most complex legal problems with an exemplary 
meticulousness in the accuracy of each citation and each reference. 

Finally, I would like to say to all the permanent officials of the Court that, even if 
they are not as close to the Members as the members of the Chambers, their role 
is felt to be just as important. It is reassuring for the Members of the Court to feel 
that they have the support of such a highly qualified staff. I thank you all 
sincerely. 
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Left to right: 
Luxembourg Foreign Minister Jacques Poos 
Advocate General Claus Christian Gulmann 
Mr John Loyola Murray, Judge 
Mr Hans Kutscher, former President of the Court of Justice 
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Address by President Ole Due 
on the occasion of the entry into office of 
Advocate General Gulmann and Judge Murray 

Fortunately, the sadness of farewells is always softened by the arrival of new 
colleaaues and already the curriculum vitae of the two new Members of the Court 
promise an almost imperceptible transition. 

Dear Claus Gulmann, 

In order to save everyone from needing the services of the interpreters, I will 
address these few words to you in French and not in our common mother 
tongue. 

Just as with your predecessor, your career has admirably prepared you for the 
duties of Advocate General at the Court. 

During nearly 25 years you have delved into Community law, both at the 
academic and practical level, as an official of the Ministry of Justice, as a law 
clerk here at the Court, as professor, as adviser to the Minister for Foreign Affairs 
and as a lawyer. 

Your book on the restrictions on the free movement of goods is a very great 
contribution to Danish literature on Community law and it has, like your other 
works, played a large role in the spreading of awareness of that law in our 
country. 

Dear John Murray, 

Just like Justice O'Higgins you combine the experience of a barrister and that of a 
politician. Twice you have held the eminently important post of Attorney-General 
of Ireland, and you have practised at the bar for nearly 25 years. No doubt this 
combination of experience will be very valuable to the work of the Court. 

We also know your keen interest in the development of Community law, and we 
are looking forward to working together with you. 

We welcome our two new Members, and we call on them to take the oath and 
sign the solemn declaration provided for in the Rules of Procedure of the Court of 
Justice. 

The Court accepts your declarations and I close the sitting and invite you all to 
take a glass in the Salle des pas perdus. 
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Mr John Loyola Murray, Judge 
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Curriculum vitae of John Loyola Murray 

John L. Murray was born in 1943 at Limerick, Ireland, and educated at Cracent 
Collep, Rockwell Collep, University Collep Dublin and the King's Inns. During 
his student days he was active in student atTain, and was twice elected President 
of the Union of Students in Ireland (USI). 

In 1967 he qualified as a barrister. In 1981 he became a Senior CoUillel having 
been called to the Inner Bar in the Supreme Court. In the early 1970., while in 
private practice, he acted as an independent adviser to the Attorney-General in 
criminal matters. As a practising member of the Bar he had a ~ranaing 
practice in civil and constitutional law matten. He appeared in major public 
tribUDals of enquiry (e.g. the Whiddy Oil Terminal catastrophe and the 'Stardust' 
disaster). He acted as counsel on behalf of Ireland in cues before the Court of 
Justice of the European Communities, the European CommiBBion on Human 
Rights and the European Court of Human Rights. 

In Auauat 1982 he was appointed Attorney-General of Ireland, an offtee which he 
held until a change of government in December of that year. He then returned to 
private practice at the Bar. In March 1987, on the election of a new aovernment, 
he again held the offiCe of Attorney-General. He continued in this office until his 
appointment as a Judae of the Court of Justice of the European Communities. 
From 1987 to 1991 he was a member of the Council of State. Durina that period 
he was also a member of the Bar Council of Ireland and the Incorporated Council 
for Law Reporting. 

Married, in 1969, to Gabrielle Walsh (two children, Catriona and Brian). 

He is a Bencher of the Honourable Society of the King's Inns and a Trustee of the 
Rotunda Hospital Education Fund. 
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Advocate General Claus Christian Gutmann 
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Curriculum vitae of Claus Christian Gulmann 

Born 1942, married, three children. 

In private practice with the law firm of B. Helmer Nielsen, Copenhagen, 1990. 

Graduated Copenhagen University Law School, 1965; law studies at New York 
University, 1966-67, and Universite de Paris, Sorbonne, 1970-71; Doctor of Law, 
Copenhagen University, 1980 (dissertation on trade restrictions within the Euro
pean Community). 

Ministry of Justice, 1965-77. 

Copenhagen University since 1977; Dean of the Law School, 1980-86; Professor of 
Public International Law and European Community Law, 1981-89. 

Jadidal experieace: 
Deputy Judge in a court of first instance, 1968-70; 

Legal Secretary of the Danish Judge in the European Court of Justice, Luxem
bourg, 1973-76; 
Chairman and member of arbitral tribunals, notably in ICC cases, since 1980; 

Expert member of administrative appeal tribunal in commercial matters, since 
1988; 
Ad hoc member of administrative appeal tribunal in anti-trust matters in 1988. 

Supplementary experience in commerdal law: 

Legal Counsel to the Danish Provincial Chamber of Commerce, 1982-87; 
Vice-Chairman of the Board of the Danish Deposit Insurance Fund, since 
1987; 
Chairman of committee defending the interests of scientists in copyright matters, 
1988-90, and member of a governmental committee for the preparation of a new 
copyright act. 

Practical experieace in tbe fields of public international law and European CommUD
lty law: 

Assisting the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the field of Community law since 1977 
(pleaded before the European Court of Justice as co-agent for the Danish 
government); 

Consultant to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the Jan Mayen case and in the 
Great Belt case before the International Court of Justice in the Hague. 

Chairman (1986-89) and now Member of the Board of the Danish Centre for 
Human Rights; Member of the Board of the Danish Red Cross, 1988-90; member 
of the boards of different humanitarian foundations. 
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Editor of Kamovs Lovsamling and EF-Karnov; Editor of the Nordic Journal of 
International Law (1978-84) and Justitia; Member of the editorial boards of 
Tidrslcrift for Rettsvitens/cah and of the Yearbook of European Law. 

Author of textbooks on public international law and European Community law, 
etc. 
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C - Publications and general information 

I - Texts of judgments and opinions 

1. Reports of Ctues before the Court of Jwtice and the Court of Fir~t l111tance 

The Reporll of Ctuts before the Court of Jwtice muJ the Court of First luttlltCe are 
publiabed in the nine Community lanauaaea, and are the only authentic IOUI'Ce for 
citations of deaaions of the Court of Justice or of the Court of Fint lnltance. 

In the Member States and in certain non-member countriea, the Reports are on 
sale at the addresses shown on p. 98. In other countriea, orden should be 
addreued to the Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, 
L-2985 Luxembourg. 

2. Judgments of the Court of Jwtice muJ the Court of First lutiiiiCe muJ opinions of 
the Advocates General 

Orden for offset copies may, subject to availability, be made in writina, statina 
the language delired, to the Internal Services Division of the Court of Justice of 
the European Communities, L-2925 Luxembourg, on payment of a ftxed charge of 
BFR 200 for each document. Orders will no lonpr be accepted once the iiiUe of 
the Reports of Cases before the Court containing the required judament or opinion 
bas been published. 

Subsc:riben to the Reports of Ctues before the Court may pay a subacription to 
receive offset copies in one or more of the Community lanauqes. The annual 
subscription fee is the same as for the Reports of Ctues before the Court. 

For certain cases, the Reports of Ctues before the Court will in future contain only 
a summary publication of the judgment and the opinion of the Advocate General. 
In such cases, the full text of the judgment in the language of the cue and of the 
opinion delivered in the languap of the Advocate General may be ob&ained on 
request from the Registry of the Court of Justice. 
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II - Other publications 

1. Selected instruments relating to the organization, jurisdiction and procedure of 
the Court 

This work contains a selection of the provisions concerning the Court to be found 
in the Treaties, in secondary law and in a number of conventions. 

The 1990 edition has been updated to 31 December 1989. It contains in particular 
all the rules which, pending its own Rules of Procedure, governed procedure 
before the Court of First Instance (which took up its duties on 31 October 1989) 
and appeals against decisions of that Court. 

The selected instruments are available in the nine official languages at the price of 
ECU 12, excluding VAT, from the Office for Official Publications of the 
European Communities, L-2985 Luxembourg, and from the addresses given on 
p. 98. 

2. List of the sittings of the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance 

The list of public sittings is drawn up each week. It may be altered and is therefore 
for information only. 

This list may be obtained on request. 

3. Publications of the Information Service of the Court of Justice 

Applications to subscribe to the following publications, which are available in the 
nine Community languages, should be sent to the Information Service of the 
Court of Justice, L-2925 Luxembourg, specifying the language required. They are 
supplied free of charge. 

(I) ,.,_.,., of till Cowl of Jutlft .- till COIII't of Fir•t lutau of tlw ~ c:o-.ltk• 

Weekly information on the judicial proceedings of the Court of Justice and the 
Court of First Instance containing a short summary of judgments delivered and 
brief notes on opinions delivered, hearings conducted and new cases brought 
during the previous week. 

(U) Syr~~~,U of tlw IHI'It of tlw C01111 

Annual publication giving a synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice and of 
the Court of First Instance both in their judicial capacity and in the field of their 
other activities (meetings and study courses for members of the judiciary, visits, 
study groups, etc.). This publication contains much statistical information and the 
texts of addresses delivered at formal .sittings of the Courts. 
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4. Publications of the Library Division of the Court 

(I) ,...,.,. ~~' 

Bi-monthly bibliography compnsmg a complete list of all the works-both 
monographs and articles-received or catalogued during the reference period. The 
bibliography consists of two separate parts : 

Part A: 
Legal publications dealing with European integration; 

Part B: 
General theory of law - International law - Comparative law - National legal 
system. 

(U) .U,III ~ of &.ro,... U.Up.W11 

Annual publication based on books acquired and periodicals analysed during the 
year in question in the area of Community law. 

In 1987, a cumulative edition of Volumes 4 to 6 (1984-86) of the bibliography was 
published. 

Enquiries concerning these publications should be sent to the Library Division of 
the Court of Justice. 

5. Publications of the Research and Documentation Division and the Legal Data
Processing Department of the Court 

The Court of Justice has commenced publication of the Digest of case-law relating 
to the European Communities, which systematically presents not only the whole of 
the case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Communities but also 
selected judgments of courts in the Member States. Its concept is based on that of 
the former Repertoire de Ia jurisprudence relative aux traites instituant les 
Communautes europeennes. The Digest is published, in several of the Community 
languages, in the form of looseleaf binders and supplements are issued periodi
cally. 

The Digest comprises four series, each of which may be obtained separately, 
covering the following fields : 

A Series : Case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Communities 
excluding the matters covered by the C and D Series; 

B Series: Case-law of the courts of Member States excluding the matters 
covered by the D Series (not yet published); 
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C Series: Case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Communities 
relating to Community staff law (not yet published); 

D Series: Case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Communities and of 
the courts of the Member States relating to the Convention of 
27 September 1968 on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments, 
in Civil and Commercial Matters. (This series replaces the Synopsis of 
case-law which was formerly published in instalments but which has 
now been discontinued.) 

The first issue of the A Series was published in 1983. Since the publication of the 
fourth issue, it now covers the case-law of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities from 1977 to 1985. 

The first issue of the D Series was published in 1981. With the publication of the 
fourth issue, it will cover the case-law of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities from 1976 to 1987 and the case-law of the courts of the Member 
States from 1973 to 1985. 

Work on the C Series is in progress. Worlc on the B Series is also in progress and 
priority has been given to its computerization. 

Orders for the available series may be sent either to the Office for Official 
Publications of the European Communities, L-2985 Luxembourg, or to any of the 
addresses listed below. 

In addition to the commercially marketed publications, the Research and Docu
mentation Division compiles a number of working documents for internal use. 

Bllllnbl ~ tk }llril,..."": This document assembles, for each quarterly, 
half-yearly and yearly period, all the summaries of the decisions of the Court 
which will appear in due course in the Reports of Cases before the Court. It is set 
out in systematic form and contains an analytical table of contents and an 
alphabetical table of parties so that it forms a precursor, for any given period, to 
the Digest and can provide a similar service to the user (available only in 
French). 

Notes - Rljlraees tks llotes tk tiDctrille tua """' tk IG eo.r: This publication 
gives references in legal literature to the judgments of the Court since its inception. 
Regular updates are issued. 

IMx .4-Z: Computer-produced publication containing a numerical list of all the 
cases brought before the Court since 1954, and an alphabetical list of names of 
parties. These lists give the details of the publication of the Court's judgment in 
the Rtports of Cases before the Court. 
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J...Upr,.~~ee IUitioull '" ,.,., u droit colltiiiiiiUUittlire: The B Series of the 
Digest of Community case-law at present takes the form of a computer databank 
which is internal to the Court. Using that databank, as the work of analysis and 
coding progresses, it is possible to print out tables of the judgments it contains 
(with keywords, in French, indicating their tenor), either by Member State or by 
subject-matter. 

Publications covering case-law in Belgium, Ireland, Greece and France are 
available. 

Enquiries concerning these publications should be sent to the Research and 
Documentation Division of the Court of Justice. 
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III - Information and addresses 

The Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance 

Information on general questions relating to the work of the Court of Justice and 
the Court of First Instance may be obtained from the Information Service. 

The Courts' addresses, telephone, telex and fax numbers are as follows: 

Court of Justice of the European Communities 
L-2925 Luxembourg 
Telephone: 4303-1 
Telex (Registry): 2510 CURIA LU 
Telex (Information Service): 2771 CJ INFO LU 
Telegraphic address: CURIA 
Fax (Court): 4303-2600 
Fax (Information Service): 4303-2500 

Court of First Instance of the European Communities 
Rue du Fort-Niedergnlnewald 
L-2925 Luxembourg 
Telephone: 4303-1 
Telex (Registry): 60216 CURIA LU 
Fax (Court): 4303-2100 
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Press and information offices of the European Communities 
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A - Proceedings of the Court of Justice 

I - Synopsis of judgments delivered by the 
Court of Justice in 1991 

Ap1adtue 

C372/89 15.1.1991 Gold-Ei Erzcugerverbund GmbH v Common orpnization or the 
Oberwachunpatelle fiir market in dairy products and eas 
Milcherzeupliae und - Marketina standards -
Handelsklauen Grading Supervisory OfTace -

Indication of the date of laying 

C215/89 15.1.1991 Friedel Eddelbiittel v Premiuma for the conversion or 
Bezirbrcaieruna Liineburg dairy herds 

C341/89 15.1.1991 Heinrich Ballmann v Hauptzollamt Additional levy on mille 
Omabrilck 

C-27/90 24.1.1991 Societe Industrielle de Regulation• - Aid for the 
Transformation de Produits processing of tomatoes - Validity 
Aaricolea (SITPA) v OfTace 
National lnterprofeuionnel des 
Fruits, des Upmea et de 
l'Hortic:ulture (Oniflhor) 

C281/89 19.2.1991 Italian Republic v Commission of Clearance of EAGGF accounts -
the European Communities 1986 financial year - Coat of 

colourina cereals 

C-143/88 21.2.1991 Zuckerfabrik Siiderdithmanchen J usrilldiction or national courts in 
C92/89 AG v Hauptzollamt Itzehoe and proceedinp for interim relief to 

Zuckerfabrik Soeat GmbH v suspend the operation or a 
Hauptzollamt Paderbom national meuure baled on a 

Community reaulation - Validity 
or the special elimination levy in 
the auaar leCtor 

C-28/89 21.2.1991 Federal Republic of Germany v EAGGF - Clearance of accounts 
Commission of the European -Expenditure for 1986 
Communities 

C-32/89 19.3.1991 Hellenic Republic v Commiuion Clearance of EAGGF accounts -
of the European Communities 1986 financial year 

C359/89 21.3.1991 SAF A SRL v Amminiatrazione Common orpnization of the 
delle Finalize dello Stato market in oils and fats - Import 

levies 

C-314/89 21.3.1991 S. Raub v Hauptzollamt Additional levy on mille 
Niimberg-Filrth 
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C-338/89 7.5.1991 Organisationen Danske Slagterier v Force majeure - Interruption of 
Landbrugsministeriet supplies owing to strike action 

C-201/90 15.5.1991 G. Buton SpA and Others v Ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin 
Amministrazione delle Finanze - Countervailing charge 
dello Stato and Others 

C-110/89 30.5.1991 Commission of the European Market in cereals - Article 34 of 
Communities v Hellenic Republic the EEC Treaty - Regulation 

(EEC) No 2727/75 

C-64/88 11.6.1991 Commission of the European Fisheries - Duty of inspection 
Communities v French Republic imposed on the Member States 

C-248/89 20.6.1991 Cargill BV v Commission of the Application for the annulment of 
European Communities Commission Regulation (EEC) No 

1358/89 of 18 May 1989 modifying 
with retroactive effect the annex to 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
735/85 of 21 March 1985 laying 
down the amount of aid for 
processing oil seeds 

C-365/89 20.6.1991 Cargill BV v Produktschap voor Validity of Commission Regulation 
Margarine, Vetten en Olien (EEC) No 1358/89 of 18 May 

1989 modifying Commission 
Regulation (EEC) No 735/85 of 
21 March 1985 laying down the 
amount of aid for processing oil 
seeds 

C-146/89 9.7.1991 Commission of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v United Kingdom its obligations - Modification of 
of Great Britain and Northern baselines for the territorial sea -
Ireland Effects on the activities of 

fishermen from other Member 
States 

C-90/90 10.7.1991 Jean Neu and Others v Secretary Additional levy on milk 
C-91/90 of State for Agriculture and 

Viticulture 

C-368/89 11.7.1991 Antonion Crispoltoni v Fattoria Common organization of the 
Autonoma Tabacchi di Citta di market in raw tobacco- Validity 
Castello of Regulations (EEC) Nos 1114/88 

and 2268/88 

C-221/89 25.7.1991 The Queen v Secretary of State for Fisheries - Registration of vessels 
Transport, Ministry of Transport, -Conditions 
ex parte Factortame Ltd and 
Others 

C-258/89 25.7.1991 Commission of the European Control measures - Catches of 
Communities v Kingdom of Spain fish stocks subject to a T AC or 

quota outside the Community 
fishing zone 

C-75/90 25.7.1991 Ministere Public v R. Guitard Common organization of the 
market in wine - Minimum 
alcoholic strength of wine -
Marketing of an alcohol-free wine 
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C-113/90 2.10.1991 Gcbrocden Schulte AG and Contract for the sale of beef and 
E. Reinert KG v Belpache Dienst veal from intervention stocks -
voor Bedrijfaleven en Landbouw Latent defects - Complaint made 
(OBEA) and Othen after purchase 

C-364/89 3.10.1991 An Bord Bainne, Irish Dairy Monetary compensatory amounts 
Board, Cooperative Ltd v - Exemption from levy 
Hauptzollamt Gronau 

C-161/90 10.10.1991 C. Petruzzi and Another v Interpretation of Article 3(2) of 
C-162/90 .Auociazione Italiana Produttori Commission Reaulation (EEC) No 

Olivicoli (AIPO), Aasociazione 3472/85 of 10 December 198S with 
Salentina Olivicoltori (SALO), regard to the examination of the 
Azienda di Stato per gli Interventi organoleptic characteristics of olive 
nel Men:ato Agricolo (AlMA) oil 

C-24/90 16.10.1991 Hauptzollamt Hambura-Jonas v Preserved mushrooms-
Werner Faust OtTene Protective measures 
Handelaaeaellachaft 

C-25/90 16.10.1991 Hauptzollamt Hambura-Jonas v Preserved mushrooms -
Wilnache Handelspaellachaft KG Protective measures 

C-26/90 16.10.1991 Hauptzollamt Hambura-Jonas v Preserved mushrooms -
Wilnacbe Handelapaellachaft KG Protective measures 

C-342/89 17.10.1991 Federal Republic of Germany v EAGGF - Monthly advances -
Commission of the European Commiaion's power of inspection 
Communities 

C-346/89 17.10.1991 Italian Republic v Commission of EAGGF - Monthly advances -
the European Communities Commiuion'a power of inspection 

C-44/89 22.10.1991 Georg von Dectzen v Agriculture 
Hauptzollamt Oldenburg 

C-22/90 7.11.1991 French Republic v Commission of EAGGF - Disallowed 
the European Communities expenditure - Supplementary levy 

on milk 

C-199/90 27.11.1991 ltaltrade SpA v Azienda di Stato Distillation of wine - Submiaion 
per gli Interventi nel Mercato of proof- Time-limit - Validity 
Agricolo (AlMA) 

C-121/90 6.12.1991 J. Lolkes Posthumus v Additional levy on milk 
R. Ooaterwoud and Othen 

ApproxJ.adoa of Ia"' 

C-310/89 19.3.1991 Commiaion of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Kinadom of the its obliptions - Failure to 
Netherlands implement a directive 

C-112/89 16.4.1991 The Upjohn Company and NV Concepts of • medicinal product' 
Upjohn v Farzoo Inc; and and 'coametic product' 
J.A.W.M.J. Kortmann 
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c-ea!DIMrdal poUey 

C-69/89 7.5.1991 Nakajima All Preciaion Co. Ltd v Dumping - Defmitive duty -
Council of the European Imports of serial-impact dot-matrix 
Communities printers originating in Japan 

C-96/89 16.5.1991 Commiuion of the European Failure of a Member State to fulf!l 
Communities v Kingdom of the its obliptions - Admiuion to free 
Netherlands circulation at a reduced rate of levy 

of a conaianmcnt of manioc 
exported from Thailand without an 
export certificate - Failure to 
establish own resources and make 
them available to the Commiuion 

C-358/89 16.5.1991 Extramct lnduatrie SA v Council Dumping - Importers - Action 
of the European Communities for annulment - Admiuibility 

C-49/88 17.6.1991 AL-Jubail Fcrtilizcr Company Application for a declaration that 
(SAMAD) and Another v Council Council Reauiation (EEC) No 
of the European Communities 3339/87 of 4 November 1987 

imposing a definitive anti-dumping 
duty on imports of urea originating 
in Libya and Saudi Arabia is void 

C-16/90 22.10.1991 D. Nolle, trading u 'Eugcn Nolle' Dumping - Paint brushes -
v Hauptzollamt Brcmcn-Frcihafcn Rcfcrcncc country 

C-315/90 27.11.1991 Groupcmcnt des Industries de Dumping - Termination of the 
Materiels d'Equipcmcnt Electriquc proceeding - Singlc-phuc, 
et de l'Electroniquc Industriellc two-apccd electric motors 
Auociec (Gimclcc) and Others v 
Commiuion of the European 
Communities 

C-170/89 28.11.1991 Bureau Europ6cn des Unions de Anti-dumping proceeding - Right 
Consommateura v Commiuion of to inspect the Commiuion's 
the European Communities and non-confidential file 
Others 

eo.puy law ud plllllie teMerlll& 

C-19/90 30.5.1991 M. Karclla and N. Karcllu v Directives - Direct effect -
C-20/90 GRCk Minister for Industry, Precedence 

Energy and Technology 
(lntcrvcncr: Orpnilmos 
Anaainkrotiscoa Epikhirilcon AE) 

C-295/89 18.6.1991 Imprcsa Dona Alfonso di Dona Public works contracts -
Alfonso & Figli SNC v Consorzio Abnormally low tenders 
per lo Sviluppo Industriale del 
Comune di Monfalcone (CSI) 

C-247/89 11.7.1991 Commiuion of the European Failure to publish a notice of a 
Communities v Portuguese tendering procedure for a supply 
Republic contract 

C-351/88 11.7.1991 Laboratori Bruneau SRL v Unit& Public supply contracts -
Sanitaria Locale RM/24 de Rcacrvation of 30% of such 
Montcrotondo contracts to undertaldnp located 

in the Mczzogiomo 
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ea.,.dtloB 

C234/89 28.2.1991 Sterai01 Delimitia v Henninpr Beer-supply qraementa - Etrecta 
Brlu AG on intra-Community trade -

Block eumptioD - Jwildiction of 
the national courts 

C202/88 19.3.1991 French Republic and Others v Competition in the markets in 
Commillion of the European telecommWiicatiom terminal 
Communi tiel equipment 

C260/89 18.6.1991 El1iDiki Radiophollia Tileoraai - Exclusive radio and televilion 
Anonimi Etairia v Dimotiki broadcutina riahta - Free 
Etairia Pliroforiuis (DEP) and movement of aoods - Freedom 
Othen to provide llerVicea - Competition 

rulea - Freedom of apnaion 

C62/86 3.7.1991 AKZO Chemic BV v Commiaion Article 86 - ExcluaiOIW)' 
of the Europca11 Communities practicca by an UllCicrtakiDa in a 

dominant poaition 

C-179/90 10.12.1991 Mcrci Convcnzionali Porto di Port undertakiDp - Lepl 
Genova SpA v SidcrurJica monopoly - Competition rulea -
Gabriclli SpA Prohibition of dilcrimination on 

around of nationality - Free 
mowmentofaoods 

~-J ............ ....,.~··••oiJ•• 1¢1 

C351/89 27.6.1991 Oveneu Union IDJurallCe Ltd, 
Dcutache R.uck UK, Pine Top 
IDJuraJlCe Co. v New Hampahirc 
IDJurallCe Co. 

C-190/89 25.7.1991 Man: Rich & Co. AG v Soc:ictA 
Italiana lmpianti pA 

C-183/90 4.10.1991 B. J. Van DalfiCD and Othen v 
B. Van Loon 

C330/88 5.3.1991 

C-246/88 7.$.1991 

Alftedo Grifoni v Europca11 
Atomic Eneray Community 
(EAEC) 

Commiuion of the Eur0pca11 
Communitia v Italian Republic 

BruacJI Convention - Ll8 tJIIbl 
padMI - Takina into ICCOUDt 

the doaUcile of the putiet -
Power of the Court IICODd teiJIId 
- Jurildic:tion in mattert rclatina 
to inaurancc - Re-insurallc:c 

BNIMlt Convention - Indent 4 
of the IICODd parqraph of 
Article 1 - Arbitration 

Bruuelt Convention -
Interpretation of Artidet 37 and 
38 

Contrletual liability - Arbitration 
claUie 

Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
ita obliptiom - Euratom 
directives - Failure to tr111tp01e 
within the preteribecl W..limita 
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EaerJy policy 

C-374/89 19.2.1991 Commission of the European Failure to comply with Directive 
Communities v Kingdom of 76/491/EEC - Repeated failure to 
Belgium fulfil obligations - Article 5 of 

the EEC Treaty 

i'.aYu-t aad COIIIIDIII 

C-157/89 17.1.1991 Commission of the European Disregard of a directive -
Communities v Italian Republic Conservation of wild birds 

C-334/89 17.1.1991 Commission of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Italian Republic its obligations - Conservation of 

wild birds 

C-3fJJ/87 28.2.1991 Commission of the European Failure to transpose a directive-
Communities v Italian Republic Groundwater 

C-131/88 28.2.1991 Commission of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Federal Republic its obligations - Failure to 
of Germany transpose a directive-

Groundwater 

C-57/89 28.2.1991 Commission of the European Conservation of wild birds -
Communities v Federal Republic Construction work in a special 
of Germany protection area 

C-361/89 14.3.1991 Criminal proceedings against Consumer protection - Doontep 
P. DiPinto canvassing 

C-361/88 30.5.1991 Commission of the European Directives - Nature of national 
C-59/89 Communities v Federal Republic implementing measure - Air 

of Germany pollution - Sulphur dioxide and 
suspended particulates - Lead 

C-290/89 11.6.1991 Commission of the European Failure to implement Council 
Communities v Kingdom of Directives 75/440/EEC and 
Belgium 79/869/EEC- Surface water 

intended for the abstraction of 
drinking water - Obligation to 
notify 

C-300/89 11.6.1991 Commission of the European Directive on titanium dioxide 
Communities v Council of the waste - Legal basis 
European Communities 

C-252/89 25.7.1991 Commission of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Grand Duchy of its obligations - Containen of 
Luxembourg liquids for human consumption -

Failure to implement a directive or 
to communicate programmes 

C-32/90 25.7.1991 Commission of the European Failure to comply with a directive 
Communities v Italian Republic - Labellina and advertising of 

foodstuffs 

C-13/90 1.10.1991 Commission of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
C-14/90 Communities v French Republic its obligations - Limit value for 
C-64/90 lead in the air - Air quality 

standards for nitrogen dioxide -
Air quality limit values and auide 
values for sulphur dioxide 
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C-58/89 17.10.1991 Commission of the European Failure to implement Council 
Communities v Federal Republic Directives 75/440/EEC and 
of Germany 79/869/EEC - Surface water 

intended for the abstraction of 
drinking water - Duty to provide 
information 

C-192/90 10.12.1991 Commi11ion of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Kingdom of Spain its obliptions - Containers of 

liquid for human consumption -
Implementation of a directive in 
national law 

C-33/90 13.12.1991 Commission of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Italian Republic ita obliptions - Directives -

Waste - Toxic and dangerous 
waste - Obliption to transmit 
information to the Commiuion -
Failure to do 10 

Extenal nlatloal 

C-18/90 31.1.1991 Office National de 1'Emp1oi EEC-Morocco Cooperation 
(ONEM) v Bahia Kziber Agreement - Principle of 

non-discrimination - Social 
security 

C-226/89 21.3.1991 Haniel Spedition GmbH v Commission Regulation (EEq No 
Commission of the European 2200/87 - Withholding of 
Communities payments in connection with food 

aid 

Opinion 14.12.1991 Opinion delivered pursuant to the second subparaaraph of Article 228(1) 
1/91 of the Treaty on the draft agreement between the Community, on the 

one hand, and the countries of the European Free Trade Auociation, 
on the other, relating to the creation of the European Economic Area 

Filllerlel 

C-244/89 31.1.1991 Commiuion of the European Management of quotas -
Communities v French Republic Obligations of Member States 

C-246/89 4.10.1991 Commiuion of the European Registration of veuels -
Communities v United Kinadom of Nationality requirement 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

Free IINmiiiiM or 100* 

C-339/89 24.1.1991 Allthom Atlantique SA v Articles 2, 3(f), 34 and 85(1) of the 
Compagnie de Constru~on EEC Treaty - Liability for 
Mecanique Sulzer SA and Others defective products 

C-384/89 24.1.1991 Ministere Public v Tomatis and Common Customs Tariff - Tariff 
Fulchiron Headina 87.02 - Motor vehicles 

for the transport of persons or 
goods 
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C-312/89 28.2.1991 Union Departemcntale des Interpretation of Articles 30 and 
Syndic:ata COT de I' Aisne v Sidef 36 of the EEC Treaty - National 
Conforama, Societe Arts et legislation prohibiting the 
Meubles, Societe Jima employment of workers in retail 

shops on Sundays 

C-332/89 28.2.1991 Criminal proceedings against Interpreteation of Articles 3(1), S, 
Andre Marchandise, J.-M. Chapuis 30 to 36, 59 to 66 and 85 of the 
and Trafitex SA EEC Treaty - National 

legislation prohibiting the 
employment of workers in retail 
shops on Sundays after 12 noon 

C-116/89 7.3.1991 BayWa AG v Hauptzollamt Valuation of goods for customs 
Weiden purposes - Harvest seed -

Licence fees 

C-249/88 19.3.1991 Commission of the European Article 30 of the EEC Treaty -
Communities v Kingdom of National legislation on the price of 
Belgium pharmaceutical products - System 

of public programme contracts 

C-205/89 19.3.1991 Commission of the European Pasteurized butter - Health 
Communities v Hellenic Republic certificate 

C-209/89 21.3.1991 Commission of the European Charge having equivalent effect to 
Communities v Italian Republic a customs duty - Services 

provided simultaneously to several 
undertakings - Payment of an 
amount disproportionate to the 
cost of the service 

C-369/88 21.3.1991 Criminal proceedings against J.-M. Interpretation of Articles 30 and 
Delattre 36 of the EEC Treaty - Concepts 

of • disease' or • illness' and 
'medicinal product'-
Pharmacists' monopoly of the 
right to sell certain products 

C-60/89 21.3.1991 Criminal proceedings against Interpretation of Articles 30 and 
J. Monteil and D. Samanni 36 of the EEC Treaty - Concepts 

of 'disease' or 'illness' and 
• medicinal product' -
Pharmacists monopoly of the right 
to sell certain products 

C-347/89 16.4.1991 Freistaat Bayern v Eurim-Pharm Interpretation of Articles 30 and 
GmbH 36 of the EEC Treaty -

Importation of medicinal products 

C-79/89 18.4.1991 Brown Boveri & Cie AG v Customs value of goods - Value 
Hauptzollamt Mannheim of software and carrier medium 

C-219/89 18.4.1991 WeserGold GmbH & Co. KG v Common Customs Tariff - Orange 
Oberfinanzdirektion Miinchen juice containing added sugar 

C-324/89 18.4.1991 Nordgetrinke GmbH &: Co. KG v Common customs Tariff -
Hauptzollamt Hamburg-Ericus Apricot puree 

C-239/90 30.4.1991 SPC Boscher, Studer and Measures having equivalent effect 
Fromentin v SA British Motors - Freedom to provide services -
Wright and Others Luxury and second-hand motor 

cars - Sale by public auction 
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C-287/89 7.5.1991 CoJJUDiuion of the European Retail price ayatem for 
Communitie. v Kingdom of manufactured tobacco - Article 
Belgium 30 of the Treaty 

C-120/90 7.5.1991 L. Post GmbH v Common Customs Tariff - Tariff 
Oberfmanzdirektion M iinchen Headinp 0404 10 11 and 

0404 90 33 - 75 % whey protein 
concentrate 

C-350/89 7.5.1991 Sheptonhurat Ltd v Newham Interpretation of Article~ 30 and 
Boroup Council 36 of the EEC Treaty - National 

legillation prohibiting the ule of 
leX artic1el from unJi<lenled leX 

eatablilhmentl 

C-328/89 15.5.1991 Berner Allpmeine Community transit - Re1eue of 
Venicherunppselllchaft v security 
Amminiltra.zione delle Finanze 
dello Stato 

C-263/85 16.5.1991 Commillion of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communitiea v Italian Republic its obligations - Measure having 

equivalent effect -Aid for the 
purchase of vehiclea of domeatic 
manufacture 

C-369/89 18.6.1991 ASBL Piageme v BVBA Peeters Interpretation of Article 30 of the 
EEC Treaty and Article~ 14 of 
Directive 79/112/EEC- Labelling 
and presentation of foodstuffs for 
ule to the consumer - Labelling 
in the lanauqe of the repon in 
which the product il offered for 
sale 

C-39/90 20.6.1991 Denkavit Futtermittel GmbH, Compound feedinptufTs -
Warendorf (Federal Republic of Obligation to specify the 
Germany) v Land ingredients uaed therein - Article~ 
Baden-Wilrttemberg 30 and 36 of the EEC Treaty and 

Directive 79/373/EEC 

C-348/89 27.6.1991 Mecanarte - Metalurgica da Post-clearance recovery of customs 
Lagoa Lda v Cbefe do Servi~ da dutiea 
Conterencia final da Alfandega do 
Porto 

C-1/90 25.7.1991 Aragonesa de Publicidad Exterior National leJialation on the 
C-176/90 SA (APESA) and Publivia SAE v advertilina of alcoholic beverages 

Departamento de Sanidad y 
Seguridad Social de Ia Generalitat 
de Catalufia (DSSC) 

C-299/90 25.7.1991 Hauptzollamt Karlsruhe v Gebr. Customs value - Buyina 
Hepp GmbH & Co. KG commission 

C-367/89 4.10.1991 Criminal proceedinp apinst A. Community transit - Strategic 
Richardt, Societe en nom collectif material 
• Lea Acceuoires Scientifique.' 

C-269/90 21.11.1991 TechniJche Universitit Miinchen v Common Cuatoma Tariff -
Hauptzollamt Miinchen-Mitte Exemption for lcientific apparatus 

-Equivalent lcientifiC value 
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C-273/90 27.11.1991 Meico-Fell v Hauptzollamt Interpretation of Article 3 of 
Darmstadt Council Regulation (EEC) No 

1697/19 - Post-clearance recovery 
of import or export duties - Act 
that could give rise to criminal 
court proceedings 

C-18/88 13.12.1991 Regie des Tetearaphes et des Competition - Approval of 
Telephones v SA 'GB-Inno-BM' telephone sets 

C-69/90 13.12.1991 Commission of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Italian Republic its obligations - Physical 

inspections and administrative 
formalities in respect of the 
carriap of goods between Member 
States- Directive 87/S3/EEC 

Free 1110ftllllllt of per10111 

C-363/89 S.2.1991 D. Roux v Belgian State Right of residence of Community 
nationals 

C-227/89 7.2.1991 L. Ronfeldt v Social security - Regulation 
Bundesversicherunpanstalt ffir (EEC) No 1408/71 - Pension 
Angestellte (BV A) ripts acquired in a Member State 

before its accession to the 
Communities 

C-140/88 21.2.1991 G. C. Noij v Staatssecretaris van Social security - Determination 
Financien of the legislation applicable 

C-24S/88 21.2.1991 H. C. M. Daalmeijer v Bestuur der Social security - Determination 
Sociale VeJ'Ziekerinpbank of the legislation applicable 

C-1S4/89 26.2.1991 Commission of the European Failure to fulfil an obliption 
Communities v French Republic under the EEC Treaty - Freedom 

to provide services- Tourist 
JUides - Professional qualification 
prescribed under national law 

C-180/89 26.2.1991 Commission of the European Failure to fulfil an obliption 
Communities v Italian Republic under the EEC Treaty - Freedom 

to provide services- Tourist 
JUides - Professional qualification 
prescribed under national law 

C-198/89 26.2.1991 Commission of the European Failure to fulfil an obliption 
Communities v Hellenic Republic under the EEC Treaty - Freedom 

to provide services- Tourist 
JUides - Professional qualiflcation 
prescribed under national law 

C-292/89 26.2.1991 The Queen v Immigration Appeal Freedom of movement of workers 
Tribunal, ex parte GustafT - Right of residence - Seekina 
Desiderius Antonissen employment - Temporal limitation 

C-376/89 S.3.1991 Panqiotia Giagounidis v City of Interpretation of Directive 
Reutlinpn 68/360/EEC - Ript of residence 

- Identity card 
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C-10/90 7.3.1991 Maria MuJio v Social aec:urity for miarant worken 
Bundesknappschaft -National rules apinst 

overlapping - Equal treatment -
Interpretation of Articles 7 and 48 
to 5 I of the EEC Treaty and 
Article 3 of Regulation {EEC) No 
1408/71 

C-93/90 20.3.1991 E. Cusamali v OffiCe National des Social aec:urity - Old-age benefits 
Pensions (ONP) - Revalorization and 

recalculation of benefits 

C-63/89 18.4.1991 Les Assurances du Credit and Action for damages - Directive 
Compagnie Beige d' Assurance - Article 57(2) of the EEC Treaty 
Credit v Council of the European - Export credit insurance 
Communities operations 

C-41/90 23.4.1991 K. Hafner and Others v Freedom to provide services-
Macrotron GmbH Exercise of official authority -

Competition - Personnel 
consultants for business executives 

C-340/89 7.5.1991 I. Vlusopoulou v Ministerium fiir Freedom of establishment -
Justiz, Bundes- und Recognition of qualifications -
Europaangelegenheiten Lawyers 
Baden-Wiirttemberg 

C-167/90 16.5.1991 Commission of the European Failure to implement a directive -
Communities v Kingdom of Mutual recognition of diplomu 
BelJium and coordination in the field of 

pharmacy 

C-168/90 16.5.1991 Commission of the European Failure to implement a directive -
Communities v Grand Duchy of Mutual recognition of diplomu 
Luxembourg and coordination in the field of 

pharmacy 

C-272/90 16.5.1991 Jan van Noorden v Association Social aec:urity - Unemployment 
pour l'Emploi dans l'lndustrie and benefits 
le Commerce (Assedic) for 
Ardeche and Drome 

C-68/89 30.5.1991 Commission of the European Border controls 
Communities v Kingdom of the 
Netherlands 

C-251/89 11.6.1991 N. Athanuopoulos and Othen v Social aec:urity for miarant workers 
Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit (BAA) - Benefits for dependent children 

of pensionen and for orphans 

C-307/89 11.6.1991 Commission of the European Social aec:urity - Supplementary 
Communities v French Republic benefit of the Fonda National de 

Solidari~ - Community nationals 
residina in France 

C356/89 20.6.1991 Roger Stanton Newton v Chief Social aec:urity for miarant workers 
Adjudication OffiCer - Scope ratioM materiM of 

Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 -
Residence requirement 
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C-344/89 27.6.1991 Manuel Martinez Vidal v Social security - RecoJDition of 
Gemeenschappelijke Medische incapacity for work 
Dienst (GMD) 

C-355/89 3.7.1991 Department of Health and Social Restrictions on the free movement 
Security v Christopher Stewart of workers in the Isle of Man -
Barr, Montrose Holdings Ltd Article 177 of the EEC Treaty -

Admissibility 

C-213/90 4.7.1991 Asaociation de Soutien aux Equal treatment - Participation 
Travailleura lmmigres v Chambre in the manaaement of bodies 
des Employes Prives governed by public law and the 

holdina of an ofrJCe governed by 
public law 

C-294/89 10.7.1991 Commission of the European Lawyers - Freedom to provide 
Communities v French Republic· services 

C-296/90 11.7.1991 Commiaaion of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Italian Republic ita obliptions - Failure to 

transpose directives 

C-288/89 25.7.1991 Stichting Collectieve Freedom to provide services -
Antennevoorziening Gouda and Conditions imposed for the 
Others v Collllniaaariaat voor de retranam:iaaion of advertisements 
Media (CM) contained in radio and television 

prolflUDIJles broadcast from other 
Member States 

C-353/89 25.7.1991 Commission of the European lnfrinaement of EEC Treaty 
Communities v Kingdom of the obliptions - Freedom to provide 
Netherlands services - Obliption to 

commission radio and television 
programmes from a domestic 
undertaking - Conditions 
imposed on the retranJmission of 
advertisements contained in radio 
or television programmes from 
other Member States 

C-58/90 25.7.1991 Commission of the European Articles 48, 52 and 59 of the EEC 
Communities v Italian Republic Treaty - RecoJDition of 

vocational qualiflcationa obtained 
abroad restricted to Italian citizens 
-Work in auxiliary health 
occupations 

C-76/90 25.7.1991 M. Siger v Societe Dennemeyer & Freedom to provide services -
Co. Ltd Activities connected with the 

maintenance of industrial property 
rishta 

C-93/89 4.10.1991 Commission of the European Fisheries - Licences - Right of 
Communities v Ireland establishment 

C-15/90 4.10.1991 D. Maxwell Middleburgh v Chief Social security - Status u an 
Adjudication OfrJCer employed person - Regulation 

(EEC) No 1408/71 - Child benefit 
- Residence Clallle - Articlea 48 
and 52 of the EEC Treaty 
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C-349{87 4.10.1991 E. Paruchi v Social security - Invalidity 
Landesvenicherunpanatalt pensions 
Wiirttembers 

C-196/90 4.10.1991 Fonds voor Arbeidsongevallcn v Worker employed on a fllhins 
M. De Paep and Others vessel flyina the British flag and 

paid by a Belpan undertakins -
Accident at work on board the 
vessel - Determination of the 
legislation applicable to the 
employment relationship for IOCial 
security purposes 

C-159{90 4.10.1991 The Society for the Protection of Freedom to provide serviees -
Unborn Children Ireland Ltd v Prohibition on the diatribution of 
S. Gropn and Others information on clinics carryins out 

voluntary terminations of 
pregnancy in other Member States 

C-302/90 15.10.1991 Caisse Auxiliaire d'AIIurance Social security for frontier workers 
Maladie-Invalidite (CAAMI) and - Reaulation (EEC) No 36{63 
Another v N. and J. Faux 

C-313/89 7.11.1991 Commi11ion of the European Failure to fulfil obliptiona -
Communities v Kinsdom of Spain Directive 80/155/EEC - Trainins 

of midwives 

C-17/90 7.11.1991 Pinaud Wieaer Spedition v Freedom to provide services-
Bundeaanstalt filr den Cabotaae 
Gilterfemverkehr 

C-309/90 7.11.1991 Commilllion of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Hellenic Republic its obliptiona - Profeuional 

activitiea in architecture 

C-27/91 21.11.1991 Union de Recouvrement des Indirect dilcrimination - Social 
Cotisations de S6curite Sociale et security contributions 
d'Allocationa Familialea de Ia 
Savoie (Ursafl) v SARL 
Hoatellerie Le Manoir 

C-4/91 27.11.1991 A. Bleia v Miniatere de !'Education Secondary-school teachers 
Nationale 

C-186/90 28.11.1991 G. Duri&hello v latituto Nazionale Social security - Benefits for a 
della Previdenza Sociale (INPS) pensioner's dependent apouse 

C-198/90 28.11.1991 Commiuion of the European Council Reaulation (EEC) No 
Communities v Kinadom of the 1408{71 - Workers takina early 
Netherlands retirement 

C-306/89 10.12.1991 Commiuion of the European Failure to transpose Council 
Communities v Hellenic Republic Directive 82/470/EEC - Effective 

exercise of freedom of 
establiahment and freedom to 
provide service~ in reapect of 
activities of lelf-emp1oyed penons 
in certain service~ incidental to 
tranaport and travel qenciea and 
in storaae and warehouains 
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Law Penilla tbe Commlllllty ialtltatioal 

C-70/88 4.10.1991 European Parliament v Council of Radioactive contamination of 
the European Communities foodstuffs and of feedingstuffs 

C-213/88 28.11.1991 Grand Duchy of Luxembourg v Seat of the institutions and places 
C-39/89 European Parliament of work of the European 

parliament - Transfer of staff 

Jleaioul polley 

C-303/90 13.11.1991 French Republic and Others v Code of conduct - Act actionable 
Commission of the European under Article 173 of the EEC 
Communities Treaty 

Sodal policy 

C-184/89 7.2.1991 Helga Nimz v Frcie und Passage to a higher salary bracket 
Hansestadt Hamburg - Doubling of the probationary 

period for part-time workers -
Indirect discrimination 

C-377/89 13.3.1991 A. Cotter and N. McDermott v Equal treatment in matters of 
Minister for Social Welfare and social security - Principle of 
Another national law prohibiting unjust 

enrichment 

C-229/89 7.5.1991 Commission of the European Equal treatment for men and 
Communities v Kingdom of women in matters of social 
Belgium security - Determination of the 

amount of unemployment benefits 
and invalidity allowances 

C-291/89 7.5.1991 Interhotel v Commission of the European Social Fund -
European Communities Application for the annulment of 

the reduction in financial 
assistance originally approved 

C-304/89 7.5.1991 Estebclccimcntos Isodoro M. European Social Fund -
Oliveira SA v Commission of the Application for the annulment of 
European Communities the reduction in financial 

assistance originally approved 

C-51/89 11.6.1991 United Kingdom of Great Britain Second phase of the proaramme 
C-90/89 and Northern Ireland and Others on cooperation bctwen univcnities 
C-94/89 v Council of the European and industry rcprding training in 

Communities the field of tcchnoloJY (Comctt II) 
(1990-94) - Action for annulment 
-Legal basis- Vocational 
training - Research 

C-87/90 11.7.1991 A. Vcrholen (Case C-87/90), Equal treatment for men and 
C-88/90 T. H. M. Van Wetten-Van Uden women - Social security -
C-89/90 (Case C-88/90) and G. H. Directive 79/7/EEC- Temporal 

Heiderijk (Case C-89/90) v Sociale scope 
Verzekerinpbank Amsterdam 
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C-31/90 11.7.1991 Elsie Rita Johnson v Chief Equal treatment for men and 
Adjudication Officer women in matters of social 

security - Articles 2 and 4 of 
Directive 79/7/EEC 

C-345/89 25.7.1991 MinistCre Public v A. Stoeckel Equal treatment for men and 
women - Legislative prohibition 
of night work for women 

C-362/89 25.7.1991 G. d'Urso and Others v Ercole Safeguarding of employees' rights 
Marelli Elettromeccanica (EMG), in the event of transfers of 
Nuova EMG and Others undertakings 

C-208/90 25.7.1991 T. Emmott v Minister for Social Equal treatment in matters of 
Welfare social security - Disability benefit 

- Direct effect and time-limits for 
initiating proceedings before 
national courts 

C-6/90 19.11.1991 A. Francovich and Others v Failure to transpose directive -
C-9/90 Italian Republic Liability of the Member State 

State aid 

C-375/89 19.2.1991 Commission of the European Failure of a Member State to fulfil 
Communities v Kingdom of its obligations - Failure to comply 
Belgium with the judgment in Case 5/86 

C-303/88 21.3.1991 Italian Republic and Others v State aid in the textiles and 
Commission of the European clothing sector 
Communities 

C-305/89 21.3.1991 Italian Republic v Commission of Capital investment -
the European Communities Motor-vehicle sector 

C-261/89 3.10.1991 Italian Republic v Commission of State aid to aluminium 
the European Communities undertakings - Capital 

contributions 

C-354/90 21.11.1991 Federation Nationale du Aid granted by the State -
Commerce Exterieur des Produits Interpretation of the last sentence 
Alimentaires and Others v French of Article 93(3) of the EEC Treaty 
Republic - Prohibition on putting the 

proposed meaaures into effect 

Taxation 

C-IS/89 5.2.1991 Deltakabel BV v Staatssecretaris Raising of capital - Capital duty 
van Financien - Writing off a current account 

claim 

C-249/89 5.2.1991 Trave Schiffahrts-GmbH & Co. Raising of capital - Capital duty 
KG v Finanzamt Kiel-Nord - Interest-free loan granted by a 

member 

C-120/88 26.2.1991 Commission of the European VAT - Importation -
Communities v Italian Republic Non-taxable persons- Deduction 

of residual VAT paid in the 
Member State of exportation 
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C-119/89 26.2.1991 Commiuion of the European VAT - Importation -
Communities v Kinadom of Spain Non-taxable persons - Deduction 

of residual VAT paid in the 
Member State of exportation 

C-159/89 26.2.1991 Commission of the European VAT - Importation -
Communities v Hellenic Republic Non-taxable persons - Deduction 

of residual VAT paid in the 
Member State of exportation 

C-109/90 19.3.1991 Giant NV v Gemeente Overijse Interpretation of Article 33 of the 
sixth VAT Directive 

C-230/89 18.4.1991 Commission of the European Spiritl - Differentiated taxation 
Communities v Hellenic Republic 

C-297/89 23.4.1991 Rigsadvokaten v N.C. Ryborg Directive 83/182/EEC -
Temporary importation of a 
private motor vehicle - Normal 
residence - Duty of the Member 
States to cooperate 

C-60/90 20.6.1991 Polysar Investmentl Netherlands Interpretation of Articles 4 and 
BV v Inspecteur der Invoerrechten 13B(d)5 of the sixth Directive -
en Accijnzen, Arnhem Taxable person - Activities of a 

ho1dina company 

C-152/89 26.6.1991 Commission of the European Excise duty on beer - Export 
Communities v Grand Duchy of refund - Countervailing duty on 
Luxembourg importl 

C-153/89 26.6.1991 Commiuion of the European Excise duty on beer - Export 
Communities v Kingdom of refund - Countervailing duty on 
Belgium importl 

C-91/90 11.7.1991 H. Lennartz v Finanzamt VAT - Deduction of VAT paid 
Miinchen III in respect of capital aoods 

C-202/90 25.7.1991 Ayuntamiento de Sevilla v Persons chargeable to VAT -
Recaudadores de las Zonas Bodies governed by public law 
Primera y SeJunda 

C-35/90 17.10.1991 Commission of the European VAT - Directive 77 /388/EEC -
Communities v Kinadom of Spain National law not complying 

therewith 

C-100/90 17.10.1991 Commission of the European Council Directive 69/169/EEC -
Communities v Kinadom of National law not complying 
Denmark therewith 

C-235/90 19.11.1991 SARL Alimenta Morvan v Compatability with Community 
Directeur des Services Fi~caux du law of a parafiscal charge on 
Finistere cereals 

C-164/90 13.12.1991 Muwi Bouwaroep BV v Raiaina of capital - Capital duty 
Staatasecretaris van Financien - Transfer to a company of a 

parcel of shares held in another 
company 
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-rn..,ort 

C-354/89 16.<4.1991 Schiocchet v Commiuion of the Action for the annubnent of 
European Communities meuurea - Deciaion concerniq 

the eatabliahment of a lpecial 
regular pwenaer aervice between 
Member Statel 

C-45/89 7.5.1991 Commiuion of the European Failure to comply with a directive 
Communitiea v Italian Republic - CombiDed road/rail carriaae of 

aoods 
C-266/89 8.5.1991 Commiuion of the European Failure of a Member State to fulf"ll 

Communitiea v Italian Republic its obliptiona - Statiltical returna 
in respect of carriaae of aoodl by 
road - Non-compljance with a 
judgment of the Court 

C-7/90 2.10.1991 Criminal proceedinp apinat Paul Road tranaport - Social 
Vandevenne and Others leJislation - Obligation of the 

employer 

C-8/90 2.10.1991 Criminal proceedinp apinat Willy Road tranaport - LeJislation in 
Kennea and PVBA Verkooyen social mattm - Reference 

provision 

C-19/91 10.12.1991 Commiuion of the European Failure to fulf"ll obliptiona -
Communities v Kiqdom of Failure to implement a judJDlent 
BelJium of the Court 

C-158/90 13.12.1991 M. Nija v NV Transport Road tranaport - Social 
VBD1Choonbeek-Matteme 1eJislation - Monitoring 
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II - Statistical information 

Summary of the proceedings of the Court of Justice in 1991 

J ........ delivered 

During 1991, the Court of Justice of the European Communities delivered 204 
final and interim judgments: 

90 were in direct actions (not relating to the law of the Community civil 
service); 

108 were in cases referred to the Court for preliminary rulings by the national 
courts of the Member States; 

S were in cases concerning appeals; 

118 of the judgments were delivered by the Court; 

86 by the Chambers. 

The President of the Court, or the Presidents of Chambers, were called upon in 
1991 to decide on nine applications for interim measureS. 

In 1991 the Court held 112 hearings. The Chambers held 87 sittings. There were 
also 204 sittings to hear opinions of the Advocates General. 

Cua pendlq 

Cases 1 pending may be analysed as follows: 

31 Dec:ember 1989 31 Dec:ember 1990 31 Dec:ember 1991 

Full Court 362 494 S44 
Chambers 139 88 96 
President of the Court - I -

Total numben of cues pending SOP 583 640 

I ar-naw-. 
' 'l1lil llpN does aot iDcluck die U3 .,.. ,.,..,.... 1o die Court or Finl IDIIaDoe by order or die Praidalt or die Court of Jllllic:e of 

IS N-ber 1919. 

Duratloa of proeee41ap 

The average duration of proceedings before the Court was as follows: 
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In direct actions brought before the Court, the average duration was approxi
mately 24.2 months. In cases concerning questions referred to the Court by 
national courts for preliminary rulings, the average duration was approximately 
18.2 months (including judicial vacations). The average duration for appeals was 
15.4 months. 

Cues broupt In 1991 

In 1991, 326 cases were brought before the Court of Justice. They concerned: 

1. Proceedings brought by the Commission against a Member State for failure 
to fulfil obligations: 
Belgium . . . . . . . . . 7 
Denmark . . . . . . . . . 1 
Federal Republic of Germany 1 
Greece 9 
~~ 2 
France 4 
Ireland 3 
Italy . 19 
Luxembourg 3 
Netherlands . 7 
Portugal 2 
United Kingdom 

2. Actions brought against the institutions: 
Commission 
Council ...... . 
European Parliament . . 
Council and Commission 

Total 58 

Total 

49 
16 
3 

14 
82 

3. References to the Court of Justice from national courts for preliminary 
rulings on the interpretation or validity of provisions of Community law. 
Such references originated as follows: 

Belgium 

from the Cour de cassation . . . . . . 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 

Denmark ............. . 

from the Hejesteret . . . . . . . . . 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 

I 
18 

2 

19 

2 
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Federal Republic of Germany 54 
from the Bundesgerichtshof s 
from the Bundesverwaltungsgericht 2 
from the Bundesfinanzhof 9 
from the Bundessozialgericht 1 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 37 

Greece 3 
from lower courts 3 

Spain s 
from lower courts 5 

France 29 
from the Cour de cassation 2 
from the Conseil d'Etat 1 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 26 

Ireland 2 
from the Supreme Court 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 2 

Italy 36 
from the Corte Suprema di cassazione 15 
from the Consiglio di Stato 1 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 20 

Luxembourg 2 
Cour superieure de justice 
from the Conseil d'Etat . 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 

Netherlands 17 
from the Raad van State 1 
from the Hoge Raad 3 
from the College van Beroep 3 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 10 

Portugal 3 
from the Supremo Tribunal Administrativo 2 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 1 

United Kingdom 14 
from the House of Lords 3 
from the Court of Appeal 3 
from courts of first instance or of appeal 8 

Total 186 
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Lawyen 

During the hearings held in 1991, apart from the representatives or agents of the 
Council, the European Parliament, the Commission and the Member States, the 
Court heard: 

lawyers from Belgium . . . . . . . . . . 
lawyers from Denmark ......... . 
lawyers from the Federal Republic of Germany 
lawyers from Greece 
lawyers from Spain 
lawyers from France 
lawyers from Ireland 
lawyers from Italy 
lawyers from Luxembourg 
lawyers from the Netherlands 
lawyers from Portugal 
lawyers from the United Kingdom 

Table of 1enerallnformation for 1989, 1990 and 1991 • 

1989 

Cases brought 385 
Cases decided 429 (489) I 

Cases pending 457 (SOl) 

Table of cases broupt In 1989, 1990 and 1991 

1989 

References for a preliminary ruling 139 
Direct actions 205 
Actions brought by Community officials 41 
Appeals -
Opinions -
Special proceedings -

Total 385 

1990 

384 
267 (302) 
558 (583) 

1990 

141 
222 2 

-
16 
-

5 

384 2 

1991 

345 
275 (288) 
S73 (640) 

1991 

186 
140 
-
14 
2 
3 

345 

32 
2 

43 
8 

12 
18 
10 
20 
15 
23 
3 

57 
243 

• The n.,. ... in brickell (Jrou llpre) ..._1 tho total number of .,._, without taltiq IICCOUDI of cu. ,;o;-1 on I'Ounda of related 
oubject-maaer (one c:ue number • one c:ue). The net llpre ~-~~ tho number of cu. after IICCOWII bu been taken of th- ,;o;-1 on 
I'Ounda of related subject-maaer (one series of joined cu. • one cue). 

1 It sbould be noted that Ul (153) cu.""~ t......Cerred to tho Court of Pint lnstanoe on IS No._bor 1989. 
' It sbould be noted that tho dinc:t actions include 95 identical applications for COIIIpODUtion for damqo in respect or milt quotas. 
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Tables or ca1e1 Melded iD 1989, 1990 and 1991 * 

1989 1990 1991 

Refermccs for a preliminary ruling 97 (128) 133 (162) 122 (131) 
Direct actions 202 (217) I 121 (125) 138 (142) 
Actions brouaht by Community offiCials 125 (139) 2 9 (11) -
Appeals - - 11 (11) 
Special proceedings s (S) 4 (4) 3 (3) 
Opinions - - 1 (1) 

Total 429 (489) 3 267 (302) 275 (288) 

Table or caes peadlaa on 31 December or each year * 

1989 1990 1991 

Refermccs for a preliminary rulins 205 (230) 197 (209) 21S (264) 
Direct actions 242 (259) 343 (356) 336(354) 
Actions brought by Community offiCials 9 (11) - -
Appeals - 16 (16) 19 (19) 
Opinions - - 1 (1) 
Special proceedings 1 (1) 2 (2) 2 (2) 

Total 457 (SOl) SS8 (583) 573 (640) 

Averqe daradoa or proceediap iD 1989, 1990 and 1991 4 

1989 1990 1991 

References for a preliminary ruling 16.6 17.4 18.2 
Direct actions 22.3 2S.S 24.2 
Actions brought by Community offiCials 20.8 24.9 -
Appeals - - 15.4 
Special proceedings - - 2.7 

• 111e fla- ill lnc:bta (Jrooo lipn) repnoe~~l lbe 101a1 aumber or ....., wilhoul lakiDa accxnml or ..... joilled 011 potl1lda or rela.S 
mbjoc:l-ller (OliO .... aumber • 0110 CliO). 'l1le IIOI!ipn repnoe~~ulbe a umber or ..... after ICCOUIIIlw booa laba or lbooe joilled 011 
pot11111a or relalld ou~ller (0110 ..- or joilled ..... - oao oue). 

' II obould Ill ao.s lbal 75 (75) ..... wae lraiiiC.....S 10 lbe Court or 1"1111 ~ oa 15 No...,ber 1989. 
' II obould be IIOI8d lhal 76 (71) ..... wae lralllternd 10 lbe Court oll"onl ~ 011 15 No...,ber 1989. 
1 II obould be IIOIIIcl lbal 151 (153)- WW11 lnllll....S 10 lbe Court or F'onl laoluce 011 15 NOYIIIIber 1989. 
• 111e ..... cl1aralioa ol pnaodiDp il CliP!--' ill moalbl omd milia or BIOillha. 
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Statistical tables 

Tables of cues decided in 1991 1 

TABLE I 

c ... doled Ia J99J - M.- or dolan 

Direct PnlimiDiry Appeals Spocial Opiaioa Total octiona ru1iJip proceduno Deli bora tiona 

Judgments 

Final 89 (92) - S (S) 1 (1) - 9S (98) 
Interim 1 (1) - - - - 1 (1) 
In references for a preliminary ruling 

- 108 (116) - - - 108 (116) 

Total judgments 90 (92) 108 (116) S (S) 1 (1) - 204 (214) 

Orders 

Removal from Register 40 (41) 14 (IS) 4 (4) - - S8 (60) 
Action inadmissible 7 (8) - - - - 7 (8) 
Lack of jurisdiction of the Court 1 (1) - - - - 1 (1) 
Action manifestly inadmissible - - 1 (1) - - 1 (1) 
Action manifestly unfounded - - 1 (1) - - 1 (1) 
Action partially founded - - - 1 (1) - 1 (1) 
Action well founded - - - 1 (1) - 1 (1) 

Total orders 48 (SO) 14 (IS) 6 (6) 2 (2) - 70 (73) 

Opinions - - - - 1 (1) I (1) 

Total opinions/deliberations - - - - 1 (1) 1 (1) 

Total 138 (142) 122 (131) 11 (11) 3 (3) 1 (1) 21S (288) 

TABLE 2 

Total _....or- decWed Ill 1991 -a-la ......... -

lleadl lleariq cue Total .... clecided Judpaeall Onion 

Full Court 73 3S 34 
Small Plenum 113 83 2S 
Chambers 100 86 9 
President 2 - 2 

Total 288 204 70 

• The fiJUI'el in brackets (gross fiJUI'C) represent the total number of cues, without takina account of 
cues joined on grounds of related aubject-matter (one case number - one case). The net fiJUI'C 
represents the number of cues after account has been taken of those joined on grounds of related 
subject-matter (one series of joined cases • one case). 
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TABLE 3 

c ... decidell .. 1991 - Bull or .............. 

BuiJ of proceediJip Judpleull Orden Total 

Article 169-EEC Treaty 58 (58) 28 (28) 86 (86) 
Article 171 EEC Treaty 3 (3) 6 (6) 9 (9) 
Article 173 EEC Treaty 24 (37) 12 (14) 36 (39) 
Article 175 EEC Treaty - 2 (2) 2 (2) 
Article 177 EEC Treaty lOS (113) 14 (IS) 119 (128) 
Article 178 EEC Treaty I (I) - 1 (I) 
Article 228 EEC Treaty - I (I) I (I) 
Protocol 1971 3 (3) - 3 (3) 
Statute of the Court of Justice Article 49 5 (5) 6 (6) 11 (11) 

EEC Treaty 199 (208) 69 (72) 268 (280) 

Article 38 ECSC Treaty I (2) - 1 (2) 

ECSC Treaty I (2) - I (2) 

Article 141 EAEC Treaty I (I} - 1 (1) 
Article 146 EAEC Treaty I (I) - I (I) 
Article 153 EAEC Treaty 1 (1) - 1 (1) 

EAEC Treaty 3 (3) - 3 (3} 

Total 203 (213) 69 (72) 272 (28S) 

Article 74 Rules of Procedure - 2 (2) 2 (2} 
Article 98 Rules of Procedure I (I) - I (1) 

Special proceedings I (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 

Overall total 204 (214) 71 (74) 275 (288) 
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TABLE4 

c- deeWed a. 1991- SultJect ........ or tile pnm" p 

Subjocl-malla' oldie .....,_.m,. JudpDalll Orden Tolal 

Alriculture 35 (38) 15 (18) ~ (56) 
Approximation of laws 2 (2) s (S) 7 (7) 
Bruuela Convention 3 (3) - 3 (3) 
Commercial policy 7 (6) 2 (2) 9 (8) 
Company law 4 (5) 2 (2) 6 (7) 
Competition 5 (5) 4 (4) 9 (9) 
Economic policy I (I) - I (I) 
EnerJY policy I (I) - I (I) 
Environmental and comwner affairs 18 (18) 6 (6) 24 (24) 
External relatiom 2 (2) 2 (2) 4 (4) 
Free movement of aoods 30 (31) 12 (12) 42 (43) 
Free movement of persona 44 (44) 9 (9) 53 (53) 
Law aovernina the inatitutiom - I (I) I (I) 
Principles of the Treaty I (I) I (I) 2 (2) 
Social policy 12 (17) 3 (3) IS (20) 
State aid 5 (5) I (I) 6 (6) 
Taxation 17 (17) I (I) 18 (18) 
Tramport 7 (7) 2 (2) 9 (9) 

Total EEC Treaty 194 (203) 66 (69) 260 (272) 

Law aovernina the imtitutiom I (I) - I (I) 
Protection of the population 2 (2) - 2 (2) 

Total EAEC Treaty 3 (3) - 3 (3) 

Law aovcming the inatitutiona 2 (3) 2 (2) 4 (S) 
Staff Jleaulatiom 5 (5) 3 (3) 8 (8) 

Total EC 7 (8) 5 (5) 12 (13) 

Overall total 204 (214) 71 (74) 275 (288) 
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Tables of cases IJrouabt In 1991 

TABLE 1 

c ... !JroaPt lit 1991 - Nature of tile proeeediDp 

References for a preliminary ruling 

Direct actions . . . 

- for annulment 
- for failure to act 
- for compensation for damage 
- for failure to fulfil obligations 
- under an arbitration cla\lle 
-appeals 
-opinions ....... . 

Special proceedings . . . 

- taxation of costs 
- revision of a judgment 
- immunities . . . . . 
- application for attachment order 

186 

140 

58 
6 

16 
58 
4 

14 
2 

Total 342 

3 

2 
I 

Overall total 345 

Applications for interim measures 9 
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TABLE 2 

Article 169 EEC Treaty 52 
Article 171 EEC Treaty 6 
Article 173 EEC Treaty 58 
Article 175 EEC Treaty 5 
Article 177 EEC Treaty 182 
Article 178 EEC Treaty 16 
Article 181 EEC Treaty 2 
Article 228 EEC Treaty 2 
1971 Protocol to 81'1188els Convention 4 
Article 49 Statute of the Court of Justice of the EC 13 

Total EEC Treaty 340 

Article 49 ECSC Treaty 1 

Total ECSC Treaty I 

Article 148 EAEC Treaty 1 

Total EAEC Treaty 1 

Total 342 

Artick~Rw~of~~ 2 
Article 98 Rwes of~~ 1 

Special proceedinp 3 

Overall total 345 
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TABLE 3 

Sulljlcl o~...-. Direct ..,._rora Tolal ..... prwlimlaary ruliDa or- broalbt 

Alriculture 47 43 90 
Approximation of laws 9 I 10 
aru.ela CoDvention - 4 4 
Commlrcialpolic:y s I 6 
Company law 7 4 11 
Competition I 16 22 
Bnviroamental and COIIIUDler aft'ain 8 I 9 
External relationl 3 3 7 
Free movement of aoocSa 9 27 36 
Free movemeat of penona 3 29 32 
Law aowrniDa tbe inatitutiom 2 I 4 
R.esiona1 polic:y s I 6 
Soc:ia1 policy IS 28 43 
State acceaion - 2 2 
State aid 11 - 11 
Tuation 10 17 27 
Tramport 2 s 7 

Total EBC Treaty 135 186 328 

Proc:urement I - I 

Total EAEC Treaty I - I 

Steel I - I 

Total ECSC Treaty I - I 

Fiaancial and budptary proviliom 2 - 2 
Law aowrnina tbe inatitutions 2 - s 
Staff llqulatiODI - - 8 

Total BC 4 - IS 

Overall total 140 186 345 
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TABLE 4 

D1net actAc. 11nM1Pt Ia 1991 -A .......... ......._ 

By ApiDit 

Belpum Belpum 7 
Denmark Denmark 1 
Federal Republic of Germany 1 Federal Republic of Germany 1 
Greece 1 Greece 9 
Spain 6 Spain 2 
France 5 France 4 
Ireland Ireland 3 
Italy 2 Italy 19 
Luxembourg Luxembourg 3 
Netherlands 2 Netherlands 7 
Portupl 1 Portugal 2 
United Kingdom 1 United Kingdom 

Member States total 20 Member Statcl total 58 

Council Counc:il 16 
Collllniaion 59 Collllniaion 49 
Parliament 3 Parliament 3 

Council and Commiuion 14 
Natural or 1epl penona 58 Natural or legal penona 

Total 140 Total 140 
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TABLE 5 

c- broaabt Ia 1991 -()rip ol refereKeS lor a prelbalury ruUq- COID'tl makiDa the relereaces 

Member Stale National court Total 

Belgium Cour de cassation I 
Lower courts 18 

19 
Denmark Hsjesteret 

Lower courts 2 

2 

Federal Republic of Germany Bundesgerichtshof 5 
Bundesverwaltungsgericht 2 
Bundesfinanzhof 9 
Bundessozialgericht I 
Lower courts 37 

54 

Greece Lower courts 3 
3 

Spain Lower courts 5 

5 

France Cour de cassation 2 
Conseil d'Etat I 
Lower courts 26 

29 

Ireland Lower courts 2 

2 
Italy Corte Suprema di Cassazione 15 

Lower courts 20 
Consiglio di Stato I 

36 
Luxembourg Conseil d'Etat 

Lower courts 

2 

Netherlands Raad van State I 
Hoge Raad 3 
Centrale Raad van Beroep 
College van Beroep 3 
Tariefcommissie 
Lower courts 10 

17 
Portugal Supremo Tribunal Administrative 2 

Lower courts I 

3 
United Kingdom House of Lords 3 

Court of Appeal 3 
Lower courts 8 

14 

Overall total 186 
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GENERAL TREND 

TABLE6 

c- JJrouPt from 1953 to 31 December 1991 

Year OinJc:t actions 1 R.erere~~Ce~ for a Tolal Applic:ationa for Judpnenll 
preliminary rulini interim IIIIUUI'el 

1953 4 - 4 - -
1954 10 - 10 - 2 
1955 9 - 9 2 4 
1956 11 - 11 2 6 
1957 19 - 19 2 4 
1958 43 - 43 - 10 
1959 47 - 47 5 13 
1960 23 - 23 2 18 
1961 25 I 26 I 11 
1962 30 5 35 2 20 
1963 99 6 105 7 37 
1964 49 6 55 4 31 
1965 55 7 62 4 52 
1966 30 I 31 2 24 
1967 14 23 37 - 24 
1968 24 9 33 I 27 
1969 60 17 77 2 30 
1970 47 32 79 - 64 
1971 59 37 96 1 60 
1972 42 40 82 2 61 
1973 131 61 192 6 80 
1974 63 39 102 8 63 
1975 61 69 130 5 78 
1976 51 75 126 6 88 
1977 74 84 !58 6 100 
1978 145 123 268 7 97 
1979 1216 106 I 322 6 138 
1980 180 99 279 14 132 
1981 214 109 323 17 128 
1982 216 129 345 16 185 
1983 199 98 297 11 151 
1984 183 129 312 17 165 
1985 294 139 433 22 211 
1986 238 91 329 23 174 
1987 251 144 395 21 208 
1988 194 179 373 17 238 
1989 246 139 385 20 188 
1990 238 141 379 12 193 
1991 156 2 186 342 9 204 

Total 5050 3 2 369 7 374 282 3 319 

1 ActiODI broucht by CommUDity olllciala are iDduded up 10 1989. AI from 1990, tJ.o ICiioaa are DO ........ iDcludod ill the ficureo, 
followinl the lralllfer ol juriodicli011 ill tbla type of ICii011 10 the Court or P"lrll lllllaDco. H..,.._, the flauna iDcludo ._. from 
1990. 

• 1bla ftpn iDduclcl two applicatioM for 1111 opillioD pw11111111 10 tile IOCOIId parqrapb of Article 221. 
' IDcludea 2 3IIICiiODI broutbt by CommUDity olllciala up 10 31 o-nbor 1989. 
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TABLE 7 

Tnllll tn. 1 J..ary 1910 to 31 Deceadler 1991 

1980 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1911 1919 

c-..,..... 
Refereuces for a preliminary 
rulin& 99 109 129 98 129 139 91 144 179 139 
Direct actions 64 120 131 131 140 229 181 174 136 20S 
Actiona broUJht by 
Community officials 116 94 8S 68 43 6S S1 77 S8 41 
Appeall I - - - - - - - - - -
Opinions - - - - - - - - - -

Total 279 323 34S 297 312 433 329 39S 373 38S 

c-..._. (jltdpu"lll) 

Refereuces for a preliminary 
ruling 1S 6S 94 S8 77 109 78 71 108 90 
Direct actions 34 21 60 S3 S1 63 S9 101 98 64 
Actiona brouaht by 
Community offiCials 23 42 31 39 30 38 3S 36 32 34 
Opinions - - - - - - - - - -
Revisions - - - I I I I - - -
Third-party procecdiDp - - - - - - I - - -
Appeall - - - - - - - - - -

Total 132 128 ISS lSI 16S 211 174 208 238 188 

JudJIDentl of the Chambers 63 73 102 99 110 138 107 liS 123 116 
JudJIDentl of the Full Court 69 ss 83 S2 ss 73 6S 93 liS 72 

I SiDco 1990. 
• IDcludiDa .... apiaioa. 

TABLE8 
Direct IICdo. ........... to 31 Deceadler 1991 

BeiJium 
Denmark 

By 

Federal Republic of Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portupl 
United Kingdom 
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II 
s 

32 
3 

22 
38 
8 

47 
7 

26 
4 

19 

BeiJium 
Denmark 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portupl 
United K.inadom 

1990 

141 
222 

-
16 
-

379 

113 
73 

7 
-
-
-
-

193 

119 
74 

1991 

186 
140 

-
14 
2 

342 

108 
91 

-
I 

-
-
s 

20S 

86 
ll82 

137 
20 
67 
81 
12 

120 
42 

268 
40 
41 
s 

31 



TABLE9 

.., ..... far .......... ry .............. to 31 o. .... 1991 

....... ......... 
Cour de cauation 32 The Supreme Court 7 
Conseil d'ttat 10 The Hiah Court lS 
Lower courts 223 Circuit courts and 

Total 26S 
District courts s 
Total 27 

o-m 
H&jeateret 10 Italy 
Lower courts 28 Conlialio eli Stato 1 

Total 38 
Corte Suprema di Caauione S2 
Lower courts 220 

Federal Jle,.lllle of Genuay Total -m 
Bundeqerichtahof 38 
Bundewbeitapricht 4 ......... 
Bundesverwaltunppricht 28 Cour Superieur de JUitice 9 
BundelfUWIZhof 119 Conaeil d'ttat 10 
BundeuoziaiJericht 38 Lower courts 11 
Lower courts Sll 

Total -----'30 ---Total 738 N......._ 
Greece Raad van State 13 
Council of State 3 Hoae Raad S8 
Lower courts 23 Centrale Raad van Beroep 30 

Total 26 
Collese van Beroep voor 
bet Bedrijflleven 81 

s,ala 
Tariefcommiaie 19 
Lower courts 144 

Lower courts 16 
~ Total 

Total 16 

Fruce 
Portllpl 
Supremo Tribunal Adminiatrativo 2 

Cour de cassation 41 Lower courts 4 
CoDICil d'ttat 10 ---6 
Lower courts 377 Total 

Total 428 UIIIWKIIIPom 
Houae of Lords 11 
Court of Appeal 16 
Lower courts lOS 

Total ----rn 
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TABLE JO 

Ref.__ to die Ceart for pnlladMry nlillp 

(Articles 177 EEC Treaty, 41 ECSC Treaty, 1S3 EAEC Treaty, Protocol to Bruuell Convention) 

Cltw~d by Mtmber Statt 

Yeu I ] J J J J I ! I I J i Tolal 

I 
1961 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 
1962 - - - - - - - - - s - - s 
1963 - - - - - - - - 1 s - - 6 
1964 - - - - - - - 2 - 4 - - 6 
196S - - 4 - - 2 - - - 1 - - 7 
1966 - - - - - - - - - I - - I 
1967 s - 11 - - 3 - - 1 3 - - 23 
1968 1 - 4 - - 1 - 1 - 2 - - 9 
1969 4 - 11 - - 1 - - 1 - - - 17 
1970 4 - 21 - - 2 - 2 - 3 - - 32 
1971 1 - 28 - - 6 - s 1 6 - - 37 
1972 s - 20 - - 1 - 4 - 10 - - o40 
1973 8 - 37 - - 4 - s 1 6 - - 61 
1974 s - IS - - 6 - s - 7 - 1 39 
1975 7 1 26 - - 15 - 14 1 4 - 1 69 
1976 11 - 28 - - 8 1 12 - 14 - 1 7S 
1977 16 1 30 - - 14 2 7 - 9 - .s 84 
1978 7 3 46 - - 12 1 11 - 38 - .s 123 
1979 13 1 33 - - 18 2 19 1 11 - 8 106 
1980 14 2 24 - - 14 3 19 - 17 - 6 99 
1981 12 1 41 - - 17 - 12 4 17 - .s 109 
1982 10 1 36 - - 39 - 18 - 21 - 4 129 
1983 9 4 36 - - IS 2 7 - 19 - 6 98 
1984 13 2 38 - - 34 1 10 - 22 - 9 129 
198.5 13 - o40 - - 4.5 2 11 6 14 - 8 139 
1986 13 4 18 2 1 19 4 .s 1 16 - 8 91 
1987 l.S s 32 17 1 36 2 s 3 19 - 9 144 
1988 30 4 34 - 1 38 - 28 2 26 - 16 179 
1989 13 2 47 2 2 28 1 10 1 18 1 14 139 
1990 17 s 34 2 6 21 4 2S 4 9 2 12 141 
1991 19 2 54 3 s 29 2 36 2 17 3 14 186 

Total 26S 38 738 26 16 428 27 273 30 34S 6 132 2324 
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B - Proceedings of the Court of First Instance 

I - Synopsis of judgments delivered by the Court of First 
Instance in 1991 

eo.pedtloa 

T-3/90 23.1.1991 Prodifarma v Coriuniuion of the Inadmiuibility 
European Communities (Order) 

T-12/90 29.5.1991 Bayer AG v CoDllDiuion of the Admillibility - Time-limit for 
European Communities brinaina proccodinp - Lcplity of 

notification - ExCUJable error -
Fortuitous event or fore~ ma}ftr~ 

T-19/91R 7.6.1991 Societe d'hypene dennato1ogiquc Referred 
de Vichy v Commiuion of the 
European Communities (Order) 

T-42/91 21.6.1991 Koninklijke P1T Nederland NV Discontinuance 
and P1T Post BV v Commiuion 
of the European Communities 

T-69/89 10.7.1991 Radio Telcf11 Eircann (Case Abuse of a dominant pollition -
T-70/89 T-69/89), British Broadcasting Copyriaht - Practic:cl prcvcntina 
T-76/89 Corporation (Case T-70/89) and the publication and sale of 

Independent Television comprehenllive weekly te1eviaion 
Publications Ltd (Case T-76/89) v guides 
Commillion of the European 
Communities 

T-23/90 12.7.1991 Automobilea Peuaeot SA and Motor vehicle distribution -
Peuaeot SA v Conuniasion of the Rcplation for the exemption per 
European Communities category - Provillional measures 

T-1/89 24.10.1991 Rhonc-Poulenc SA v Commiuion Concepts of qreement and 
of the European Communities concerted practice - Collective 

responllibility 

T-2/89 24.10.1991 Petrofina SA v Commisllion of the Concepts of qreement and 
European Communities concerted practice - Collective 

responllibility 

T-3/89 24.10.1991 Atochem SA v Commiuion of the Concepts of apeement and 
European Communities concerted practice - Collective 

responllibility 

T-35/89 28.11.1991 Eurosport Consortium v Intervention 
Commiuion of the European 
Communities (Order) 
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T-30/89 12.12.1991 Hilti AG v Commission of the Nails for nail guns - Relevant 
European Communities market - Dominant position -

Abuse - Product liability - Fine 

T-39/90 12.12.1991 NV Samenwerkende Administrative procedure -
Elektriciteits-produktiebedrijven v Decision requestins information 
Commission of the European addressed to an undertakins -
Communities Necessary information - Principle 

of proportionality and obliption 
of Member States to observe 
professional secrecy, especially in 
relation to public undertakinp, 
with reprd to documents 
forwarded to those States by the 
Commission(Council ReJUiation 
(EEC) No 17, Arts 10(1), 11 and 
20) 

T-4/89 17.12.1991 BASF Aktiensesellschaft v Concepts of asreement and 
Commission of the European concerted practice - Collective 
Communities responsibility 

T-6/89 17.12.1991 Enichem Anic SpA v Commission Concepts of asreemnt and 
of the European Communities concerted practice - Collective 

responsibility - Whether 
accountable for an infrinsement 

T-7/89 17.12.1991 SA Hercules Chemicals NV v Concepts of asreement and 
Commission of the European concerted practice - Collective 
Communities responsibility 

T-8/89 17.12.1991 DMS NV v Commission of the Concepts of agreement and 
European Communities concerted practice - Collective 

responsibility 

ECSC 

T-120/89 27.6.1991 Stahlwewrke Peine-Salzsitter AG v Non-contractual liability of the 
Commission of the European Community 
Communities 

Ofllclu of the Commuaity 

T-63/89 24.1.1991 E. P. Latham v Commission of the Staff report - Compensation for 
European Communities damase 

T-27/90 24.1.1991 E. P. Latham v Commission of the Admissibility - Recruitment 
European Communities procedure under Article 29(l)(a) of 

the Staff ReJU)ations - Staff 
report - Delay - Compensation 
for damase 

T-18/89 7.2.1991 H. Tasaras v Court of Justice of Classification - Additional 
T-24/89 the European Communities seniority- Equal treatment-

Admissibility 
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T-58/89 7.2.1991 C. Williams v Court of Auditors Reclasaification - Admissibility of 
of the European Communities new facts - Promotion procedure 

and competition 

T-167/89 7.2.1991 J. R. de Rijk v Commission of the Family allowances - National 
European Communities family allowances of like nature -

Deduction - Application of the 
'transfer rate' 

T-2/90 7.2.1991 A. Fernandes Ferreira de Freitas v Classification - Additional 
Commission of the European seniority - Experience counted 
Communities 

T-124/89 28.2.1991 E. Kormeier v Commission of the Dependent child allowance -
European Communities Recovery of overpayments 

T-10/91R 11.3.1991 L. Bodson v European Parliament 
(Order) 

T-109/89 20.3.1991 G.-M. Andre v Commission of the Reclasaification 
European Communities 

T-1/90 20.3.1991 G. Perez-Minguez Casariego v External competition procedure on 
Commission of the European the accession of Spain and 
Communities Portugal - Admissibility -

Mandatory intervention -
Appointment of a candidate whose 
name is included in the list of 
suitable candidates - Requirement 
to state reasons 

T-13/91R 15.4.1991 M. Harrison v Commission of the 
European Communities (Order) 

T-18/90 7.5.1991 E. Jongen v Commission of the Appointment - Clasaification in 
European Communities grade and step on recruitment -

Previous experience -
Correspondence between grade and 
posts - Equal treatment of 
officials - Principle of legitimate 
expectation and duty to have 
regard for the interests of officials 

T-30/90 14.5.1991 W. Zoder v European Parliament Promotion - Seniority 

T-14/91 7.6.1991 G. Weyrich v Commission of the Inadmissibility 
European Communities 

T-156/89 27.6.1991 I. Valverde Mordt v Court of Conditions for promotion -
Justice of the European Seniority - Competition -
Communities Regularity of steps in an internal 

competition - Action for 
annulment and damages 

T-47/90 4.7.1991 A. Herremans v Commission of Inadmissibility 
the European Communities 

T-48/91 9.7.1991 D. Minic v Court of Auditors of Manifest inadmissibility 
the European Communities 
(Order) 

T-19/90 11.7.1991 D. von Hoessle v Court of Classification in step -
Auditors of the European Professional experience 
Communities 
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T-110/89 12.7.1991 G. Pincherle v Commission of the Social security - Article 72 of the 
European Communities Staff Regulations - Implementing 

provisions - Reimbursement of 
medical expenses - Equal 
treatment 

T-51/91R 1.8.1991 P. E. Hoyer v Commission of the Application for interim measures 
European Communities (Order) 

T-52/91R 1.8.1991 C. Smets v Commission of the Application for interim measures 
European Communities (Order) 

T-36/89 25.9.1991 H. Nijman v Commission of the Liability of the Commission -
European Communities Service-related fault - Failure to 

notify illness at the time of the 
medical examination 

T-163/89 25.9.1991 E. Sebastiani v European Interim - Promotion -
Parliament Admissibility 

T-5/90 25.9.1991 A. Marcato v Commission of the Records of meetings in the context 
European Communities of an aocessment procedure -

Action for annulment and 
compensation - Inadmissibility 

T-54/90 25.9.1991 M. Lacroix v Commission of the Admissibility - Period for lodging 
European Communities a complaint 

T-38/91 1.10.1991 D. Coussios v Commission of the Inadmissibility 
European Communities (Order) 

T-26/89 17.10.1991 H. de Compte v European Disciplinary measures -
Parliament Downgrading 

T-129/89 17.10.1991 K. Offermann v European Admissibility - Request -
Parliament Implied rejection - Complaint 

lodged out of time - Express 
confirmation of rejection 

T-33/90 6.ll.l991 C. von Bonkewitz-Lindner v Staff report - Description of 
European Parliament duties - Inadequate marks -

Withdrawal of duties and 
assignment of new duties 

T-77/91R 22.11.1991 I. Hochbaum v Commission of the Provisional measures -
European Communities (Order) Suspension of implementation of a 

judgment of the Court of First 
Instance - Rejection 

T-146/89 26.11.1991 C. E. Williams v Court of Obligations - Conduct 
Auditors of the European incompatible with the status of an 
Communities official - Duty of loyalty -

Disciplinary measures- Penalty 

T-21/90 27.11.1991 G. Generlich v Commission of the Voluntary termination of service 
European Communities - Period of entitlement to 

allowance - Retirement pension 
- Basic salary for the purpose of 
calculating the pension 
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T-158/89 28.11.1991 G. van HeckeD v Economic and ADnW...t of decilion retUiiq to 
Social Committee admit tbe applic:aDt to tbe teltl in 

open compltition CP11/LA/102/87 
- Compalation for damap 

T-10/90 3.12.1991 M. 8oeaeo v Economic and Education allowUice -
T-31/90 Social Committee Compullory IChooliq - 'Bzpen• 

in COIIIIICtion with pi)'CboJop:a1 
teltl 

T-78/91 4.12.1991 A. Macrae Moat and Auoc:iation lnac!mi•llility and manifelt laclt 
v CoiiiJIIialion of the European of jurildictioD to bear action 
Communitiel (Order) broUibt by an oflicial 

T-60/91 10.12.1991 I. Chevolet v Colllllliaion of the JnadmiMibiJity 
European Communitiel (Order) 

T-169/89 11.12.1991 B. D. Frederiben v European ADnubMDt of a promotion -
Parliament Annum.tt of tbe rejection of a 

candidature 
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II - Statistical information 

Summary of the proceedings of the Court of First Instance 
in 1991 

During 1991, the Court of First Instance of the European Communities delivered 
41 fmal and interim judgments; 

lS were in direct actions (excluding actions brought by officials of the Communi
ties): 

26 were in actions brought by officials of the Communities. 

All judgments were delivered by the different Chambers. 

The President of the Court of First Instance, or the Presidents of Chambers, were 
called upon in 1991 to decide on 10 applications for interim measures. 

In 1991, the Chambers of the Court of First Instance held 66 public hearings. 

Cases pending may be analysed as follows: 

31 Dlcllllblr 1919 31 e-mber 1990 31 Dlcllllblr 1991 

Direct actiona 77 80 73 
- Competition 1S 76 70 
-ECSC 2 4 3 

StatTcua 91 6S I 96 

Total number of cua pendina 168 14S I 169 2 
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Table of tbe paeral proeeedlnp of tbe Court of Flnt '-ta~a Ia 1990 ud Ia 
1991 

Cuea broupt 
Cuea decided 
Cuea pendina 

Table of cues broqbt Ia 1990 aad Ia 1991 

Direct actiom t 

Actiom brought by Community ofTICiala 

Table of cues decided Ia 1990 aad Ia 1991 

Direct actiom I 

Actiom broupt by Community ofTICiala 

Table of eue1 pelldlaa oa 31 Deeember each year 

Direct actiom 1 

Actiom broupt by Community ofTICiala 

I Compedlioll- or ....-.w.a tbe ECSC Treaty. 

Total 

Total 

Total 

1990 1991 

55 
79 

123 

1990 

12 
43 

55 

1990 

9 
71 

80 

1990 

80 
64 

144 

93 
67 

169 

1991 

12 
81 

93 

1991 

19 
48 

67 

1991 

73 
96 

169 
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Statistical tables 

Tables of cues decided Ia 1991 1 

TABLE 1 

c- illcWed Ia 1991- Form of dedllo. 

Form of dlc:illoa DiNct Actioal llroqbt Special Total acliou by ollk:iala proceediDp 

JudgrtwntJ 

In contelted cues IS (IS) 26 (28) - 41 (43) 

Total judpnents IS (IS) 26 (28) - 41 (43) 

0,..,8 
Removal from Reaiater 2 (2) 12 (13) - 14 (IS) 
Action inadmiuible I (I) 4 (4) - S (S) 
Lack of jurildic:tion of the Court - 1 (1) - 1 (1) 
Cues not to proceed to judpnent - I (1) - I (I) 
DilcontinuaD<le I (I) - - I (1) 
Referred to the Court of Justice - 1 (I) - 1 (1) 

Total orders 4 (4) 19 (20) - 23 (24) 

Total 19 (19) 4S (48) - 64 (67) 

TABLE 2 

Total _.... of c.- iMciiW Ia 1991 - Beadlllearbla cue 

lleach heuiq cue Total - decided Judpaenll Orden 

Full Court - - -
Chambers 67 41 23 

Total 67 41 23 

1 The fipres in brackets (Jrou figure) represent the total number of cases, without taking account of 
cues joined on grounds of related subject-matter (one case number : one case). The net figure 
represents the number of cues after account has been taken of those joined on grounds of related 
subject-matter (one aeries of joined caaca .. one case). 
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TA.BLE 3 

.... or prooadiap JudpeDII Ordon ToCIII 

Article 173 EEC Treaty 14 (14) 1 (1) 15 (15) 
Article 175 EEC Treaty - 2 (2) 2 (2) 

Total EEC Treaty 14 (14) 3 (3) 17 (17) 

Article 33 ECSC Treaty - 1 (1) 1 (1) 
Article 34 ECSC Treaty 1 (1) - 1 (1) 

Total ECSC Treaty 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 

Staff Regulationa 26 (28) 19 (20) 45 (48) 

Overall total 41 (43) 23 (24) 64 (67) 
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Tabla of c-. broqbt Ia 1991 

TABLE 1 

c.....,.....la1991 1-N.-.ortllepnc••"ap 

Direct acUODI , , • 12 

- For umulmeDt of me&IU1'el 11 
- For flilure to act . 1 
- For compe~~~ation . 
- Brouaht by oflic:iala . . . 81 

Total 93 

Special pror«dinp 

- Tuation of coata 2 
- R.evilion or a judpnent 

Total 2 

Overall total 95 

ApplicatioDJ for interim JDeiiiW'el 10 

TABLE 2 

C.. .......... 19911 - .... of JI'GC ...... 

Article 173 EEC Treaty 
Article 175 EEC Treaty 

Article 33 ECSC Treaty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Staff RqulatioDJ 

10 
l 

Total EEC Treaty 11 

Total ECSC Treaty 

83 

Total 95 

1 1'bele fiaurea include aeconclary procwdinp without ICJ)Vate cue numbers (for example for tuation 
or COitl or revision or a judament) which do not fiaure in the overall atatiatics. 
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GENERAL TREND 

v- Ollll:iala c....,. BCIC Tolal 

Cues brouaht before the Court of Firat 1989 92 (78) 7S (73) 2 (2) 169 (1S3) 
lnataDce (includinJ 1 S 1 cues referred by the 1990 43 10 2 S~P 
Court of Justice on 15.11.1989) 

1991 81 11 1 93 

Cues peadinJ before the Court of Firat 1989 91 74 3 168 
1nataoce at 31 December (includina aua- 1990 65 (3) 76 4 14S (3) 3 

pended cues) 1991 96 (10) 70 3 169 (10) 3 

Cues decided 1989 I 1 - - 1 
1990 71 9 - 772 
1991 48 17 2 67 

Judgmenta deliverod 1989 - - - -
1990 S2 6 - S8 
1991 26 14 1 41 

Number of orden for interim measures 1989 1 1 1 - 2 
aranted 1990 1 2 - 3 

1991 9 1 - 10 

Number of littinp 1989 I 1 2 - 3 
1990 73 23 1 97 
1991 36 29 1 66 

Number of cues in which an Advocate 1989 - 1 - 1 
General wu appointed 1990 - 14 2 16 

1991 - 2 - 2 
·. 

Number of cuea referred to a Chamber com- 1989 - 1 - 1 
posed of a different number of Judpa under 1990 4 - - 4 
Articles 14 and S1 of the Rules of Procedure 1991 - 2 - 2 

Number of appeala broupt (the fiprea in 1989 - - - -
bracketa indicate the number of deciliona 
(judgmenta, orden declarina an action inad-
miaible, arantina interim meuurea, and 1990 14 (37) 2 (7) - 16 (44) 
orden atatina that a cue ia not to proceed 
to juclpDent) in reapect of which the period 
within which an appeal could be broupt 
expired durina the year) 1991 8 (48) 4 (10) 1 (1) 13 (S9) 

Outcome of appeala from 1.1.1991 to 
31.12.1991 
Removed from Rqilter - 2 - 2 

Diamiued 6 - - 6 
-by order (2) (-) (-) (2) 
- by judpnent (4) (-) (-) (4) 

Annulment (1) (-) (-) (1) 
- and referral back (1) (-) (-) (1) 
- and no referral back (-) (-) (-) (-) 
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C - Statistics relating to the two Cowts in 1991 

c ... broqbt 

1990 1991 

Referenc:ea for a preliminary ruling 141 186 
Direct actiona 234 1 152 
Actiona brousht by Community oftlciala 43 83 
Appeals 16 14 
OpiJiionafOeliberations - 2 
Special prooeedinp 9 3 

Total 443 I 440 

Caesdeddedl 

1990 1991 

References for a preliminary ruling 133 (162) 122 (131) 
Direct actiona 130 (134) 157 (134) 
Actiona bro\llht by Community ofTJciala n (82) 4S (48) 
Appeals - II (II) 
Special proccedinp 6 (6) 3 (3) 
OpinionafOeliberationa - I (1) 

Total 346 (384) 339(355) 

Cues pencHna 2 

1990 1991 

References for a preliminary ruling 197 (209) 21S (264) 
Direct ac:tiona 409(436) 405(427) 
Actiona broupt by Community oftlciala ss (63) 92 (98) 
Appeals 16 (16) 19 (19) 
Opiniona/Deliberationa - 1 (I) 
Special procerdinp 4 (4) 4 (4) 

Total 681 (728) 736 (813) 
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D - Decisions of national courts on Community law 

Synopsis 1990/91 

Statistical information 

The Court of Justice endeavours to obtain the fullest possible information on 
decisions of national courts on Community law. 

The table below shows the number of national decisions, with a breakdown by 
Member State, delivered between 1 July 1990 and 30 June 1991 entered in the 
card-indexes maintained by the Library, Research and Documentation Direc
torate of the Court. The decisions are included whether or not they were taken 
on the basis of a preliminary ruling by the Court. 

A separate column headed 'Decisions concerning the Brussels Convention' 
contains the decisions on the Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of 
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters, which was signed in Brussels on 
27 September 1968. 

It should be emphasized that the table is only a guide as the card-indexes on 
which it is based are necessarily incomplete. 

Tallie *willl tile_.. of~ • ,....._of C--aty law .U.eni lletweell 1 JIIIIJ 1990 ... 
30 J- 1991, arruplllly ~ State 

v.uiOIII oa q..tioaa Deciliaaa co-mo, 
M..,bor Stale of Commllllity law olber rho ........ Total lball m- co-mo, eoa-tloa 

rho .._.. eoa-lioD 

BelJium 52 29 80 
Denmark s 2 7 
France 1SS 17 172 
Germany 208 30 238 
Greece 28 1 29 
Ireland 9 1 10 
Italy 153 12 165 
Luxcmbours 7 3 10 
Netherlands 187 32 219 
Portupl 16 1 17 
Spain 71 - 71 
United Kinadom so 21 71 

Total 941 148 1089 
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